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Proceedings 
AT 

Ordinary General Meeting, 
March 18,,1911. 

The Ordinary General Meeting of the Society 
waS held in the Lecture Theatre of the South 
African School of Mines, on Saturday evening, 
~Iarch 18th, Dr. James Moir (President) in the 
chair. There were also pl'e~!'lnt :-

62 Members: Messrs. W. R. .Dowling, R. Allen, 
K. L. Graham, Tom Johnson, E. J. Laschinger, 
J. E. Thomas, A. Whitby, H. A. White, J. A. 
Wilkinson, James Littlejohli, A. F. Crosse, E. H. 
Johnson, A. MeA. Johnston (Members of Council), 
W. J. Abel. W.· Beaver, R. V, Blundun, J. 
Chilton, F. W. Cindel, W. M. Coulter, Michael 
Dodd, E. A. Filmer, A. Gullachsen, R. Gascoyne, 
James Gray, A. J. Herald, J. 1'Ons, A. J. 
JohnsoD, J, H. Johnson, R. A. La~rie, G. A. 
Lawson, Henry Lea, J. Lea, L. Mark6, T. G. 
Martyn, G. Melvill, H. H. Morrell, P. T. Morrisby, 
W. C. Mossop, S. Newton, W. J. North, E. A. 
Osterloh, J. C. Phillips, H. W. Pidsley, J. B. 
l'olglase, J. F. Pyles, W. A. Quince, D. 
Robertson, G. A .. Robertson, W .. H. Roe, F. W. 
Rush, A. Salkinson, A. Schwarz, S. Shlom, 
S. H. Steels, Ralph Stokes, J. A. Taylor, A. 
'rhomas, J. T. Triggs, C. F.Webb, E. M. Weston, 
J. Whitehouse, and A. Wilkinson. " 

26 Associates and Students: Messrs. C. F. 
Bftyly, C. J. Crocker, J. Cronin, C. A. Damant, 
D. C. Edington, J. Gibson, J. S. Grace, W .• J. R. 
Hunter, A. King, G. F. Mathews, F. J. Pooler, 
H. B. Powter, A. G.' Rusden, H. ~usden, R. 
S:twyer, P. Scatterty, H. Stadler E. H. Tamnlin, 
AM" t . . Thomas,1. Tom, P. A. TuckfJr, H. Ward, 
p, Wartenweiler, J. C. Webster, P. Wilson, and 
L. A. Womble.. '. 

18 Visitors, and Fred. Rowland, Secretary. 

The niiimtes of the pr'evious monthly nieeting, 
as printed in the February Jou1'nal, ,vere con· 
firmed. . . 

NEW MEMBERS. 
Messrs. J. Littlejohn and J. A. Wilkinson were 

appointed scrutineers, and after their scrutiny 
of the ballo't papers, the President announced 
that all the candidateR for membership had been 
unanimously elected, as follows :----: 
CASTLJ;;, LEWIS PERCY D~;, c/o DOll Proprietary Mines, 

Ltd., Gwelo, Rhodesia. Mini'ng Engineer. 
GULLACHSEN, BERENT CONRAD, Geldenhuis Deep, 

Ltd." P. O. Box 5, Cleveland. Mining Engineer. 
HARRISON, MARK JOHN, Knight Centml G. M. 

Co" P. O. Box 91, Germiston. Amalgamator. 
MARTYN, THOMA.S GRAHAM, New Primrose G. M. 

Co., P. O. Box 193, Germiston. Metallurgical 
Chemist. 

NEWBERY, J. ·W., The Tftrqllah Mining and Ex· 
ploration Co., Tarquah, Gold Coast, West Africa. 

. Mine MRnager. 
POLGLASE, J. B., Durban Roodepoort D\!ep, Ltd., 

P. O. Box 110, Roodepoort. Mine O'·erseer. 
ROUILLARD, ANTHONY PHILIPI'E,Durban Roodepoort 

Deep, Ltd., P. O. Box 110, Roodepoort. lViiue 
Manager. 

THOMPSON, GEORGE ROBERT, B.Sc., A.R.S.M., 
S. A. School of Mines, P. O. Box 1176, Jolmn· 
nesbnrg. Professor of Mining. 

'YILSON, JAMES CARRU:, 'Weyuek Tin Co., Ltd., 
P. O. Rooiberg, via Warmbath8. M.ine Manager. 

'YINTERTON, ARTHUR H~JNRY, East Rand Pro· 
prietary Mines, Ltd., P. O. Box 94, East Rand. 
Mill Foreman. 

The Secretilry: "ince the last meeting of 
the Society the following have been admitted by 
the Council:-

As Associates.-
BELL, H~;RBERT CHARLES FITZWILLIAM, P. O. Box 

21, Randfontein. Surveyor. (1'1'Onsf61' from. 
Student Roll). 

COWLIN, HUGH. HOUGHTON, A.R.S.M" Simmer 
Deep, Ltd., P. O. Bux 178, Germiston. Metal· 
lurgical Engineer. 

EDINGTON, DAVID CAMERON, B.Sc.(Edin.), Itobinson 
, Deep G. M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 1488, Johan· 
·nesburg. Mining Engineer. .,' 

('ORTER, ROBERT ALLAN, Simmer Deep, Ltd., P. O. 
Box 178, Gerrniston. Reduction 'Yorks Sampler. 

As Students.-
ABREY, THOMAS SHAW HILLIER, Geldenhuis Deep, 

Ltd., North Section, P. O. Box 5, Cleveland. 
Cya,nide Learner. 

DAYIS, WALTER HERBERT, Geldenhnis Deep, North 
Section, P. O. Box 5, Cleveland. Learner.. 

SPENCE, ERIC HUDSON, City' Deep, Ltd., P. O. Box 
1411, Johannesburg. Learner. 
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GENERAL BUSINESS._ 

Mr. Andrew F. Crosse (Past-President): I 
have a suggestion which I should like to bring up 
before you this evening. 'It would be a very good 
scheme-for our 'Society to arrange· for either a 
temporary or perhaps 'even a permanent exhibition 
of the most modern and up-to-date appliances
chemical, physical and· mechanical-which are 
required for assaying, sampling, ore crushing, 
testing various products, sieving, etc. The list 
is so long that time does not allow of my mention. 
ing any more this evening-there are ,so many 
recent improvements and such varied new appara
tus which could be exhibited, in some central 
position in this town, which would be very 
interesting to our members and valuable to the 
mining industry. For instance, the other da-y, 
during our visit to the Crown Mines, Mr. Stadler, 
who h::ls done so much work in connection with 
grading analysis, showed me a very ingenious inven
tion,of his own, for passing a sample of crushed ore 
through a series of sieves. All such improve-

. ments as this should be collected under one roof 
and exhibited for the benefit and instruction of 
those interested. 

I hope that our Council will take up this 
matter, and see if my suggestion cannot be made 
to assume a practical form. 

The President: I think this is a very 
interesting suggestion, and 1 should like to ask 
Mr. Crosse whether he means this to be a perma· 
nent exhibition 1 

. Mr. A. F. Crosse: My idea is that it should 
be a temporary one, though I believe a temporary 
exhibition would probably become a permanent 
one. I think that all the different people who 
~ell these things would only be too keen to have 
an exhibition for housing their exhibits. Most 
of us have but little time to go about, though if 
one had time to go along the reef we would see 
many things in use that we are not familiar with 
whereas if there was a central building where all 
these things could be assembled, a man could 
come in on a Saturday afternoon and see the 
whole outfit. 

Mr. E. M. Weston (Member): I am speaking 
without' authority, but I feel sure that the 
Council of the School of Mines would only be too 
happy to allow their museum to be utilised for 
such an exhibition.' 

The President: There is no doubt this idea' 
would be very beneficial to the industry and 
especially to those who cannot get to Europe 
every ~econd year to see what progress has been 
made. Of course there is also the other museum 
'Yhich belongs to the town in the old, building of 
the college. It is a pity we cannot have one 
decent museum instead of a lot of separate little 

affairs. However, we will submit the idea to the 
Council"and see if some practical scheme cannot 
be arranged. 

THE AMALGAMATIO~ OF GOLD IN 
BANKE'f ORE. 

By W. R. DOWLING, M.I.M.M. (Vice-President). 

Amalgamation being the most important Source 
of gold recovery on the Witwatersrand gold
field, recent developments and present varied 
opinions upon this subject make the time Oppor
tune for a general discllssion and review cif the 
situation. 

The author doe~ not propose t6 discuss the 
manipulative deta-ils of the method of amalgama_ 
tion; such knowledge is assumed, and the general 
features and present tendencies of the process 
with the influencing f,1ctors only are dealt 
with. The decreasing grade of the ore due 
to the fact that _ the reduction .in' working 
costs has brought into the paying zone ore 
formerly not payable, and the Jarge scale of 
operations to-day, necessitates the- simplifica
tion and reduction of plant and operations to 
the minimum. The enormous tonnages of ore 
'milled make each item of equipment and its 
operation cost a grea-t deal in the aggregate, and 
the fact that the interest on some particular non
essential item of expenditure does not ,amount to 
much per ton crushed is beside the mark, as in 
many cases the capital may not be available, or, 
if available, could possibly be employed more 
profitably otherwise. 

As will be shown, the relative importance of 
the amalgamation recovery and the methods by 
which it was carried out ha-ve been considerably 
modified by various factors from time to time in 
the metallurgical history of the Witwatersrand. 
In the early days the, main source of gold re
covery was by amalgamation with a small amount 
of concentration and subsequent chlorina.tion. 

_ The ore was crushed relatively fine by stamps, 
the screens mostly in use being 800 to 1,000 
holes per square inch, and the discharge was set 
high to aid fine crushing al)d inside amalgama
tion. To obtain the maximum recovery it was 
considered necessary to catch the gold at the 
ea-rliest pOHsible moment after its release from the 
ore by crushing. . To this end amalgamated 
copper plates were set inside the mortar boxes, 
which were made large and roomy and recessed 
at the back to protect the cOjlper plates. Mer· 
cury was fed into 'the box periodically, and lip 
and splash plates received the outflow of pulp. 
Following these plates was the large apron plate, 
the latter being the only plate in use in most 
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, '. 'W. E. j)o~ling-Th~ 1imalga~ati~'n 'of Gold in 'Banket Ore. ·£15 
M~rch1911 ____ ------------------------~----------------------------~----------- , . to.day. It was usual to cut the (tpron 
mIlls. t two or more lengths, and arrange these 
pl'\te m °mercury wells bein~ placed at each step 
1\1 ste

l 
ps, 'pose of mixing the pulp and recovering 

for t Ie pul . 1 'A I t' f ible floating partlc es. arge propor lOn 0 

]losds , al'ned in the mortar·box JOts amalgam on 
gol lem . d h d' d . . de plates and aroun t e les, an was 
the. ml~1 Ily cleaned up. Some of the gold dis-
IlerlO( lOa hid d through the battery screen ad a rea y 
charge etted by mercury, and was also in the 
been w .. 

f amalgam, and was caught on the outsIde 
fOrln 0 . I . t d 
]l1~1tes. At the present t~me a~a :am~tron en s 
IIlore and more to. bel per lo~me. I' y dt e p~ssage 
f lp over a smg e pam mc me statIOnary \ fU and the above devices of the early mill· 

]I ~ e'are likely to be followed into oblivion by 
lll<W • " f h ffi' t I mercury trap, m VIew 0 t e most e clen 
t I~'cury trap which the tube-mill circuit affords. 
lIlel . h . 1 I d f C anide was the favounte c emlca emp 0.\ e or 
(lI~ssing plates, and ,~as liber~Uy used .. It might 
he mentioned in passmg t~at m some mdl~, many 
ypars ~1fter the intro.du~tlOn of ·the cyamde pro
Cl'~H, cyanide was stIll muse (1). The large 
l\l()rt~1r boxes necessarily reduced the crushing 
"1I]laciLy of the stamps, a~q it was due to the 
introduction of narrow straIght-backed boxes for 
the purpose of increasing crushing efficiency that 
inHide plates bec~me impracticable. The mercury 
feed to the mortar boxes, however, continued 
llIlIch later (2), it being argued by the expovents 
of this practice that sincl' a particle of amalgam 
WILS huger and heavier than its er.closed gold 
jlarticle, it was more readily caught. Inside 
ILlm1lg~llm1tion and mercury feed to the mortar, 
\lOxes increased the mercury consumption, and 
1lll1de it impossible to obtain a reliable sample 
of the ore crushed. 

Concentration oy -means' 'of blanket strakes, 
huddles, Frue vaimers, and other means was 
pmctised, and some amalgamable gold was TEl· 
covered, as well as no doubt some rusty gold 
from the oxidised ore. Evidence of the amal
I-(fLnmble gold reaching the concentration plants 
iH the amalgam recovery made on the small 
plates attached to the Frue vanners then running, 
ILnd also on some shaking secondary plates in-
8t1Llled at the Ferreira Mine (3). 

lnformation is very meagre and unreliable as 
t.o the percentage of recovery by the means out-
111IIlu above. The assayer in the early days was 
not. considered a necessary official on the mine, 
thl' pan in the hands of the mine-captain or mill· 
man being thought the more reliable means of 
determining the value of the ore. In December, 
IH';)4, however, J. S. Curtis sets the recovery at 
OVlIr 60 per cent. where a 900 'mesh screen was 
llI<uIl (4). It appears, then, that the percentage 
r~covery of the early days on an oxidised and 
nch ore, by the various, amalgamation methods 

then in nse, was not much less than is obtained 
,by the, present ,fine crushing from low-grade' 
pyritic ore by the ordinary straight mill plate 
and shaking tube-mill plates, as used' in most 
reduction works to·day. 

A most important change in the methods of 
gold recovery was brougb,t about by the introduc- , 
tion of the cyanide process early in 1890. The 
cyanide process in the first mstance was 
only applied to leachable sand. This had its 
influence on the crushing of the ore and amal
gamation recovery, since, with a view to the pro
duction of as little slime as possible, the tendency 
was to crush coarser, thus decreasing the amalgam 
wcovery, although the total recovery of the gold 
contents of the ore was considerably improved. 

When the treatment of slime was success
fully intro luced by our Past-Presidents, J. R. 
Williams and Charles Butters, in 1894, an 
entirely new view of ore treatment was rendered 
possible. The production of slime beivg no 
longer detrimental to the subsequent treatment 
by cyanide but the reverse, the ore was now 
crushed finer, thus again increasing the recovery 
by amalgamation. The recovery by the latter 
process was further improved by the use of lime 
in the mill service water, used to accelerate the 
settlement of the slime, as it was found that the 
agglomeration of the slime particles into larger 
aggregates enabled these to come into contact 
with the amalgamated surfaces and yield an 
appreciable proportion of their gold contents (5). 

The increased recovery of gold obtaina.ble by 
fi'ner crushing and the removal of the main ob
jections ,to this procedure by improvements in 
sand and slime treatment were generally recog
nised before the war (1899 to 1902). During 
this period, when local advance was debarred" 
progress in fine crushing was made in Australia 
by the, introduction of tube-mills. The intro
duction of tube-mills for finer crushing in the 
Transvaal by. J. R. Williams in 1904 (6) 
raised the recQvery of gold by amalgamation to 
65-70 per cent. of the contents of the ore, of 
which some 10 to.15 per cent. was by means of 
the tube-mill plates. The amalgamation recovery 
varied somewhat on different mines according to 
the re-crushing plant -erected, screening used, 
tonnage cr1lshed, and value and nature of the 
ore. 

Coming nearer to the present time, it is found 
that the increased use of tube-mills for re-crush
ing enables so coarse a screen to be used in the 
stamp-mill that amalgamation of battery pulp 
becomes an impossibility owing to the sconring 
actioll of the coarse pulp upon the mill plates (7). 
This necessarily leads to the removal of the 
plates from the stamp-mill in such cases, and a 
consideration of the foUowing possible altern a.-
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tives represented graphically in the corresponding 
diagrams :-

(A). Amalgamation of the tube mill pulp by 
one set of plates, and the overflow final pulp by 
another set, as at the Handfontein Central and 
Knight Central. 

(B). Amalgamation of the tube-mill pulp only, 
as at the Simmer and Jack, Simmer Deep
Jupiter, and the various S~>uth Handfontein 
mills. 

(C). Amalgamation of the mixed pulp- after 
re-grinding of the coarse portion by tube-mills, as 
at recently erected plants. 

After the failure of various efforts to eliminate 
tube-mill plates, it may now be accepted that 
there is general agreement amongst metallurgists 
as to the advisability of amalgamating the tube- . 
mill. pulp, since otherwise conside~able concentra
tion of coarS€l gold by the classification of both 
stamp and tube-mill pulp takes place in the tube-

r/IYAL PULP 

TUBCMILL COlVe 

TUB[ -MIL L 

PULP ELEVATCW 

-mill circuit Tube-mill pulp has only to h 
examined for metallic iron from the wear, of shoe: 
and dies and from other sources to illustrate ho~ 
heavy particles will persist in the circuit till 
crushed or abraded fine enough to overflow the 
classifiers. 

With efficient tube-mill classification, ali but 
the finest gold released by the stamps' is brought 
into the tube-mill circuit and recovered on the 
plates, together with that released by crushing in 
the tube-mills. This being the case, 'the problem 
narrows itself down to determining whether it 

. is necessary or advisable to amalgamate the final 
pulp, leaving the crushing plant as an overflow of 
the tube-mill classifiers. The considerations 
which enter into this problem are the extra 
capital outlay and buildingR, the capital locked 
up as amalgam as setting to the plates, the in
creased area of amalgamated surface to guard 
the consumption of mercury, the labour of dress: 

. . .A.-Randfontein Central Arrangement ' 
SIX smalllltatlOnary tl~be null plates and eight slllall statiouary secondary plates for final pulp. 

TUBE-MILL:. 

PULP ELEVATOR 

B.-Simmer alll! Jack Arrangement.-l'hree stationary plates in tube mill circuit. 
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:\lal'('11 1911 
W. R. Dmuling-Tlic A?11al.!Jnmatio/1. of Gold inBa.n/.;ct OTC. 417 --. d the additional elevation of -pulp necessi-

1l1g, tl~ its fall during this amalgamation process. 
t~te( .r mercury traps are used at the foot of 
]wef I ated plates outside the tube-mill circ;}it 
lunatlganl)lulp overflowing the tube-mill classifiers, 
for Ie f . I d it is possible for au y co~rse me~cury an 

l<l"m to escape to the cyamde plant. 
mna to" k h . '11 b t d o reference to the s etc es, It WI e no e 
h t

n 
Iternatives (A) and (C) have two elevations 

~)f ~h: total pulp, plus the tube-mill pulp, whereas 
(B) has only one elevation o~ the total pulp, plus 
the tube-mill pulp. AlternatIve (B) therefore does 
not involve any extra charge for re-elevation, and 
remains the same ac; in .the usual present~day 
practice, as represented.m sketch (D). U ~Iess 
increased recovery counterbala~ces .these .d?sad
vantages, it is preferable to omIt thIs addltlonal 
operation. The use of very coarse. batte~y 
Rcreening naturally reduces the ~mount of metallIc 
gold set free in the stamp-mIll, and where the 
bulk of the crushing is done by the tube mills, 

the quantity of very' fine gold which might 
reach and overflow the tnbe-mill cones is corre
spondingly reduced, as such gold is retained on 
the tube-mill plates before the elevation of the 
tube-mill pulp. Even where the coarsClless of 
crushing in the stamp-mill does not preclude the 
use of pLLtes there, their elimination, when con
ditions permit, is followed by the v:uious adv:tn-' 
tages above men tioned, and the rendering 
avail.fl.ble as immediate profit the gold on such 
plates, which would otherwise not be realised 
until the end of the life of the mine. Plates 
thus taken out of the stamp-mill may c:trry from 
£50 to £300 worth of gold per plate, according 
to their condition, and in the aggregate this may 
render some £20,000 worth of gold immediately 
available in the case of a large mill. The 
elimination of the final pulp plates, howtOver, 
can only be considered safe where good tube-mill 
classification obta:ins, and an equally efficient 
cyanide treatment follows. In the cyanide plant 

C.-Recent Arrangement.- :3even 'plates amalgamating total mixed pulp. 

TUBE-/'f/LL 

PULP -ELEVATOR 

:P.-Co~llnldl .An'ln~e~l.lnt.~Olle t,]aie f9r jive Etaull's and .(Ive ~hal>in{; tute'nlill ,rlates for Due tube·mill. 
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clean separation of sand from slime is essential, 
such as is possible with large diaphragm cones 
and continuous sand collection, producing on the 
one hand freely leachablc sand, and on the other a 
large 'percentage of slime free from coarse sand, 
With tube-mill classifiers liable to choking of 
small underflow outlets and consequent overflqw 
of coarse sand and gold to the cyanide plant, 
and with slimy semi-permeable sand charges, the 
wisdom of allowing any fine amalgamable gold 
to escape from the crushing plant is doubtful, in 
spite of the economies above mentioned. In tIle 
case of the Simmer and' Jack mill, where there 
are plates in the tube-mill circuit only, though 
the cyanide residues remain normal, the amalgam 
recovery dropped from 64 % to 55% on a 6i dwt. 
ore, owing to tne fact that the fine sand and slime 
overflowing the clasbifiers are not amalgamated 
at all. If necessary, and as shown later in the 
case of the Simmer Deep plant, finer crushing 
and larger relati"e tube-mill cone area could be 
employed to increase the percentage of, gold 
recovery by amalgamation. Whilst the collected 
sand is slightly enriched by some very fine free 
gold, there is no difficulty in diFsolving this and 
obtaining a complete recovery. The popular 
theory that only 85% of this gold is recovered by 
cyaniding, instead of 100% by amalgamation, 
has not so far been borne out either in the 
laboratory by residue assays or regular panning 
of residues. Any fine metallic gold overflowing 
the tube·mill cones is necessarily smaller and 
more easily.dissolved than the average of partly
encased particles in sand which are dissolved by 
cyanide. The amount of fine metallic gold 
overflowing tbe tube-mill cones is much affected 
by the number and area of the latter. Where a 
large ratio of tube-mills to stamps exists,such gold, 
more often than not, cannot be detected in the final 
pulp by panning or in, the sand before treatment. 
This is the case at the Simmer Deep plant, 
where, before the removal of the stamp-mill 
plates, the total plates in operation numbered 82, 
equivalent to 5,276 sq. ft., of amalgamating area, 
and the amalgamation recovery was 56'8% of the 
ore value. After the removal of all the stamp
mill plates and the reduction of those in the 
tube-mill circuit to 30 stationary plates, present
ing an area of 1,700 sq. ft., the amalgamation 
recoverywas57'7%,and the value of sand and slime 
before and after tr.eatment has not increased. The 
total extraction by amalgamation and cyaniding 
was 93'4% before and 93'5% after removal 
of the stamp-mill plates. Thfre was slightly 
finer crushing of the ore in the latter case, there 
being 77'6% of - 90 mesh (0'006 in.) product in 
the final pulp before removal of the mill plates, 
and 8.1 '0% of - 90 mesh (0'006 in.) product after 
the rem,()'~'al. Wher~ ~he rati<;> is. lo~er, as at 

the Simmer and Jack, a trace Of very 'fine gold 
can be detected by panning the final pulp and 
collected sand, though the assay value of the 
sand residue remains normal. The slime is also 
enriched, though this may be off-set by better 
washing, due to the lower percentage of moisture 
on ~ettlement of well-classified slime, containing 
a Ingber percentage of fine (- 200 mesh) sand. 
For instance, assuming that 1'5 dwt. and l'S dwt 
slimes are treated, settling to 42'5 and 35% 
moisture respectively, by two 4 : 1 wash!'s i~ 
both cases, of which the first wash only is pre,
cipitated d<)wn to 0'01 dwt. per ton of solution. 
With 0'08 dwt. undissolved gold in the first 
residue and 0'10 dwt. in the second, the total 
extraction will be 90'4% (0'144 dwt. total residue) 
from the 1'5 dwt. slime, and 92'2% (0'14 dwt. 
total residue) from .the 1'8 dwt. slime. Where 
Butters' or other vacuum filters are used, the 
value of the original slime should be immaterial 
as, providing the dissolvin'g of tht gold is satis: 
factory, the residue should contain little more 
than the trivial amount encased. It is to be 
hoped that detailed results and working costs of 
the recent work in this direction at the Crown 
Mines will before long be htid before our 
Society. . 

The author is indebted to F. A. G. Maxwell 
for much information on regular work at the 
Bandfontein Mines, where plates were eliminated 
from the stamp-mill, and hopes that he will 
bring forward his results as a discussion to this 
paper. In the meantime, it may be said, that 
during 1908, in the four 100-stamp sections of 
the South Randfontein, when there were amal
gamated plates both in the stamp-mill and the 
tube-mill cjrcuit, th~ a>:erage amalgamation 
recovery was 54'46%, and the total recovery 
92'06%; whereas in 1910, when there were plates 
in the tube-mill circuit only, the amalgamation 
recovery was 48'60% and the total recovery 
9294%. 

As mentioned in a note btely presented by the 
author to this Society (8), it has generally been 
considered necessary for the satisfactory amalga
mation of the large volumes of thick tube-mill 
pulp that the platp.s should shake. Tracing 
back the history of this belief to the pioneer 
work done by J. R. Williams on the Glen Deep 
in 1904, it seem~ that in order to prevent the 
banking of sand on the stationary plates installed 
wit.h 10% grade, i~ was found necessary to mount 
the plates on shaking vanner frames. Not only 
has the shake beed subsequently adopted by all 
the mines without!, question, but the number of 
plates has gradualJy increased from the two 
originally installed to five and even six later. 
When the Knights Deep had five tube-wills, 

. equiv~lep~ in. ~1:l9ic. caraci~r 0t ~~~J.f; ,t9 ~:~~ 
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~----d d tube-mills of 22 ft. x 5~ ft., 'sixteen 
Htan . ar )lates 1O~ ft. x 4-if ft. were in operation. 
Hbakrg I was no convenient space for more plates 
As t lercother tube.mill was erected, it was de-
\~hedn atn make the sixteen pbtes serve. The 
clde 0 f . Th 

b has now been reduced to ourteen. e 
num er 
ratios are:-

I<'or 3'91 tube mills 16 lJlates = 409 plates per 

tube·mill. . 
.For 4'91 tube-mills 16 plates = 3'26 plates per 

tube·mill. 
For 4'91 tube mills 14 plates = 2'55 plates per 

tube-mill. 
The amalgamation recovery was just as efficient 
with the smaller ratio as with the larger. 

In the course of the experiment mentioned in 
ny note and after having thoroughly tested the 
\ationa:y five plates system, initiated originally 
~y F. A. G .. M.axwell at Randfontein (9), it was 
decided on W. A. Caldecott's suggestion to per
form the whole amalgamation of. the tube-mill 
pul p on two stationary plates per tube-mill. The 
Himmer East plant has three 22 ft. x 5~ ft. tube· 
mills. 'fhe pulp of each mill has been regularly 
run over two plates only since December 19th, 
1910. The dressings have been at six hour 
intervals and the scrape' taken six inches lower 
than formerly. The daily scrapes have been 
normal, yielding the amalgam called for. The 
two plates of one of the mills were steamed at 
the beginning of the run and again at the end of 
a month's run to determine whether the yield 
from this source was affected in any way. The 
previous practice in this 'plant was to steam one
third of the total plates each month so that 
Clwh lJlate ran for three months before steam-
ing. It was found that one month's run of 
the two plates yielded more amalg>lm when 
multiplied by three, than. the average of the 
three months of five shaking plates previous to 
starting the non-shaking experiments. However, 
to he on the safe side, it was assumed that the 
pla.tes would not accumulate steam amalgam at 
the same rate during the second and third 
months, and it was decided to multiply by only 
two and a half. This calculation gave a ngure 
for steam amalgam just about equal to the 
average of the three months of five shaking plates. 
Adding this to the daily scrape and other sources 
th3 recovery is fairly arrived at, and works (Jut 
at 21'54% of the screen value and 34'17°0 of the 
tailing value, compared with :21'80% and' 34'04% 
of the previous five-shaking-plate period. 

To ensure successful and economical work the 
ratio of water to solid bhould be reduced to the 
minimum, as not only does this decrease the 
velocity of the stream over the plate, but the costo 
for te-elevatio~ is al~o le~~. l'h~ yolu¥1e of pulp 

. '. 

of 400 tons of s3,nd per tube-mill plus 480 tons 
of water, allows about 10,000 cubic feet of pulp 
per 24 hours for each of the two plfltes, or about 
the same as passes over the pl<l.te of a five-stamp 
battery with a 9-ton duty per stamp, and a 6'5 
to 1 ratio of water to ore in the scrten pulp. The 
tube-mill cirl'uit is the only part of the crushing 
plant where a thick amalgamable pulp is' avail-. 
able without the installation and operation of 
special classifiers for the purpose. Distribution 
of the stream across the full width of the plate is 
also of considerable importance, and may be ob
tained by using the usual box at the head of the 
plate perforated with about -if in. holes along the 
bottom of the side facing down the plate. These 
holes should be of such capacity that the pulp 
attains some head in the box. In the event of 
any of the holes becoming temporarily choked, a 
fur.ther row of holes an ·inch or two higher up the 
front side of the box will serve to carryover the 
stream, and still maintain a fairly good distribu
tion. The fall given to the stationary plates is 
18%. This is the fall arrived at by .Mr. Maxwell 
and since adopted here. With the fall of J 8% 
it is found that the minimum percentage of 
water in the sand is 55%, and it appears that 
should it be desired to reduce the fall, the 
moisture would have to be increased, fall and 
water ratio being convertible terms within 

.limits. The point to be reached in water 

. ratio and fall is that just short of banking 
of the sand on the plate. Even with a low water 
ratio the rush of pulp over two plates appears to 
the eye to be too great, but this is not 
really so. As long as the velocity of the pulp 
stream is such that particles in suspension nmy 
COlne into contact with the plate and not be car
ried on mechanically without touching the plate, 
the gold will be caught. It might be considered 
that pulp carrying only '55% of moisture is too 
thick to allow the gold to sink through and 
reach the plate. As, however, amalgamation haR 
been proved efficient with this ratio, this does 
not appear to be the case. In this connection, it 
might be mentioned th<l.t in pan amalgamation 
the pulp is kept very thick, although in plate 
amalgamation a fiuid pulp was heretofore con
sidered necessary for good recovery. On a 
stationary plate there appears a tendency for the 
gold to amalgamate further down the plate than 
when shaking j there is hence a liability for the 
scraping to yield less amalgam and the steaming 

.more with stationary plates as compared with 
shaking plates. 1n connection with the·satisfac· 
tory results obtained in the operation of the two 
stationary plate method, much credit i::; due to 
the practical skill and progressive attitude of 
Mr. A. J. Herald, the Knights Deep mill fore
IDan, ang t9 h~s a~si~tant, Mr. l'eter Wilson, 
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The removal of plates fronl the stamp-mill has 
had the good result of introducing on these fields 
the separate plate-house. The Homestake mine 
and the Waihi (10) set the example many years 
ago, but the Witwatersrand has been very slow 
in following the lead and accepting the suggestion 
made before this Society in 1903 hy H. R. S.Wilkes 
(11). The arguments advanced by some mill
men that it plate attached to each battery makes 
for good recovery due to better distribution of 
the pulp by the stamps over the width of the 
plate, and that even vibration assists lacks 
confirmation. It appears to the writer that this 
method is just one of the many practices taken 
over from other countries without' investigation. 
Tube-mill plates have now been running long 
enough to prove that most efficient amalgamation 
can be performed with a pulp sub-divided from a 
launder and distributed' over the width of· the 
plate from a box pierced with holes. Tube-mill 
pulp carries heavier particles and -contains less 
wa,ter than mill pulp, and is therefore a -more 
difficult pulp to diRtribute. The advantages of a 
separate plate-house are increased running time, 
since stamps need not be stopped for plate dress
ing, and greater attention to the crushing 
machinery by the attendants, thu~ increasing the 
crushing cavacity. Again, better amalgamation 
~hould be obtained by the greater attention to 
the work by speci[1.11y chosen and trained men. 
The whole operation is confined to a smaller area 
and lends itself to closer supervision so that the 
risk of loss by pilfering may be reduced to a 
mlmmum. In connection with the matter of 
conveying pulp the author considers that sufficient 
importance is not attached to launders. All 
launders should be as smooth as possible and free 
from obstruction at the joints. Of all material 
used for the lining of launders there does not 
seem to be anything better than cement. This 
provides an ideal surface vresen ting least resist
ance to the fiow of the pulp and affording very 
little lodgment for amalgam and still less for 
gold in un amalgamated pulp.- On those mines 
here. where separate plate-houses or combined 
plate and cyanide extractor houses have been 
built, the arrangements have not gone far 
enough or else too far. The erection of zinc
lathes, elevator pumps and tube-mills in the same 
building as the plates and the extractor boxes 
means the introduction of gan-gs of men :1.lld 
natives for repairs, other than those engaged on 
the gold recovery work. I( this machinery is 
placed in the same building because the launders 
may carry gold, then the whole tube-mill plant 
including circuit launders and elevators should 
be -included. The best plan is to include in the 
building only such machinery as is actually 
connected 'wH~ 'reCOV!}f! work,so as -to Ihllit the 

.. --
men entering the building to those directly 
engaged in the work. The accumulation of 
amalg'un in the tube-mill launders should be 
reduced to a minimum and the launders should 
be closed to protect what does collect.- Prior to 
the introduction of tube-milling amalgam Was 
to be found in the launders to the cyanide plant 
and some found its way as c()arse particles to th~ 
concentrate vat~, entailing loss in the residue 
Where efficient tube-mill classifiers are installed 
no amalgam is found to-day reaching the cyanide 
plant except 111 an impalpably fine condition 
since heavy particles of amalgam pass into and 
are retained in the tube-mill circuit. There is 
always a loss of mercury in amalgamation mainly 
by abrasion, and where this enters the tube-mill 
amalgamation of the go~d liberated by crushing 
takes place. Where thiS amalgam does not reach 
the plates it is found in the launders between the 
discharge of the tube-mills and the plates. Such 
impalpably fine mercury or amalgam as enters the 
cyanide plant.dissolves in the same way as gold 
and like dissol ved- lead salts is either wholly 0; 
partially precipitated by soluble sulphides in 
the working solution, or later in the metallic 
form by zinc shavings in the boxes. 

Where plates are eliminated from the stamp
mill the water ratio may be considerably reduced. 
The clearing of a long plate set at a fall of 9% or 
10% by ·avoidance of any banking of sand from 
the pulp has been the factor determining the 
water ratio in the past, and this requires 
six t() seven parts by weigh t of water to one 
of solid using average battery screening. It 
has been found that in the absence of mill 
plates the ratio may be reduced to 4'5 
without serious ill effects provided the mill 
ia'lnders have sufficient grade to carry pulp of 
this consistency. A coarse screen with less water 
will give the saille result in duty and grading as 
a finer screen and more water, water and screen
ing being convertible terms within limits. The 
reduction of water has considerable infiuence on 
the cost of pulp elevation and 6f running water 
pumps, the reduction of weight from 6'5 to 4'5 
of water to 1 of solid being equivalent to about 
27%. The saving in power in a large plant is 
material when working on the reduced ratio, and 
there is likewise a sm~ller load on the classifiers 
and slime collectors. There would, however, be 
po saving in the consumption of water as much 
the same volumes are exposed tq loss by evapcra
tion, seepage in dams, and moisture in residues. 

Although there is no rule for the area of 
amalgamating plates there is no doubt that the 
number and area. of plates in common use is 
unnecessarily large and when these are placed in 
a separate plate-house the total area may be 
materiall{, redu~e1. Th!},a~thor is 9f o~inioI\ 
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t~~t of long battery 'pl~tcs is largely worked ~own 
e algamators wlshmg to present a uniform 
~Y: a~ surface all over the plate. The 01d practice 

fig to instal plates about 15 ft. long x 5 ft._wide 
w:rs battery of 5 stamps, which equals 15 sq. ft. 
p stamp. Where say. one standard large tube
P~h for 30 stamps is erected, and assuming that 
:~ tube mill is equivalent to .30 . stamp!.!. , five 
plates of ~ 1 ft. x

l
5 ft. wo~ld hProbably be erected. 

'The combllled p ate area IS t en:- . 
30 stamps = 6 plates 15 ft. x 5 ft. = 450 sq. ft. 

== 15 sq. ft. per stamp. 
1 tube-mill = 30 stamps - 5 plates 11 ft. x 5 ft. 

== 275 sq. ft. = 9 sq. ft. p~r stamp. 
Total for 60 stamps umts = 725 sq. ft. = 12 sq. 

ft. per stamp unit .. 
At the Randfontem Central the total 'plates 
erected amount to 9'6 sq. ft. per stamp umt but 
it is now proposed to use only 4'8 sq. ft. per 
stamp unit, and there is little doubt that the 
latter area will be quite sufficient. In the 
Simmer and Jack re-arrangement the plate area 
is about 2 sq. ft. per stamp unit. With the high 
stamp duties of recent years the same plate area 
is doing nearly double the work it used to do in 
the past, and is capable of doing a great deal 
more. Conversely, in regard to the usual 10% 
fall where this is increased more crushed material 
with smaller water ratio may be amalgamated 
with equally good results~ H. W. 'McFarren 
in his recent interesting little book (12) says the 
fall of plates varies from 1-§' in. to 3 in. per ft., 
and should not be less than 2 in. or 2:\- in. A 
fall of 2 in. per foot is equivalent to 16Y%, and 
2} in. to 20'8%, whilst the average i:; 18.75%. 
Among the advantages due to reduced area of 
plates are reduced cost of installation and opera
tion, and especially a reduced cost of mercury 
the consumption being in proportion to the area 
of plate. In the Simmer and Jack plant the 
consumption of mercury has been reduced to 
.one-sixth of the former figure. Where a large 

'-9/"TESN 

area is exposed in amalgamation a proportionate 
amount of gold is taken up to set the plates, and 
is not available for realization until 'the end of 
the life of the mine. The gold held by well-set 
plates may be taken at 1 oz. per sq. ft. of plate. 
A 200 stamp-mill having 40 plates 15 ft. x' 5 
ft. will thus absorb 3,000 oz .. of gold worth 
£12,000. The future points to the reduction of 
plate area to the point where only the ,gold too 
coarse for cyaniding will be caught by ama)ga
mation. This point has probably been reached 
in the Simmer and Jack plant which has now 
only eighteen stationary plates in the tube-mill 
circuit in place of the former 64 battery plates 
and 30 shaking tube-mill plates. It will be 
noted that the, Simmer East with plates in the 
stamp-mill have retained two stationary plates 
per tube-mill, whereas the Simmer and Jack 
and the SiJTlmer Deep-J upiter joint plants 
without plates in the stamp-mill have' each 
retained three plates per tube-mill. The addi
tIOnal plate in the last two cases is a measure of 
safety to deal with the richer pulp and to have 
not less than two plates per tube-mill in action 
during dressing ?perations. Diagram (E) sho"ivs a 
proposed arrangement of «rushing and amalga
mating with three stationary plates only per 
tube-mill and no plates in the stamp-mill, and 
with safety cones for the common streams'of pulp 
overflowing the tube-mill classifiers (13) .. 

The author trusts that the foregoing account 
. of some consideratiotls affecting the methods .of 

gold recovery responsible for some £20,000,000 
per annum, two-thirds of the Rand's total output, 
may be of interest to members, including those 
who have visited the plants where the changes 
described have been effected, and he trusts during 
the course of his reply to the discussion to furnish 
future comparative details of future results. . 

In conclusion the author wishes to thank Mr. 
G. A. Chalkley, the Manager of the Knights 
Deep, and Mr. C. D. Leslie, the Superintending 
Engineer of the Consolidated Goldfields of South 

PULP fROI1 71'10 OR MORE 
TU/JC /'It'LJ.. COIYE,s 

TUBE - "'ILL THREE STAT/OhARY 711 

~. 
E.-Proposed Arrangement.-Three stationary tlibe mill plates. 
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Africa, for access to information of the various I and this one 'is no exception to the rule. It opens; 
. mines of the group, and for permission to read ,up an enormous field for discussion' and will' 

this paper before the Society. probably occuPY a lot of time itt our next few' 
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The President: It gives me very great 
pleasure to propose a hearty vote of thanks to 
Mr. Dowling for his excellent paper. N otthe 
least interesting part of this paper is, I think, the 
excellent historical review he gives at the begin· 
ning, which is very useful to those of us who 
were not here before the war. L think it is a 
precedent which others who had the privilege of 
being here before the .war might follow. 

Mr. A. F. Crosse (Past-President),' As Mr. 
Dowling was my assistant for some years, I 
should liKe to take this opportunity of mentioning 
my appreciation of his paper this evening. I am 
sure it will lead to a very interesting discussion, 
and it is a good thing we have a milling paper to 
discuss as they have been rather scarce in the 
past. 

Mr. K.L. Graham (Member of Council): I· 
have very great pleasure in seconding the vote of 
thanks to Mr. Dowling for his paper. His con
tributions to the SoCiety are always 'interesting~ 

AIR LIFT AGITATION OF SLIME PULP .. 

By ROBERT ALLEN, M.A., B.Sc., l\LLM.M. 
(Member of Council). . . . 

bne of the principal causes of the fall in the 
price of silver in recent years has been the· 
increased production of the metal, due to the
impetus given to .the industry by the greatim
provement that has taken place in the methods. 
of cyaniding ores .. Formerly these ores, 'when 
treated by the cyanid3 process, were first 
milled, then generally concentrated; the separated 
sand being leached, whilst the slime 'was 
mechanically agitated, the treated pulp being
decanted as on the Rand. The leaching process. 
was very protracted, and required a plant of 
very large capacity, and it was found that to' 
obtain satisfactory results it was necessary to' 
grind the ore very fine-the finer the better
owing chiefly to the fineness of dissemina:tion of 
the principal silver-bearing mineral, argentite, 
throughout the ·gangue. The result of this was. 
that the percentage of slime to be cyanided was 
gradually increased, whilst that of the sand was. 
at the same time lessened, until in some plants . 
the whole of the ore was" slimed." . 

The treatment of silver-bearing slime pulp in 
mechanical agitators has been always an expen
sive and. unsatisfactory method. With the larger 
sizes of vats the stirring gear is generally . of
the clumsiest construction, due to the conditions 
imposed upon the apparatus, and a great waste of 
power occurs. Also in most cases after a few 
hours' agitation-less than six-unless. fresh air 
is introduced into the pulp, the cyanide action 
on the silver-bearing pulp (which requires more' 
oxygen than a gold-bearing pulp) ceases. 

Early in 1902 F. C. Brown, engaged in the· 
treatmen t of sil ver-gold ores on the Komata 
Reefs Mine, in New Zealand, in conjunction 
with S. D. McMiken and others, brgM experi
menting with a cone bottom vat, 7 .ft. 6 in. 
diameter x 37 ft. deep, for agitating slime by 
means of compressed ',air, -the cone having an 
angle of slope of 55°. -Later on in the same year' 
he agilated charges in conical bottom vats, 
11..' ft. x 39 ft., the cones having an angle of 
slope of 60°. In 1!l03: he attempted to agitate 
finely·ground sand, of :which 93% passed a 200-
mesh, in a 10 ft. x 39 ~ft. vat 'Yith a jet of air 
only, as before, but found that the air moved up· 
tlirough a channel in the" cell tre of the vat, and. 
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March 1911 ==-----lk of th'e sand received ve,ry ,little agita:' 
t~e bu Early in 1904 the central aIr hft t~be ,was 
tlOn, f Ily used in these' tall vats, ' and" the: 
success u ent became a standard one .for agitating, 
arralngemound sand and, concentrates as .well as, 
fine y-gr' . ,. 

sli~:. the result of much experim~~tiD.g,;· it: was" 

found that :- . 
1 The higher the vat compared With the 

. d'ameter the less was the'power required. 
2. ~he cons~mption of cyanide ,,:as less in . 

tall than' III shallower vats" o,:mg to the 
fact that the necessary quantity· of com
preised air. (and ther~fore the amo~lllt, of ' 
carbonic aCid passed mto the pulp) 18 less 
per ton of ore in the former than in thc 
latter. ., 

3. That althoug~ good a~it~tion could be 
effected with shmy matenal lD shallow vats, 
yet, as the coarsenes~ or th~density of the 
material, or the specific gravity of the pulp 
to be agitated, increased, the ratio of' height 
to diameter' should be increased likewise. 

4. The diameter of the ~entral air lift pipe' 
should be 1 i: in. for each foot of diameter of 
the vat. 

Incidentally it might be noticed that the 
cyanide consumption with these agitators ,,'as 
found to be slightly less when potassium cyanide, 
was used than when sodium cyanide was used. 

The following table gives the average results 
of experiments made by F. C. Brown in 'New 
Zealand, and aVEraged over several months each, 
by agitating different classes of' material in 
different sizes of vats :-

Size 01 vat. 
Material 
agitated. 

Tons 
(dry) 

of ma
terial. 

10' X 40' Sandy slime 30-4010-13 
7' 6" x 37' Slime 15 4-6 

Finely ground ' 
7' 6" x 37' concentrate 15 15-20 
13' x 55' Slime '75 32 

25 
22 

26 
32 

H,P. 
.re

quired. 

it-I 
!-~ 

1~-2 
1" :j: 

These tall vats, the use of -which has spread 
to other parts of the world, are know'n· in New 
Zea:and and Australia as Brown and McMiken 
vatf:, in Mexico and U.S.A. as Pachuca tanks, 
and in ot.her places generally as Brown· vats or 
Air Lift vats. They were intro<;iuced into Mexico 
early in 1907 by Albert Grothe at the Hacienda 
S~n Francisco, at Pachuca; for agi,tating an all
shmed silver ore, and with sl,lch successful results 
that their- use hils since become' general in that 
c~untry, very few sil:ver-treatmeJlt plants being 
Without them, tlie mechanical agitator having 
been practically superseded. Now,' in Pachuca:: 

423' • 

alone' there are nearly 80" large' vats of this, 
'kind. A large number is also in use in U.S.A. 

Fig.!. is, a plan of Grothe's d~sign of , the :vat . 
he first installed. It will be" noticed 'that iVcdn~ , 
sists of a cyliridrical sheil stiffened by horizontal 
angle ir0n rings and terminating at thebottom)n 
a dOl,lble angle" iron ring, whi(.!h rests oria :sub
stantial concrete foundation. The cone, 'whIch 
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has an angle of 60°, sits upon a heavy cast-iron 
bottom, which, it will 'be noticed, snpports one· 
third of-the weight. A door-way in the lower 
part of the shell, having an opening 3 ft. 6 in. 
high x 2 ft. 6 in. wide, gives access to the space 
inside the shell below the cone to a manhole and 
a. discharge cock. Openings in the shell give 
light to the space below the cone. Fig. II. is a 

FIG n.-Brown Vats at San Ra Fael Mill, Pachuca. 

phot9 by Edmund Girault of two of these vats at 
the San Rafael mill, Pachuca, which shows these 
(lpenings. The vertical joints of the shell below 
the cone are stiffened -by angle irons. The verti
cal air lift pipe, in the centre of the vat, has its 
ends usually IS in. belo\v the top and'IS in. 
above the bottom of the vat. The central'air 
pipe is generally the only one used in agitation; 
but the vertical air· pipe external to the air lift 
pipe is useful in keeping a clear channel through 
the pilIp during the process of filling a vat. 
When a vat is full it usually only takes a few 
minutes after the central air supply is turned on 
to get the whole contents into agitation. 'The 
air required at first is, however, much above the 
normal requirement, generally double. As soon 

as the contents of the vat are in circulation and 
the cone is.free.frombanked-up material the air 
supply should be reduced, to avoid a waste of air 
until the cone just keeps clear. This is ascer: 
tained by feeling the surface of the cone with a 
lead weight attached to a string. 

The eight radially arranged air pipes are 
useful to start tJ:te agitation of a charge which has 
stood. fO.r some· time. . After several weeks' stop_ 
page It IS usually possIble to get a charge into 
perfect agitation within an hour. (It might be 
noted here that, in the case of the stoppage of a 
large diameter mechanical agita~or for a short 
time .only, it is necessary to dig out. its contents 
to free the paddles). 

In the cas.e of ores which have a tendency to 
scum when pulped, it is best to fill the vats not 

,so full as usual, so that the falling pulp can be 
made USf' of to break.up .the scum. 

For the air valve the delivery pipe is usually 
perforated in several places all around for a 

c .length of about 4 in., and a short length of 
rubber tubing ·of good quality, strengthened at 
each rim by an extra ring of rubber, is slipped 
over the pipe, the valve behaving similarly to 
that of a bicy~le. This rubber sleeve is practi
cally the only thing that ever needs renewal, and 
the repairs on this type of agitator. are almost nil. 

The air from this· valve in the air lift escapes 
into the pulp in a thin spray around the air 
pipe, and mixes intimately with the pulp. Large 
bubbles at the discharge of the air. lift .occur 
when the agitation of a charge is commencing, 
but in normal working these generally indicate a 
waste of air. When the air is properly deli vered 
to the pulp, the latter is saturated with it, and 
it is this air in a fine state of division, and not 
that of the large bubbles, that assists the 
chemical action. 

It has been urged against the air lift agitator 
that an unnecessarily large consumption of 
cyanide occurs with its use, due to the carbonic 
acid in the air, and also th'Lt atomized oil from 
the compressor, introduced into the pulp, inter
tferes with the chemicaL action. With regard to 
'the former, the air certainly coulrl be deprived of 
its carbonic acid before compression by means of 

'lime, but nobody so far seems. to have thought 
it worth while: to do this. In the case of the 
latter, with "ordinary care, the amount of oil 
atomized is. so; small that it is negligible. 
Com pressed air', -of sufficient pressure and 
free from oil IP-ight be produced by means 
of turbine blowers worked in series, and the 
economy of this }nethod of production of com
pressed air, for I agitation purposes, might be 
looked into. : 

The consumptil'm of cyanide in a Brown vat is 
not usually great in pradice; in fact it is usually 
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th n with other agitators when treating the 
less aulp. This is mainly due to the fact 'that 
sam I e 19) e of slime is much more rapidly treated in 
a C Jar . 
a Brown vat. 

At Pachuc~, almost side b~ side, are two pl~nts, 
h Loreto mIll and the HacIenda San FrancIsco, 
~o~h treating "slimed" and concentratp.d ore, of 
lost identical character and value. In the 

~ ~mer are 30 ft. mechanically agitated vats, each 
t~~ing a charge of 57 shortto~s in a thin pulp, 
whilst in the latter, as mentIOned above,.. are 
Brown tanks 15 ft. x 45 ft., operating upon 
harges of 112 short tons in a thick pulp. The 

Cyanide consumption per ton in the former mill 
~s greater than in the latter, whilst its power con
L • h snmption is at least ten tunes a~ muc . 

Some years ago at the Waihi GralJd Junction 
Mine, N.Z., F. C. Brown made some compara
tive experiments with different types of agitators. 
The agitators were: 

(A) Shallow vats with ordinary stirring gear. 
(B) Brown vats, 13 ft. x 55 ft. 
(0) Brown vats, 7 ft. 6 in. x 37 ft. 
(D) Shallow vats each with a central tub" 

and a high speed screw· propellor. (These 
last are known in Australasia as the A.Z. 
agitators: the Hendryx is of the same type.) 

In (A) and (B) for the same period of two months 
the same class of slime pulp was agitated, the 
average consumptions of sodium cyanide being 
respectively 2'6 and 24 lb. per short ton. In (C) 
lInd (D), also fOf a period of two months, the 
~ame class of ground concentrate pulp was 
Ilgitated, the average sodium cyanide consump
tions being 2'4 and 3'1 lb. per short ton. 

In August, 1908, J. Leslie Mennell, of Mexico 
City, first proposed the series or continuous sys-

Se.c.rion 

tern of treatment· in Brown vats as !1n improve
ment upon the ordinary intermittent treatment· 
system: In the latter systein, which until recently 
has been that commonly in vogue, the agitators are 
each worked on the. charge system, each,vat being 
filled separacely, its contents being agitated and 
then discharged. In the former system, now 
largely superseding the intermittent, he propostd 
t()feed the pulp into one 'vat only, ,the ,head of 
a series of vats, and connect the' successive vats 
so 'that the pulp flowed proportionately and at the 
saIne. rate tlirough the serie·s. In conjunction 
with A. Grothe, in a series of sniallvats, 18 in_ 

. x54 in. exactly on the Brown model' he made a 
series of tests to see if the system would work in 
praGtice. The vats were placed on the same level. 
S.ome .difficulty was encountered at .first in finding 
a suitable form of connection between the; !lU~~ 
cessiv.e vats which would prevent segregation qf 
coarser material in the vats at the head of the 
series. After some trials the connections betwee,n 
the. vats were arranged as shown in Fig. III;, and 
a uniform quality of flo-iv from vat to vat sec.ured. 
Th,en a·silver ore somewhat complicated by. base 
metals and requiring a long tilile of agitation for 
commercial treatment was selected'for experiment 
and finely ground. Two experiments were made 
upon thi.s ore, one with a single vat, which was 
charged with 154 lb. of ore and 220 lb. of solu
tion, and. the other with four vats in series as 
shown in Fig. III. . In the latter case ore' and: 
solution were fed into the head vat every fifteen 
minutes for eight days, at the rate of 154: Ih. of 
ore and 220 Ih. of solution' per 24 hours. After 
five days, when the plant seemed to be working 
regularly, samples were taken from all the vats. 
Sampling was continued to the end of the' eight 
days and values were found to be uniform. The 

FIG. Ill. -Grothe and Carter Vat Connection for Continuous System. 
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-contents of the single·vat were also: agitated, for 
. 48: hours, and were sampled at intervals. . 

. The results of the two experiments are here 
·;shown side by side in tabular form :-

; / . 
,l; 

·tinuously,·the ti'meof agitation',vould have been 
inc;eased to ,38.'1 h?urs, :,n' J.ncrease. of 15'3% . 

,ThIs' loss ,of tIme III agltatmg: and the great 
expense of the elevator system incurred in dis-

-
Strength of Solutio~. Cyanide.Consumption. Silver Va.lue. 

O{l.l.lCes pel' Short Ton. 
% of 

Hours of. %IiCN. Lb. per Short Ton. Extraction. 
Agitation. ------- ------------------------

Single Series Single . Series Singl.c Series Sino'Ie 
v~t. 

Series 
Vat. Vats. Vat. Vats. Vat, Vats. Vats. 

------ --------, -'---
O· '39 '39 0 0 , 10'82 10'91 - -

12 '26 '30 4'31 2'84' 3:66 4'26 1)6 58 
24 '20 '26 596 4'09 3'lfi' ·3'56 69 68 
36 '13 '20 8'27 5'96 2'86 2'95 71:2 71'3 
48 '12 

Q 

, '18 8'49 6'50 2'77 2'34 72'7 77'3* 

In the above sets of figures those of the series 
"vats refer to the effluents from the four vats 
respectively. These experiments and the ad van-

"tages of the new system were described by 
Mennell in the ilfexican Mining Journal of 
February, 1909. Briefly put, the advantages of 
the continuous system :;,re that :-

l. The time of emptying and filling vats can 
be employed more usefully in continuously 
agitating the pulp. 

2. Individual attention to the operation of 
each vat being no longer necessary, all that 
is required is a watchman to see that all the 
vats are properly supplied with air, and that 
there is no wastage of air. 

S. The cost of discharging the individual 
v::tts is done away with. 

,4. The loss of head is practically saved, the 
level of discharge being only about three feet 
below the top of the last vat. Thus the 
treated pulp can flow by gravity to the filter 
plant instead of being pumped to it, as is 
usual with the intermittent system. 

.5. In case a sudden extra demand is thrown 
upon the cyanide department of a mill there 
is more chance of the residues from a con
tinuous system being lower than those from 
an intermittent system. 

Soon after the publication of the results of the 
Mennell-Grothe experiments, several mining com
panies in Mexico arranged to try the system 
practically, amongst them the E~peranza G. M. 
'Company of El Oro, State of Mexico. This com
pany had formerly six vats in use on the inter-, 
mittent system, each 14 ft. 10 in. x 44 ft. 8& in., 
for treating charges of 90 short tons of finely 
ground battery sand (without true slime). The 
pulp, consisting of 1 part of sand to 1'8 of 
solution, was agitated for 33 hours, this includ
ing half the time of filling and discharging, viz., 
5'1 hours. If the p'ulp had been treated con-

* This. was confirmed by the bulking and rc-assay of the whole 
of the reSIdues. ' 

, 

charging the vats made the company decide to 
,adopt the continuous systtm, and the vats were 
.connected' by 6 in., pipes. The result was quite 
successful, the transfer of pulp frOID vat to vat 
being perfectly regular, whilst, in addition to the 
saving of labour aLd cost of elevation, there was 
an actual saving of cyanide of l75 lb. per ton, 
while, the increased extraction of gold was 1'3% 
and of silver 1'5%, the original gold and silve; 
contents ~eing 0'196 oz. and 2'34 oz. per short 
ton. This modified plant has been in successful 
operation' since January, 1910. 

Fig. III shows the method of connect
ing up a series of vats for the continuous system 
in the way designed by Grothe and Carter, of 
Mexico City. The connecting pipes are at an 
angle of 60°, at which angle they are kept clean. 
The flexible pipe connection outside the vats is 
introduced to do away with the effect of vibration 
arid unequal exp:;,nsion. 

It will be noted that a small loss of head, due 
to friction, occurs with a series of vats, the level 
of pulp in each vat being slightly lower than 
that of the vat immediately preceding it. In 
the six vats of the Esperanza mill the friction 
drop from vat to vat was about 6 in., or a 
total drop of about 30 in. for the six vats: in 
the last vat, however, the requisite portion of 
the pulp, discharged by the air-lift, was cut out 
for final discharge by a box, 12 in. x 12 in. x 24 in. 
pfaced above the level of the pulp in the vat: 
the loss of head with the six vats was thus 
reduced to 12 in. 

In designing an agitation plant on the con
tinuous system it is advisable to experim~nt 
upon the ore in a single vat first. By plOttlllg 
the percentage e~tractions, say at the end ~f 
every hour of treatment, it will be seen when It 
would cease to be profi table to further agitate th.e 
ore. On dividing the curve by a series of eqUI
distant lines, parallel to the axis of the curve 
representing the extractions, into as many spaces 
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March~I~91::1:",-________ --:-_____ , __________________ _ -

h Umber of vats it is intended to use, it 
11,ste n .' h b . will be seen what extractIOn m eac vat may e 

.expected. '. . .' 
The air lift 'system of agltatlOn IS not only 

valuable for t~e ?yanfde treatme~t ~f?urreni 
Illaterial, but It IS a so a~ excc

f 
en plecle 0d 

atus for the preparatlOn. 0 accumu ate 
,all.,pars for their subsequent treatment by cyanide. 
-s U11e '. 

I the Journal ofthis Society of July, 1897, 
Dr. r~V. A. Caldecott; writing upon t?e chemical 

ditions existing in accumulated shme, showed 
'~~~v the neutralization of cyanic ides in it would 
be effected by their .gradual oxidati?n thr?ugh 
,exposure to air, and m March, 1898, m conJunc
t'on with John Kelly, he took out a, Transvaal 
~atent, No. 1559, fo~ an air Iif.t apparatus for the 
agitation and aer~tlOn of. shme pulp or other 
gold-bearing materIal. ThIS method of sweeten· 
ing accumulated slimes by means ?f atmospheric 
air is utilized on the Geldenhms Deep G. M. 

·Co.'s plant and also on that of the Luipaard's 
Vlei Estate &, G. M. Co. 

The first Company in the T~'ansvaal to use the 
air lift principle in the treatment of accumulated 
slime was the Nourse :Mines, Ltd., a fiat-bot
tomed vat 30 ft. ill diameter and 12 ft. ·deep 
being used. The Geldenhuis Deep G. M. Co. to 
oxidize accumulated slime uses two conical 
bottomed vats each 20 ft. in diameter and 20 ft. 
deep, the vertical depth of the cone being 5 ft. 

'These vats have air lift pipes 16 in. in diameter, 
in the lower portions of the vats, of one-half the 
,depth of the vats only. . Pipes were formerly 
used in length equal to the full depth of the vat, 
and then afterwards tried of shorter length with 
mnch more satisfl1ctory results. The slime is 
pulped with 2 parts of water in a knife box 
mixer and then pumped into the air lift vats, a 
charge for each vat being 50 tons of dry slime. 
Each vat requires 50 ft. of free air compressed to 
10 lb. pressure per minute. 

At the plant of the Luipaards Vlei Estates Co., 
the accumulated slime after being suitably 
pulped (lime and lead acetate being then added), 
is pumped into a conical bottom vat of diameter 
30 ft. and total depth 30 ft., fitted with an air 
lift pipe 18 in. in diameter, 26 ft. high and 22 
in. above the bottom of the vat. 

The air supply to the air lift is delivered 
through a i in. air pipe, centrally placed inside 
the lift pipe. This supply is utilized only when 
the vat is full and its contents are in agitation. 
But, when the vat is being filled or discharged, 
the air lift is not operated, the pulp being 
a~itated by air supplied through four ! in. air 
pIpes outside the' air lilt tube. The pulp re
eeives a total aeration of 22! hours, made 
up 'tS follo\vs :-Filling 9 hours (partial aera-

tion), air lift agitation 6! hours, discharging 7 
hours (partial aeration). . 

The charge of the vat is 150 tons of slime and 
300 tons of water, and this charge is probably the 
largest single charge of slime that is agitated in 
the world. The vat requires about 85 cub. ft. 
of free air compressed to between 25 lb. and 30 
lb. per sq. in. The small amount of sand, which 
is always present in accumulated slime, is drawn 
off from the bottom of the cone, as in the separa
tory funnel of the laboratory, and sent to the 
tailing wheel of the cyanide plant. 

One of the most useful parts of the treatment 
vat is a conical diaphragm surrounding the air 
lift pipe, whose horizontal base is 3 ft. 4t in. in 
diameter and placed 2 ft. 5i in. above the bottom 

,of the vat. This leaves an ,annular space about 
9 in. wide between the diaphragm and the slop
ing side of the vat, through which the .pulp 
passes to the air lift. This arrangement entirely 
prevents the banking up of material around the 
mouth of the air lift, and reduces the chance of 
fine sand collecting on the sloping side of the vat 
above the diaphragm. In general it enables a 
vat of larger diameter,_and consequently of less 
capital cost per ton treated, to be· used than 
without its use. , 

The accumulated slime after aeration treat
ment is pumped to the current slime plant for 
cyanide treatment.. The following average 
figures from a three months' run show such highly 
satisfactory results as to warrant more attention 
being paid to this method of.treating accumu
lated slime :-
Value of Charge... 2'460 dwt. 

" "Residue . 0'27S" 
Percentage Extraction ... 88'7% 
Lime consumed per ton ... 18'079 lb. at 50% CaO 
Potassium.cyanide per ton 0'233 lb. 
Lead acetate per ton 0 ·12I'lb. 
The total working costs in connection with the 
treatment of this slime is 3/8·ld., which includes 
1/5'3d. for collecting and pulping. 

The Brown vat is also successfully used for the 
treatment of blacksand. At the plant of the Simmer 
&J ack Proprietary Mines, Ltd., an air lift vat, 13 ft. 
in diameter and 18 ft. deep, with a central pipe 
16 ft. 6 in. long and 10 in. in diameter is used for 
treating 12 ton charges of black s~nd. The 
black sand is previoJlsly finely ground m a small 
tube mill. After the pulp of sand a~d water has 
been got into circulation, lime i~ added, and later 
on lead acetate also. Agitation is continued 
until -all soluble snlphides are decomposed, a 
period of about 16 hours. Cyanide solution is 
then introduced under pressure- into the bottom 
of the charge, and the solution of the gold is 
commenced, periods of agitation, settlement and 
decantation following one another alternately until 
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the value of'the tlecanted solution indicates com
pletion .of tpe treatment. After each decanta
tion, a centrifugal pump, connected wi~h the 
bottom. of the vat, and discharging externally 
into the top of the vat, is used to withdraw any 

. sand which' ¥lay have .settled at the bottom of 
the cone below' the air lift and put it into 

i general.circl,llation again. 

The head samples assay about lO oz. gold per 
ton, and over 97% extraction is obtained on this 
value of sample with a cyanide consumption of 
only 2 lb. per ton. . 

The air lift has been in use for the elevation of 
various liquid materials since 1892 : in Western 
Australia it was used for pnmping batt':!ry tailing 
in .1902; and, although F. C. Brown, as men
tioned before, introduced the central air lift tube 
jnto his tall agitation tas in 1904, Mr. A. F. 
Crosse actually used t~e air lift on the Rand for 
the experimental agitation of slime in 1903. 

The following is a list of published articles, 
bearing directly or indirp-Ctly upon the subject 
of the cyanide treatment of pulp :-

'The smaller sizes or" these mechanical agitators. 
are often arranged so that the stirring gear can 
be raised. out of. the pulp, when a stoppage is. 
imperative. 

The Blaisdell agitator is one with a stirring 
paddle gear, driven by electro-motor and su pported 

. on a moving bridge, whicli can be moved over a. 

. row of agitation vats.. The stirring gear 'can be 
raised ont of the vat so that it can be transferred 
to another of the series of vats, the agitation of' 
charges in this system being intermittent. A 
centrifngal pump on the bridge, also motor' 
driven, is used to withdraw the pnlp and then 
aerate it by spraying it back into the vat again_ 
This system is very expensive to instal and 
operate, and is not snitable for a pulp that. 
requires continuons agitation. 

The Hendryx agitator has a conical bottom 
vat and a central tnbe, through which the pulp is. 
raised by a high speed screw propellor, driven by 
a vertical shaft in the tube. It is expensive to 
operate, 18 h.p. being necessary to agitate a pulp 
containing 100 tons of solids. (Ref. No.8.) 

Ref. 
No. Title of Article. Author. Publication. Date Published. 

--_._---------.--------------------. 
1 
2 
:~ 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
1:3 

14 

Agitation by Compressed Air 
Continuous Cyanide Treatment 
Cyanide Lixiyiation by Agitation 

Treatment of Ore Slime 

Hydraulic Agitatiol] in Cyaniding 
Cyauidatiou of Concentrate 

F. C. Brown 
J. Leslie Mennell 
'Yalter M. Brodie 

A. E. Druckcr 

Mining & Scientific Press Sept. 26, 1908 
Mcxica11.11finin.qJ01t1'1wl. I February, 1909 
Engineering and .JJfin·ing April 3rd, 1 !JOO 

Journal. 
TheJo1trnalofTheChemi- NoYember, 1909· 

cal, lIfetallw'gical and 
Mining Society oj" 
South Africa. 

Mining & Scientific Press. April 20, 1910 
lIfining & i)(;ient-ijic Press March 19, 1910· 

Continuous Paclmca Tank Agita- M. H. Kuryla 
tion at the Espemnza Mill 

lIfexiean Instit'lttl;on of April 1910 
llfin-ing & Metallu.r1Y 

Methods of Pulp Agitation 
Notes on Cyaniding III Paclluca 
Tanks and the Continnous System 

The New Esperanza Mill anll Mill-
ing Practice 

A new Cyanide Deyice 
A Modification of the PaclmcaTank 
A Cyanide Plant constructed of 

Masonry 
Mechanical ftnd Air Agitation for 

Slime Treatment 

Lloyd M. Kniffin 
A. Grothe 

Chas. Hoyle 

llfininq eI, Scientljie Press. June 4, 1910 
Mcxiean lIfining Journal. A llgust, 1910 

Mcxiean Minin.q J01l1"nal. August, 1910 

Lee :Fmser lIfinin.q,{; Scientific Press. Oct. 15, ]910 
Amos.J. Yager Mining & &ientificPl'ess. Dec. 22, 1910 
John H. Eggers,jr. The Pacific Minc/·. Jftn., 1911 

A. ,Yo 'Y'trwiek The Mining World. Jan. 1911 

Reference has been made before' to the use of 
mechanical agitators, viz., those in which the 
pulp is stirred by rotating paddles. In' these it 
is lIot possible to use a thick or very bandy pnlp, 
and in the majority of them air is introduced into 
the pulp generally by an air jet at the bottom of 
the vat, but, in some cases, in small jets along 
the agitator paddles; it having been delivered 
throngh the hollow shafting of the agitator gear. 

In the Just Systtlll of agitation recently intro
cluced and in" nse in, Guanajnato, Mexico, air 
from a blower is introduced throngh a sl,ecial 
porqus brick fioo~ in the Ib~ttom of a vat, agitating 
9.ft. of pulp above it. It will i)fobably be found 
in practice that the bricks' will become choked. 
with lime salts, and, if so, cleansing wonle! be
troublesome. 
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~Ir. A. F. Crosse's. m~thod of decanting an 

flo w from an agItatIOn vat seems to have over . 
been useful to Inventors. 

In the Paterson vat this principle is made me 
f s weil as that of the Brown vat, the decant<:d 

o I~tion. free from sand, being passed outside the 
~~t and drawn through. a centrifugal pump. 
This delivers the pulp agalll to ~he bottom of the 
lift pipe; taking the place of the air of the Brown 
vat. The makers gIve 4! h.p. as the probable 
power required to agitate 50 tons of (dry) slime 
in a 15 ft. x 45 ft. vat. By way of comparison 
it may be noted that in a Brown vat of the same 
size at the Hacienda San Francisco, at Pachuca, 
112 short tons of (dry) "slime" are agitated with 
about 2 h.p. (Ref. No.5.) 

Mention has been made above to the use of a 
shortened air-lift pipe in the vats of the 
Geldenhuis Deep G."M. Amos J. Yager (Ref. 12) 
has recently described some experiments made by 
the modifying of the air lift pipe of a Brown vat, as 
shown in Fig. IV., No.1 showing the normal 

FIG. IV. 

arrangements. He obtained better extractions on 
silver ore successively with No.2, No.3 and No. 
4 anangements, and finally adopted No. 4 as 
standard. A. W. Warwick (Hef. 14) also alludes 
to the shortening of the air-lift pipes in Brown 
vats at the Stratton's Independence Mill, at 
Cripple Creek, to two-thirds of their former 
~eLgth. Tne result of shortening of the air-lift pipe 
IS the spreading out of the rising pulp above the 
pipe as is showll diagrammatically in Fig. V., and 
consequently more use.is made of the air from 
the airlift j but it is doubtful if this modification 
would be used satisfactorily in the continuous 
system of agitation. -

Vertical circulation pipes in a Brown vat, as 
sh,o.wn in Fig. VI., with their upper orifices, 
wmch are protected by goosenecks, just below 
the smface of the pul p, and lower orifices near 
t~e mouth of the air lift, were suggested by 
"W. M. Brodie. Their use was mainly the pre-

~-~~-

\ 1---' 

FI(:. r. 

FIG. VI. 

vention of thoking by heavy sand around the 
opening of the air lift, and with them less air is 
required to start agitation after a shut-down. 
(Ref. No.3.) 

The use of air-lift vats built of masonry at 
Zambma, Mexico, each with two air-lifts and con
tinuous decantation and constructed as shown in 
Fig. VII. has been described by John H. Eggers 
Ref. No. 13). 

In conclusion, I beg to thank kIr. C. D. Leslie, 
Superintending Engineer of the Consolidated 
Goldfields of S.A., Ltd., for permission to pub-
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FIG. VII. 

lish the working data of the Luipaarcl's Vlei 
Estate and the Simmer and Jack treatment 
plants. 

The President: This is anot<her very good 
paper indeed, and I am sure you will accord a 
very hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Allen. I believe 
it is his maiden effort in this Society, but you 
can see he' is' already an expert, especially at 
diagrams. 

NOTES ON THE MATTE ASSAY. 

(Read at Decernber Jleeting, 1910.) 

By L. J. WILMOTH, A..LM M., M.A:r.r.I.M.E. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. T. Graham Martyn (lfembor): Mr. 
Wilmoth has made a very useful contribution to 
(lur methods of assaying cupriferous materials, 
but referring to the literature of the subject he 
says, "I .... as yet have found no mention 
Df matte except. as an unintentional product in 
the·assay of such material as pyrite. In all cases 
the production of a matte under these circum
stances is condemned, and rightly so, as it is 
a) ways accompanied by unreliable results." 

In my opinion the last clause is too sweeping 
as I have found that provided the slag is sullici
-ently acid and fluid to permit of clean separation 
of the matte from it one gets, if anything, a 
better recovery of precious metals from the slag 
when the lead button is sulphury, or a matte is 
formed, than when it soft button is obtained. 
The reasons why the sulphury button is objected 
to, are, I take it, first because a further operation 

is required' for purifying the lead before cupelling 
which requires time and. attention and involves 
some risk of loss; and secondly because if one is 
not on the look out for it there is great risk of 
losing part of the brittle lead or adherent matte 
in cleaning off the slag. It is not at all surpris_ 
ing to me therefore to find that, when care has 
been taken to produce it sIng, a matte and a lead 
button easily separable from each other, the slag 
ho.s been unusually clean from precious metal and 
the matte has carried IlO lllore or perha]ls less 
than would ordinarily have been lost in the slag. 
The surprise to me is that it has not come under 
one's notice before, as an alternative to th~ un
satisfactory or troublesollle methods in lise for 
the assay of cupri ferous materials for gold and 
sil ver. The author's results should have led him 
I think to carry his method a stage fiJi·ther, end 
I would suggest the retreatment of his lllatte by 
his own method instead of his resorting to scori
fication which in illY' own experience c9nfirmed 
by his results, is much let's reliable. 

Taking the fir ,t results given in his paper and 
comparing the matte ass'ly with the scorifica· 
tion assay a little more in detail than he has 
done :-

Assume that the result of the "combinatIOn" 
assay gives the true vahle, viz., 10'49% then the 
uncorrected matte assay recovered 99'24% of the 

-fine gold, leaving 0'76% in matte and slag, 
whereas the scorification method only recovered 
9829%, leaving 1'71 % in the slag or lost by 
volatilisation. The above 0'76% wa~ partially 
recovered by scorification; taking the actual 

. weights instead of percentages out of 7 6 mg. lost 
in the matte assay, 21:; mg. WHe recovered from 
matte by scorification and 0'17 mg. from the 
slags. Had he treated this matte as in his later 
assay of copper matte I am of the opinion he 
would have obtained a better recovery and might 
very possibly have iIl}proved on the ,. combination 
assay" result. I hope that before he replies to 
the discllssion he will find an opportunity of try
ing the experiment. It would probably improve 
the gold assay in both stages to add silver before 
hand if not already present in excess, say, to the 
extent of at lea~t three times the gold.- I have 
usually obtained a higher result by running down 
rich sulphide ores with excess of litharge or red 
lead, a little soda; carbonate and silica or borax, 
if necessary, than by scorification, the latter being 
a method which in consequence I'avoid except 
for red ucing the size of buttons or for assaying 
rich alloys. It aiJpears that the author has 
devised a method which may render scorification 
entirely obsolete and the results of experiments 
on the lines indicated above would ,be most 
interesting. 
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NATIVE FOOD SUPPLIES 
QUALITY. 

AND THETR 

(Rend at JanUa1'Y llleetin.C/, 1911.) 

By F. W. WATSON, B.~C. (LOND.), F.I.C., F.GS. 
(Member). 

DISCUSSION. 

Dr. J. McCrae (.1lembe1'): With M~. Watson's 

I Contention that the food stuft~ supplied gener!1 . ' 
to compounds should be subjected to control by 

11
'nation I have the greatest sympitthy, but 

exalt' . ft· 'th Ilis idea of purchasmg foodstu s (even 
,VI . ) I' 

I dl'ng meat and fresh vegetallies accorc mg to 
eXC u. 'rl roximate [maiysIs, I cannot agree. Ie author 
p that up to the present very Itttle has been 
says . f d' I' d d~ne to test t~e articles 0 let supp Ie to com-

ounds. This statement refiects on those 
Pesponsible for the conduct of compounds, and to 
~ome extent on the Inspector~ of th,e Native 
Affairs Department. I cannot speak for the 
compound authorities, but I may say that 
samples Me frequently taken by otfi.cers. of the 
Native Affairs Department for exanunatlOn. r 
think that if the author were fully conversant with 
the facts he would modify his view tlJat lit tie has 
been done; indeed, he would find that many 
people are alive to the question of the quality of 
the foodstuffs supplied to native labourers. 

The author quotes two analysis of maize, and 
for comparison, one analysis of fiour.! These 
analyses do not teach us anything new, and from 
~uch proximate analyses it would be difficult to de
duce which is the most valuable foodstuff. ·It is 
probable that the whole maize might work out as 
of tho highest monetary value if the valuation 
were made on the amounts of fat, rrotein and 
carbohydrate contained in each foodstuff; but 
surely a great advantage is achieved by removing 
the large-piece fibre (in the husk) from the whole 
maize, even if in the process fat-content is simul
taneously reduced owing to removal of the 
embryo. It is for reasons such as this that I 
regard it as inad visable to purchase foodstuffs in 
general on a proximate analysis. In purchasing 
cyanide, it is only cyanide which is wanted
anything else present is useless or harmful. 
With maize meal the case is entirely different: 
the carbohydrate is the valuable constituent, the 
protein and fat, too, are useful; but, for its 
mechanical action, may not the fibre also be of 
a.!lpreciable value (provided it IS not in large 
coarse piece;;), and who would be so bold as to 
B.Ssert that the mineral matter is of no use 7 I 
Rllggest that what is of use in the examinati~n of 
flours and meals is to ascertain that' what is 
required is supplied, and supplied without the 

addition of other material, ana that the flour or 
meal is in a condition fit for human consumption. 

The author tells us that he has not yet 
examined any samples of maize meal on'which 
any suspicion could rest. I can only think that 
his experience in the examination of maize meal 
found in compounds is not extensive. Perhaps in 
time the author may come across some mouldy 
weevil-eaten samples! 

I would like here to make it perfectly clear 
thiit I am no opponent of proximate analysis: 
on the contrary, I would advocate the frequent 
analysis of foodstuff~-not in order to decide the 
price to be paid, but to ascertain that the food
stuff is not overloaded with water (for even on 
the Rand, water is a cheap adulterant), and that it· 
approximates to the usually accepted average 
composition. 

The author quotes five analyses of ground
nuts. Clearly samples D and E, which were 
adulterated, sh9,uld be rejected: starches and 
salt are cheap adulterants for ground-nut, and the 
analyses quoted show, as the author rightly says, 
the necessity of testing supplies in order that 
only pure products may be accepted. I cannot, 
however, agree that the price of grouI'd-nuts to 
be used as food should be regulated by the fat
content, freshnes~, freedom from disease (plant), 
and general condition are important factors. 
Although a definite amount of ground-nut may 
be specified in a diet-scale, it is not essential for 
th.e human frame that precisely this quantity 
down to the veriest grain be consumed. The 
case is wholly different when ground-nuts are 
purchased for oil extraction: here it is the oil, 
and the oil only, which is wanted, and the oil 
maker's return depends entirely on how much oil 
he obtains for re-sale (or for manufacturing pro
cesses). Would the author ad vocate that the 
I)'rice of milk for ordinary use be regulated by its 
fat-content: The butter-make~ in buying milk 
rurchases on fat-content, because it is the fat 
which he wants, and it is the fat which he 
re-sells. 

The author makes reference to ground-nut 
cake obtained after expression of the fat. This 
is in itself a valuable foodstuff, because it con
tains all the original protein, anci the fat is never 
fully expressed. The following analysis of a 
loca:lly produced ground-nut cake will show hO\" 
useful such cake is :-

Water 8'6 per cent. 
Protein 42'6 " 
Fat 8'4 " 
Fibre 4'3 " 
Carbohyd~'ate 31'0" 
Ash 5'1 " 

Clearly a cake so rich in protein could be em· 
ployed for increasing the protein-ratio in a diet, 
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and if the nuts are cold-pressed the digestibility 
of the protein will probably not be reduced. 

In reference to cocoa the author quotes Dr. 
Hutchison. The quotation appears to me to be 
inapposite. The" impossible quan.tity" is not 
of cocoa but of water. I do not thmk that any
one ima~ines that they deriye any' large amount 
of nutriment by drinking a cupful of the 
beverage, yet for th~ quantity taken (and sure.ly 
that must be strictly borne in mind) cocoa IS, 

undoubtedly, a vall!able foodstuff. 
In his section on Kafir beer the author says 

that" three per cent. of alcohol by weight is the 
maximum allowed." It is regrettahle that the 
Ordinance (No. 32 of 1902) is not so specific, for 

1 it only states" three per cent. of alcohol," and 
leaves the question of how the alcohol is to be 
measured quite open. Personally, I would 
prefer that t;he measurem_ent be by' volume, 
because I think that that form of statement has 
more significance, and because alcoholic beverages 
are both purchased and consumed by volume. 

Evidently, the Kafir beers which have' c~me 
under the author's notice have been very mild. 
I have been less fortuuate ! It has been my lot to 
exan'line Kafir beers from many compounds, and 
I have frequently found as much as 8 per cent. 
by volume of alcohol, and even 11 per cent. has 
not been unknown. 1 should be glad to know if . 
the author followed the increase in the acidity 
of that sample of Kafir beer in which he made 
observations on the increabe of alcohol during ,21 
d:tys. It would be of interest to know why 
fermentation ceased when the.alcohol had reached 
only 3'84 per cent. by weight. One might. 
hamrcl the guess that acetification was proceed
ing almost as quickly as fermentation j possibly 
the acetic acid formed had inhibited the growth 
of the yeast, or possibly there was some interfer
ence with the saccahl'ification of the starch. There 
can be no question that Kafir beer ordinarily has 
the potentiality for becoming as strongly 
alcoholic as unfortified wine. So long as acetifi
cation is prevented, fermentation 'will normally 
proceed until the growth of' the ?,east is 
inhibited by. the alcohol formed, wluch takes 
place when the proportion reaches approximately 
15 per cent. by volume. I think, however, that 
t,he author is very near the mark when he says 
th;J,t Kafir beer remains below tbe maximum 
aliowed by law (even assuming that the law i.s to 
be read as 3 per cent. by volume) up to four 
days after commencing to brew. ' 

The question of the examination of the food
stuffs employed in compounds is,. undoubtedly, of 
va.~t importance, and I. trust that the author's 
cowmunicatioll will do mnch .towards directing 
att<;ntion to the subject. Such examinations by 
leading to the detection of spurious goods 

'* ~'. G. Hopkins, The .A nal!J8t, Dec.! 1906, p. 38(i; ~his. 
Journal Vol. \"ii. May. 1907, p. 386; also J0111"1Wl C/~~}}/~~~l 
Society (London), Abstract, 1909, p., 594; 1910, L) 598) [I.mlll., 02~J~ 
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d rker as in a hand and muscle worker· 
hea . '~~ted in some cases that this is s')----chas 
~It IS ~ been proved experimentally 1) 
It e~el'n of what practical value is "calorific 

,~aal , d' 1'1 1 . 
1
- 0 of foods" expresse m n ogram ca ones 

va ues' I' . b fi ' r 1 gm. of food-stuff burnt, un ess It erst 
PIe that in the human system the power of 
S 10wn . f 1 
~Ieriving benefit from tfhe c?mbufstlOhn 0

1 
~ Ie 

f 1 tuffs is any way a unctIOn 0 t e re atlve 
OOC s . . d ~ Q . f )otential energies so determme. uotmg rom 
L Hygiene Advanced," R. A. Lyster (M.D., 
D. p.R), n-LO.H. fo; H~mpshir:; 1 find .the follow
. ,on such deternnnatlOns:- The figures thus 
109 f . 1 I btained are not 0 any great practlCa va ue, 
~ecause the different food·stuff~ have different 

ses and are not mutually. replaceable; more
\er' they are not in all cases broken down in 
o , I' the body in the same way as t ley .1re expen-
mentally in the laborat~)fy." One might add: 
The question whether they are broken d,)\vn in 
the body at all is an important one, and also, is 
the metabolism in the intestinal organs of the 
Kafir the same as that in the white man 1 This 
question is not, perhaps, as foolish as it seems, 
when we consider that the Kafir can live almost 
entirely on mealie pap, supplemented by a little 
fat, which is not generally accounted a perfect 
food by white authorities, and which is said to be 
ullsuited to the needs of our Indian passive 
.resisters. 

Further, can it be shown tlmt the human 
system is able. to derive energy from, say, nut 
oil in proportion of 9'21, while an equal weight 
of sugar, digested by an entirely different pro
ces~, gives to the system a quantity of energy 
proportional to 4'02 on the same scale 1 Again, 
it seems scarcely to follow that because the per- ... 
centage of nitrogenous matter in mealie IlIeal is 
fonnd to be 10'28 and in pea nuts 29'69, 
tlmt these values represent the flesh-forming 
powers of the respective foods on the same scale; 

.fOI·, though in general 1 he digestiYe processes 
will be the same, it is not yet apparent tliat the' 
body derives equal benefit .from similar food 
constituents which exist under different condi
tions and mixed with the different proportions of 
OIlier constituents, all to be digested together in 
the various foods. 

It seems as though t.he chemist, w0rking alone, 
iH rather wasting valuable time' in attelllpting to 
fix food-values by analysis, for 'since the vege
tarian and fruitarian differ fwm each other and 
f""1II the mixed diet man in their ideas of reI a
bve food values on the human system, and all 
three differ from the cannibal, of what value is 
the fat-extraction app,tratus and the Kjeldahl 
estimation except that (in so far as we can 
accept current ideas as approximately correct) 
the analyst is enabled to satisfy himself that 

certain foods are 1,;p to average standard 1 Pro
bably before any considerabie advance can be 
made in the science of dietetics-which at pre
sent is an art· of guesswork indulged in by all 
with a delightful empiricism tha~ would be 
amusing if its results were not so disastrous on 
the white races to-day-it will be necessary for 
the chemist and the physiologist to work hand-. 
irdutlld, the former analysing and classifying 
proteids, sugars, &c., into various sub-branches 
(for it is unthinkable that" nitrogenous matter" 
is sufficiently informative), while the latter feeds 
his subjects and measures gain in weight, heat. 
changes, waste excreted, working capabilities 
generated, and so on, such as, I believe, is now 
being done in Europe and America. Then, 
working together, it may be possible to tabulate 
conclusions of real scientific value, but even such. 
results can only' apply to the "average systGm," 

. where ~uch exists, and the results as determIned 
must in general be subjected to immense variatioris 
depending on the particular ferments that find 
most congenial ground' for propagation in the 
digestive organs of the particular subject. But 
it is also necessary that food·stuffs so experi
mented upon shall be of the same ~tock, for, 'as 
Mr. Watson has realised, values ad quoted else
where differ greatly from those in use here .. A 
comparison of NIr. Watson's results with those 
ghcen elsewhere, shows considerable variations, 
some of which may be worth while noting, e.g. : 

MAIZE. 

Mr. Watson. R A. Lyster. 
Proteids 14 % 
Fat ... 35%' 

Nitrogenous matter 9'54% 
Fat' 5'52% 

Carbohydrates ... 70'64% {S 'J% ug:tr .~ 0 

Starch 65% 

If this deficiency in nitrogenous principles is 
characteristic of S. African mealies, the need for 
pea nuts or some other addition to a mealie meal 
diet is obvious (accepting current theories al!! 
correct) and the flesh-forming powers of our 
local mealie meal must be considerably less than 
those of the commonly.acceptedstandardinEu~ope. 
It would be instructive to find out to what these 
fairly large variations are due, e~pecially in the 
case of our local staples-it may have some
thing to do with local manuring, or the absence 
thereof. The local' maize, however, has an ad
vantage as far as fats are concerned. 

A similar variation is noted in the case of 
cocoa, thus:-

Mr. Watson (C). (E). R. A. Lyster; 
Water ... 3'28% l.36% 3'5% 
Fat ... 24'73% 40'61 %50'0% 
Starch ... 7'10% 20'55% 13'51. 
Nitrogenous Proteids .•. 15'5% 
. lnattt~r ... 18'81% 17'87% Theobromine 1'6% 
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TIle difference.< in the fat contents are not.ice
able,. though all Mr. 'Watson's ~amples fall withi~ 
the rule that " No cocoa shall contain less than 
20%* of fat." Is this an example of an old saying 
in England, that "Anything is good enough for 
the colonies 7" The point I w('uld make here is 
thD.t it is, 'on the face of it, absurd to say that 
such and sl~ch a food-stuff is of greater value 
than anDther, unless, as Mr. Watson states, 
" some guarantee from the seller" is required, 
and yet how such ca.n be given is not onvious 
when such great variations are shown by the 
analyses, and, finally, if such guarantee is given, 
what guarantee is obtainable that the food so 
obtained is going to do the work it is popularly 
supposed to do, for "one maa's meat is another 
man's poison" i~ probably as true for the Kalir 
as for the white man. . 

In apologising for so lengthy ·a criticism of 
certain general princi pIes, my excuse is that this 
is it matter that concerns us all, not only from a 
chemical but also from the every-day point of 
view of general health Rnd working powers, 
which. are, after all, closely all ed to working 
costs. 

THE SHRINKAGE METHOD OF STOPING 
AT THE FERREIRA GOLD MINE. 

(Read at llo'Uemoer Meeting, 1910.) 

By G. HILDIeK SilIITH, B.Sc., F.G.S. (Mcmhu). 

. REPLY TO DISCUSSIOK. 

Mr. G. Hildick Smith (AJemb.e1'): I am sorry 
to notice that except fer several practical points 
brought .forward by M j •. Johnson, nothing worth 
noting 'has .beeli mentioned wit h rpgard to 
shrinkage stoping, although there are many points 
which could have been improved upon in the 
actual case described. It is very true that often 
the best way to learn something about anything is 
to start by making some foolish remark about 
it and then waiting fo!' the inevitable" rise." I 
certainly got "rises" ill three places over nly 
remark concerning the novelty of shrinkage stop
ing on the Rand. On this point I stand corrected 
by the older and more experienced members, .but 
it is cert~ illly unfortunate, in the interests of 
mining men, that the valuable experiences of ,uch 
members as Mr. Saner and Mr. Coombe are in 
danger of being buried with them, instead of 
being a guide fo others who are less fortunate in 
the way of experience. . . 

As to Mr. Saner's remarks concerning the ques
tion of 1~~eJling the mill going at ariy cost I ,,"ould 

-II 'lkin ilnd Lyster, "Hygiene (Advanced)." 

suggest to him that when "pushed" the best 
thing to do would be to mill waste, just to. 
keep the ball rolling, but. this of course is n0t 
new either, and was probably resorted to exten_ 
sively in the" early days." Poor -unfortunate' 
old workers they .must by this time kno\v all the 
moves on the board, but apparently they do not. 
always do the right one. As to keeping the mills. 
going it would certainly be necessary that a 
certain reserve of broken ore should accumulate. 
underground before milling was commenced, uut 
once having started milling it would no"t be more 
l.ifficult to keep breaking ground at the required 
milling rate by the shrinkage method than by 
the usual underhand method. As to the questiolli 
of shortage of labour, circumstances might 
easily ari'.e' in which a good reserve of broken 
ore underground, broken perhaps at a l)eriod 
of sufficient labour, might help the mine in 
tiding over successfully a period of shortage of 
labour. . 

'Vith regard to Mr. Coombe'8 remarks as to, 
setts being unnecessary, it was found that setts, 
were much handier, and made a much better job 
than poles and lagging, and in addition, when the· 
ore is finally run off, the sett planks may be 
taken out again and used for lagging, shaft 
setts, etc. Throughout the building. up of about. 
550 ft. of setts not more than two complete setts. 
were destroyed by blasting or what not. A met hod 
far preferable to setts Or' poles and lagging is that 
employed at the Treadwell mines, whe'le winzes. 
and raises are so placed that by lea vi ng pillars. 
along each side of them the winzes alid rai>es. 
form the pass wap, and require no tiniber at all.. 
This is one of the points which nlight have Ileen, 
improved upon. Another improvement I might 
mention is the use of t in. round iron clamps spaced, 
at convenient intervalS, in preference to the ladders. 
described in the original paper. Still another im' 
provement is the replacing c,/' the iroll.doors of the· 
ore pass boxes (see Fig V. of the paper), by jJ'llIl 

straps and planks (as shown at e, Fig. II. of the 
paper. Agairl,,, itLI regard to JUJlJpers it wa~ 
found that a line of pilles dowil which jumpers. 
could be let fall became too easily jamilled with. 
line stuff to be satisfactory .. I just mention these· 
points en passamt as they may be of interest. 

Mr. Coom he seriGusly questions my costs of 
box installatioll, but DS be olllits to say whether' 
he thinks the costs·.too high or too low I cannot 
comment upon it. ' 

Referring to M'r. Johnson's remarks with, 
regard to the ore ipasses being run up with as
little bend as possib,le, this is important from the· 
point of view of the wear of the wall plates, 
which quickly become cut through by falling' 
rock wherever an appreciable variation in the., 
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f dip occurs. vVithout going into much 

angl~, ~ do not see how Mr. Johnson makes the 
detal• machine shift for air, etc., come to 9s. 
ecst ptchre data he' has before him, i.e., 10'48 tons 
From . fl' 8 '06d ,chine shift, cost 0 exp oSlve . per 
per mad a total cost per ton of 3s. Id., the cost 
to~, anchine shift might be made up to 12s. 6d. 
lIe I ma . I II' ffi . . . etc and stJi a OWlllg a su clent marglll 
for aU," '.J' , 
for sundries and white. arret native wages. . 

W'th reference to Fig. VIII. of the paper Mr. 
John~on has .takell it that this figure with the 

d
· ensions given refers to an actual average 
un Tl" I I' dd b eh in the stope. liS was not w lat mten e 

ite~O represent, .the idelj, being simply to show the 
~ition of the holes relatively to one another on 

p~~ assumed size of bench, in this case 7 ft. x 5 ft. 
~he distanc~ bet.ween the lOp and bott?m ~ositi()ns 
f the machwe 1S correct, as shown, ~.e., .2 ft. 

o As to the question of using an arm on a 
horizontally rigged bar, it will be found better to 
get a smaller bench perhaps, but a bench every 
shift than to try and get a larger bench and f>iil 
to g~t through with the drilling, in one shift, due 
to time wasted and trouble with an >trm on a 
horizontal bar, which is a very awkward thing to 
handle. With regard to breaking benches from 
the bottom of the stope to the top it all depends 
in which way the scheme is looked ,at, whether 
we consider we are working from bottom 
to top or top to bottom. In re>ility unless there is 
only one bench left we must follow the bench 
along and of necessity work from top to bottom. 
A combination of underhand and overhand stop
ing might be all right in a sound new mine, but 
with caved ground all arouf.d and in free milling 
rrck as well, and also from past experience in this 
method as disclosed by hlocks shown on the plan 
in the form of V's in horizontal positions, with 
their points together, which have been abandoned 
in the past having presumably bec"LlIe' too 
dangerous to work, it is ,afer and better to break 
everything by the overhand method entirely. 
Although a little less t{)nnage is IIbeained at first 
yet eventually all ground un ,ken can be run as 
required from a place of safety in the levels, and 
nothing is lost 011 the stulls, etc. 

:::n conclusion, my th11nks are due to those who 
were sufficiently interested in my paper to have 
commented on it. 

THE MINE DUST PIWBLEM. 

(Read at Jamw1'Y 11feeh:ny, 1911.) 

By DR. J. L. ·AYII1ARD (Ass~ciat~), 

DISCUSSIOK. 

Mr. E. J. Laschinger (ll/embe1' of Council): 
Although Dr. Aymard's paper is a rather ramb-

ling treatment of the many factors entering into 
the prublerp of health condiLio~s underground, the 
thanks of the Society and the mining world in 
general are due to the author. As the author is 
a qualified medical man of no mean standing, I 
read into his wide treatment of the title of the 
paper "The Mine Dust Problem," and more', 
particularly because of hiA statements :-

Page 312, "The medical aspect of the dust, 
problem remains to-day very much as it 
did ten years ago," awi "I fear we have all. 
taken the pathology of the disease as 
definitely settled whereas it is quite clear 
.that it is not so," 

that in the present state of knowledge even 
medical men have great strides to make in order 
to arrive at a rational and scientific settlement of 
the. many problems that affect the health of 
miners and other underground workers. 

Ungerground hygiene, if one lIlay be permitted 
to use the eX[Jression, does not appear to be by 
any means a simple and well understood branch 
of the science of health. If this statement be 
accepted as true, it surely seems absurd that 
legislators and Government afficials should treat 
the matter by Acts of Parliament and regulations, 
as if the problems involved had been definitely 
settled by scientific resear,ch and the exact deter
mination of natnrallaws, In the present state 
of science on this question it will not be pre
sumptuous on my' part,' even as fl. layman, to 
venture on a few remarks regarding underground 
health conditions,. n.)t from the point of view of 
discussing complex or minute details, but on 
general respects. 'As an engineer I du 00 all the 
more readily because it is the engineer's peculiar. 
province to carry out on a large and practical work
ing scale the recommendations of the scierlti~t. I 
think the time has almost, if not quite, arrived 
when the recommendations of the medical man 
with regard to underground labour conditions 
should be passed on to the engineer to carry out, 
in the S>ime manner as the recommendations of 
the metallurgist are, with regard to metallurgical 
and ore reduction operatiflns, The chief difficulty 
is that the medical man does not' seelll to be in 
readiness to give his recoll1mendation~. The 
medical profession seems to be in a state of un
preparedness, b1: t by tillS I do not nlean to cast 
any slur on tbat profession. The blame. if any,' 
rests on those who are responsible for the health 
of any section of the public in proportion as that, 
section is numerically important. As long as any 
subject is not known to be an exact science any
olie's opinion may be of value, whereas after 
science has determined laws it is generally rash 
for the uninitiated in these known la,"s to enter 
into discussion with those who have passed the 
neophyte stage. 
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. With this preamble I will now discuss 
v;tL'ious points that arise from a perusal of the 
,author's paper, confining myself to matters that 
,affect efficiency in any way connected with the 
I;tat"l of the air which the miner has to breathe. 

(1) The problem is first and foremost an 
·economic one, and as such deserves the earnest 
,consideration' of the employers of underground 
labour, as affecting the efficiency of an 'exi)ensi ve 
machine -the man. The health point of view in 
industrial undertakings is only of importance in 
so far aq it affects efficiency in production. This 
being the case, it follows that any recommenda
ti· 'I1S regarding health conditions must be capable 
of being carried out in pract.ice without excessive 
cost. 

(2) The health point of view is ot,first import
,ance to the state in maintaining the happiness, 
virility and general efficiency of its citizens. If 
,any trade or occupation involves conditions which 
,amount to rapid and unavoidable premattlre 
.death to citizens it is no more than just that such 
occupation. be absolutely Ff0hibited by law. 
This is an accep~ed axiom of 'modern tl].ought. 
It 'is', however, the' belief of those COml)etentto . 
judge' that the ordinary occupations of mining are 
not such that they should fall under this extreme 
ban of the law. Indeed, we find in certain Govern
ment 'Commission Reports that it should, be 
posRible to make the miners' occupation as health
ful as any ordinary surface work. The very, 
,sheet' an'chor of progress in South Africa, is the, 
,succe'gsfal exploitarion qf the mineral' wealth of 
the co.untty. The vast majority.of residents here 
live a'nd 'trade 'on the belief that'occupation in 
mining is not and ~hould no~ I.e a prohibited one. 
I make, these general' remarks because it is sur
IJrisiilg to beconiefully aware of the intense 
feeling'there is in South Afi·ica generally regard
ing miners' phthisis and the absurd remedies that 
are suggested by WIlle people who do not even 
look the question squarely in the face. 

(3) Since in Rand gold mining, poisonous 
gases from thE' earth or poisonous minerals are 
practically unknown, ,md since sanitary science is 
a more or less exact science, the serious problem to 
solveistomaintain the air ]lure and free from harm
ful contamination from certain well-known sources. 
The object should be to maintain mine air in as 
nearly the same condition .a~ the air off the open 
veld. What I wish to point out is that the dust 
danger is not an i~olated problem. Although an 
absolutely dustless mine is a practical impossibi
lity, still a dustless mine might be more dangerous 
than another with dust, The question seems to 
be, what characteristics in dust are harmful" 
what amount of such harmful dust is permissible, 
,as a maximum, and by what means can this dust 

be rendered harmless or comparatively so. That 
the human system is capable of throwing off dust 
inspired. with the air is self-evident', for any 
llIiner who has died of the effects of dust must 
have thrown off many thousands of times as much 
dust ~s "'as found in his lungs. Even if "fibrosis" 
is the effect of lacerations of lung tissue by dust 
particles, this effect is the result of bu t an infinite
simal proportion of the inhaled dust particles. 
There must be certain conditions external to the 
pre~ence of the dust itself which predispose the 
human system to harm from dust. The chief 
harmful ingredients in mine air are carbon dioxide 
and organic emanations frQm the body, excessi va 
humidity, and the products of com bustion of lights 
and explosives. The" smell of the upcast" is 
wonderfullj"'uniform all over the world. ' Again, 
very few diseases are simple in their origin and 
pathology and the author's paper together with 
other treatises on the same subject form an 
admission that. mir,{'fs' phthisis is the result of a 

,complexity of causes. Perhaps too much has 
been made of the dust 'effects. Dust being solid 
,is found to some extent in the :ungs of the 
patient, gases or vapours which inay by as much 

. or more have been responsible for -the disease are 
'naturally not found III the post-1Iw1·tem exam ina-
·tion. ' 

, (4) The author touches upon ventilation and 
,makes certain suggestions. Since he admits that all 
dust found in the lungs is capable of suspension 
in air currents, and since ventilation, as he refers 
to it, is change of air by displacement, i.e., 
currents of air, it follows that the stronger the 

,ventilation the more the, dust is carried through 
the mine. As far as ,the dust problem is con
cerned, strong. ,ventilating. currents during working 

,hours are only an additiorial means of spreading 
the danger instead of minimising it; they have 
also other harmful effects; it is not health(ul to 

'work in strong draughts. 
(5) The dangers and expense of over-ventila

tion bring one to the thought of corrective 
measures outside the crude and obvious process 
(A'simple replacement of air. 'Why not correct 
the composition of the air in mines. by artificial 
means ~ Dust and dangerous gases may be 
washed out or eliminated by chelllical means, 

. exces~ive humidity Illay be corrected by artificial 
precipitation of moisture and excessive tempera
ture may be corrected by artificial .cooling. ::iuch 
expedients in combination \\'ith a moderate dis
placement system of ventilation seem tu offer the 
correct solution, especially for very deep level 
mines with extensive workings. It is a matter of 
rel",tive cost and efficiency as to how far the 
orthodox mechanical.or natural ventilation method 
should be supplemented by means more scientific 
and complex. . 
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j\Tf\rch 1911_-----------------;-'.----------------------W'thout going into a lengthy discussion as to 

hi mful effects of excessive humidity I might' 
th~ t ~nt that it is generally agreed by competent 
pOl 01 I'ties that a wet bulb temperature of SOO F. 
aut lor ., I d h' aches the limit w len a man can not 0 IS 
"[lpro I . .. h' 'I ,. work efficient y or contillue to mailltalll IS 
(flV 8 . T l 
1 ;ny health. From an (;'xtract III our oJOU1YW 

I:~ ~ uly, 1910,* it appears .. that the Socialist 
I" liamentary Party of BelgIUm even brought 
f '\~ard the proposition that with a wet bulb 
t:~nperature of .only 6T. F. it was proposed to 
limit a day's work. t.o SIX honrs .. In .. order. to 
\'oid excessive humidity the practice III ventJla

~illll of I he Comstock Minest is to deliver dry 
air at or near the working faces in metal pipes so 
as to prevent saturation by premature 'contact 
with wet laces; also nearly all drains are covered in 
to prevent evaporation of water and saturation of 
the air. 

I G) Over a year ago two ()f our local workers,' 
Messrs Whitford and Yrills, 'proposed a system of 
removing humidity from niine air by means of 
mechanical refrigeration plant' underground, and 
also the removal of carbon dioxide by a sl,ray of. 
alkaline solution (caustic potash or the like). 
The spraying and precipitation of .moisture would' 
also remove to' a considerable extent dust and 
other dangerous gases and organic emanations. 

There are, of course, other meallS of removing 
moisture and of treatment for gases, and although 
these mechanical and chemical treatments would 
involve expense it is quite probable not only that 
such schemes will be practical, as the alternativE! 
to over-ventilation, but also that they may have to 
be resorted to in the very deep levels as the only 
solution of the problem of keeping down excessive 
temperature and humidity. 

(7) In view of the remarks made by' Mr. 
Weston at the last meeting regarding the ·mines 
at pzzibram providing up to 200 cub. ft. of air per 
man per minute, this would be an almost economic 
impossibility as applied to deep levellllines on the 
Rand, and is only practicable in mines where the 
number of workers underground is small. To 
ae,opt this scheme on the Rand either extremely 
large special ventilating shafts w~lUld have to be 
provided or else the air forced underground and 
distributcd at very 'high pressures at great cost. 

Underground health conditions would not be 
ir.lproved by having a hurricane of wind blowing 
through the mine. What is needed in such a 
contingency is local purification and correction of 
the air to make it nearly like the open air above. 
According to an estimate which I have prepared 
We can take it that in order to provide each. 
Worker with the amount of air required by law 
'~ c.L min.), the total cost is under Id. per m,an 

* }1~rolll the Colliery Guardian, ]910, p. 1267. ' . 
t Proceedings AI.M.E., No\', 1909, b.y G. J. Young. 

per shift. 
follows :-

The details ·of this estimate are as 

Power cost 
Attendance above and below 

ground 
Maintenance 

Working cost 
Interest and redemption 

on plant 1 % per mopth ... 

0'15 
0'10 

0'60 per man Bhift 

,0'25 

Total cost ... 0'S5 per man shift· 
The cost per ton of ore mined will of course 

vary inversely as the useful fabour of mining 
varies. F6r present Rand conditions it would be 
anywhere between 0·S5d. per ton and double that 
figure, varying also as regards the .capital charges 
depending on whether one or two shifts per day 
are worked. The above is calculated on single 
shift working. 

In conclusion, I think the autho'r deserves great 
credit for his work in connection with his dust 
catching appliance, respirator and other apparatus 
for bettering conditions for wrorkers underground 
but I do think that so far we are only touching 
the fringe of the real problem in regard to miners' 
phthisis. 

Mr. E. M.Weston (Member); . I should like 
to know if the decision to put qown a circular 
shaft on the New Modderfontei'n was not influ
enced largely by the question of ventilation 1, and 
I should like to remind Mr. Laschinger that there 
are two ways of supplying increased qnantities of 
air up to 200 cub. ft. per minute to underground 
workers in the deepest mines. One is by using 
very high air velocities or by largely increasing 
the size of the shaft which Mr. Laschinger 
regards as impossible, and the other is by decreas
ing the number of underground employees per 

.1,000 tons of ore raised. I ,am quite certain that 
we are going to do this in the future, and that 
with the aid of electrical haulage and mechanical 

'means of breaking and transporting rock the 
Kafir will be more and more reduced in numbers. 
The one man drill will tend to eliminate the 
hammer boy who will 'becume too inefficient a 
machil]c to be used in 'the deepp.st mines, and 
with the drills or :Mr. Hobeson's rock-pounders 
will need more fresh ai,' to opp.rate them and thus 
aid ventilation. 

Mr. E. J. Laschinger CMembe1' of Council) : 
I am very sorry I cannot answer that. You 
must ask that question of a cor.sulting milling 
engineer. , 

Mr. R. G~scoyne (Membe1'): There is one 
point arising out of Mr. Laschinger's remarks. I 
believe mechanical engineers, judging from a 
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recent after-dinner "percb, are ,-ery anxivuR to 
. get below ground and see" bat they c~n do tu 

lower cost~ and ·improve method~ of mining even 
without tmploying labour. I suggest that Mr. 
Laschillger, seeing tbat machine drillir'g is a 
mechanical operation, :;hould take into considera
tion wh'ether It is llQt possible for the mecllanical 
engint·ers to devioe some mt-ans of, >ay, u~ing 
water in connection with drilling machines so as 
to prevent .the production of dust alt 'get her. 

Mr. E. J. Laschinger: We might do so and 
.pick up some other kind cf diseast- whicb is as 
bad or worse. 

Mr. W. Price Griffiths (ij}tmUe1": The 
legislation conteil'plated by the Union Parlia
ment must make "miners' i'hthisis" one of the 
most serious problems in the industrial economics 
of the Transvaal. Dr. Aymanfs paper is, there
fore, most timely, and will, I hope, promote such 
a discussion and an exchange of views alliongst 
those engaged in the industry as will go a long 
way towards a solution. Twc, vitiating factors 
in the mine air are recognised as the cause of 
this disease, viz. :-

1. Tho fine particles of dust, and 
2. The noxious gases l'resen t in the air. 
The former, I suppose, is the direct came of 

silicosis, while the lll-tter by producing ill-health, 
ana hence a low standard of vitality, increases 
I,he susceptibility of the mine worker to the 
disease, promotes its growth, and in general 
materially assists in bringing about the fatall'nd. 

Apart from these well-known causes, it is well 
worth wLile perhaps to consider the disease from 
another aspect: Is there a predisposition to the 
diselse il~ the constitution of WlUe men 1 It so, 
can i~ be c1iscernl'd on medical examination 1 
The opinion of thl' medical fraternity on I his 
point w, uld I::e valuable. If thete exists a pre
disposition to the disease which can be medically 
ascertained, then I consider it a natiunal duty to 
exclude all men so affected from entering a mine 
where phthisi., is known to have bel'n pro
duced. Such a course would jJrobably meet 
with a great outcry, but the success of the 
industry, apart flom social obligations, demands 
it. To find a remedy for the dust evil of the 
mines is a duty; to prevent those who are 
already constitutionallv weak, and who are 
naturally-adapted "tQy-things" of the disease, 
from becoming accessible to the "germs" of 
silicosis by entering the mines, is another duty 
equally as important, and incumbent on 'us from 
national, moral, and economic considerations. 

Turning to the vitiation of the mine air, I 
consider that the gaseous part of it presents no 
insurmountable obstacle. This must be readily 
admitted if one considers for a moment the very 

large quantities of dangerolls gas relll,)\ied c1aily 
from some of the Suuth W;.;.les coal mines and 
elsewhere. Ou the Rand it has now becom" 
fairly well recognised that natural ventilation i~_ 
inadequate for maintaining the air in a healthy 
state. This has naturally led to th'e considera_ 
tion of ven tilation produced by mechanical 
means, which has been so very ably and fully 
discussed before this society that there remains 
little or nothing to add. It is highly satis
factory to know that, its necessity being recog
nised, its cheapness and contributiou to mining 
efficiency justifies its introduction. With an illl
proved trunk ventilation, wch as mechanical 
ventilation is bound to produce, the air at the 
faces of "ends" will become considerably im
proved: 

The necessity of valuing the ore developed 
should ensure winzes being kept at reasonable 
and regular distances, and wherever the poorness 
of the reef driven on is such that economy requires 
these distances to be increased, recourse may be 
had to local ventilation by means of small fans 
driven by compressed air, which is always on 
hand. TLe ventilati')ll of these "ends" does 
not depeud, as the author seems to think, on 
the velocity of the air in the shal t past their 
entrances. It is well recognised that they de

. pene! for their supply of air on difference of te!u-
perature, which is the I,rinciple of natllral ventila
tion. The ventilation of a drive leadinginto the side
of a hill is produced by the same natural causes. 
To deny that the velocity assists may be wrong, 
but to credit it with being the active principle is 
entirely erroneous. 

He also wrongly attributes the stifling atmos
phere sometimes experienced at the working 
face to the slight tendency to' vacuum 
produced by the rapidity of the passage 
of the air down the shaft. The ventilat
ing pr:essure which produces the ventila
tion of one of these levels is, say, about an one
hundredth part of the whole jJressure responsible 
for the ventilation of the whole mine. Let us 
presume this to be :2 in. w.g. If this be con
verted into barometer reading, it will be found 
to be less than '15 in. Thus the author must 
readily see th\1t such a small difference of pres
sure is imperceptible, and in the case of a level 
it should be one hundred times less. 

The author might be interested perhaps in 
extending his experiment with the two tubes at 
right angles to one ,another. By placing at the 
end of the horizoritH.l tube a U tube half filled 

. with water,'he may', ascertain the "tendency to 
vacuum" produced by the rapidity of the pas
sage of air down the vertical tube by measuring 
the difference in the height of the water in the 
two limbs of the U tube. This may be 
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. ed for various velocities if a Biram's 
nscertamiDeter be suitably introduced. Should 
anelllO h" t I uthor carry out t IS expenmen, 
the I; very much like his results to be contained 
~h~~ reply to discussion. He appears unnpces" 
In ri~15 alarmed at the stalactitic condition of the 
sdll . Ys in places. Will he go so far as to suggest 

rJ ve l' . hit f' I zed brick mmg or t e emp ()ymen 0 a 
a g a of dressers to dress down the sides and 
ganf~ 0 I think he will agree with me that the 
roO S • h'b' . I I d 1 cost of both is pro I Itlve. n t lese ays, w len 
larg'e crushing pla~ts are the order of the day, 
haulage conslderatlO~s should. alwaY5 ensure th.e 

tional areas of airways bemg more than IS 
sec . f 1 f' d tnally reqillred or t Ie conveyance 0 au', an 
~~us an efficient ventilation will be maintained at 

sufficiently low water-gauge. 
1\ Contrary to the author, I certainly agree 
with the Commissioners as to t.he ad visabi
lity of filling in old stopes and drives. The 
noxious ga'es of the Rand mines are chiefly 
heavier than air, and 'their tendellcy, when 
ventilation is weak, is to ,congre&ate in the 
lower unused workings of the minE:. When a 
fall of the barometer occurs, and especially 
when this is sudden, they become a source of 
nuisance, if not of act.ual danger, by in "ading 
the nearest working places. Many miners have 
experienced this phenomenon. There is yet 
another reason. These old stopes by being open 
increase the' sectiolial area, and therefore ma
terially reduce the velocity. The tendency of 
the heavier than air gaseous impurities diffused 
in the air for conveyance outside is to separate 
ont. In course of time these stopes would 
become a reservoir, not of cool refreshing air, but 
of deadly foul gases. 

Coming to the root of the evil- the dust-we 
are confronted with serious difficulties at the 
start. Efficient ventilation aggravates it through 
the increased absorption of water. Deep mining 
produces the same effect. The dust, therefore, 
threatens to become more Of a "thorn in the 
flesh" than ever, How may this be rem'edied 7 

III discussing this question it is most im
portant to know the habitR of the dust in the 
mines. A large quantity is no dc-ubt carried to 
the surface, but this is no advantage if it has to 
go to othel' working places before it reaches the 
ujlcaot. Our aim should be to provide air with 
no dust. I know this is as impossible as the 
l,:ndu.ction of a perfect vacuun" but aiming at a 
Il1gh Ideal is the surest way to get near it.. 

The velocity of the air at the working places 
where a large quantity of dust is being con
ktantly produced is generally slow. On this 
account the largest proportion of dust settles 
not ~ar off, ' Water applied to it here tem
poranly damps its ardour, but it quickly re 

vives under the influence of a dry atmosphere. 
Can we not make the effect of water more per
manent 7 It" has occurred to me that a soluble 
viscous substance dissolved in the water would 
materially assist in this direction. By this means 
the dust would still remain a captive after the 
water had evaporated, owing to the adhesive or' 
"sticky" residue remaining. This solution should 
be applied in the same manner as water is now. 
All places known to produce dust should be' 
specially attended to daily. Periodical spraying 
of all the air comses should be adopted, and this 
more lavishly at those places where the velocity 
of the air is slow. The effect of this would be 
to present a very wide adhesive area for the dust' 
to set tie on, ~lnd it should be the means of with
drawing a big percentage of dust from circulat
ing in the air. 

I regret not being ,able' to suggest as well a 
substance suita,ble for this purpose, 'but that" 
there is one which can be successfully applied is, 
I think, more than probable. Dnubtless there 
are quite I, few which' are worth eXIJerilllent:ng 
with. Anyway, U1itil such time as we can drill 
holes and, blast them without producing dust, it 
seems to me the only reasonable direction to 
'seek a solution of the problem. We all agree 
with the anthor that the practice of leading 
dust-laden air through the mines is bad. Air 
should be portioned out to do a certain amount 
of work, after which it should be regarded as 
sufficiently contaminated, and should be CGlll

ducted to the upcast by the most convenient 
route. With suitable doors and bratticing, with 
air-crossings to a void the downcast, this can 
easily be effected. 

Everyone must realize that the solution of 
this perplexing dust problem will never be at
tained by anyone effective line of defence, but 
probably by a dozen or more; each one appear
ing by itself an insignificant detail, but, added 
together, forming a very efficient whole. They 
must be accompanied by strict rules, and any 
infringement must be made punishable. On 
this account respirators, however successful they 
may be in supplying the lungs with dustless 
air, must be regarded of doubtful value. They 
are admitted to be cumbersome and inconvenient 
during exertion, and therefore LO ~tri~t rules can 
be applied to their use, but to men who \ alue their 
health, they will probably prove invaluable. 

It is to be regretted that the anthor has finally 
despaired of allaying some of the dust at 
its origin. One had become so asslll'l'd uf its 
success from Press comments that the news of 
failure is unpleasantly cli~appointing. His idea 
of allaying the dust, had it been ;;nccessful, 
would have effectively trapped a gre"t deal of 
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dust, and I trust his ingenuity will yet become 
·mltster of the situation. 

Whatever may be said of the justice of the 
~{jners' Phthisis Bill, now before Parliament, it 
will have one good result, and that is,. it will 

-finRlly solve the great dust problem. Mpn en
,gfl..!.!ed in the mining industry hltve been so 
·ellt:r<Jssed in the task of solving problems relative 
to working costs that social duties were forgotten' 
and disregarded. Phthisis will now become a 
factor in the working costs, and, like all other 
'problems, it will inevitably suffer the same fate 
-It solution. 

The Act may also have one bad result. It 
. may tend to make the miner (if that be possible) 
more regardless of his health, and hence inatten
'ti ve to the means devised for his protection, if 
they imply any little extra work. Whatever 
these means, stringent rules must be used to 
·enforce them. 

I join hands with our President in thanking 
the author for ~is paper. 

PRACTICAL NOTES ON COAL. 

(Read at February Jlj eeting, 1911.) 

By MICHAEL ~ODD (Member). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. T'om Johnson (Member of Council): One 
must agree with Mr Dodd's rerriarks in his paper 
.about the waste of coal in working; also, how 
.applicable these remarks are to our gold mining .. 
I ,have in mind a mine where on a change of 
·management taking place, the 'new manager 
started to work out the old working~ which he 
'had been told could not be worked. However, 
he cleared up some of the drives and started to 
·clean out the old workings, the result being 
that 10% of the tonnage of the mine was 
'recovered from these workings the value being so 
,good as to increase the value of the total tonnage 
·of the mille by 1 dwt. per ton and gradually in
crease th" profits from £1,000 to £8,000 per 
month. This is a quite nlodern case. W'e have 
other cases not so bad as the one just mentioned, 
'but bad enough, where ore of less value than 
,average cost is left for the future, forgetting that 
this ore will in the future have to be mined 
·separately at increased cost instead of a reduced 
·cost. 

In coal mining at the present time much better 
methods are in vogue, better care is taken about 
the working of the upper or lower seam first (a 
point we people need to look into), the more 
. systematic opening out of the seams and the 

-
choice of system of working. Formerly, districts 
were very conservative about the system of work_ 
ing, but latterly this conservativeness is being 
broken dClwn so that even in one colliery two 
systems of working may be ·seen due to change 
of conditions. . 

In the use of coal on the gold mines of' the 
Rand there is room fur much improvement. How 
many horse power ;tre thrown away yearly by 
our winding engines exhausting to atmosphere 
by using too many engines to hoist the rock' 
by letting compressors run neltrly twice' the tim~ 
the drilling machines run, or more correctly fun. 
ning the rock drills little more than half the shift . 
It is some years ago since I advocated gas 
engines at the collieries as prime movers for the 
generation of electricity to be distributed to the 
gold mines. Then how much coal is wasted by 
using coal not suitable for thp, boilers or not 
altering the grates to suit the coal procurable 1 
Some time ago I mentioned before the Society 
the successful alteration of grate~ at the Lang. 
laltgte Deep, by Mr. Denby, the engineer. 

Much money is wasted on coal by taking the 
worth on calorific value, forgetting that it is not 
the heat that is in the coal, but the amount of 
the heat that can be used that determines the 
value of the coal to the plant. In the case of 
the mine mentioned by ~ir. Laurie Hamilton 
working at a cost of IOd. per ton milled, one of 
the reasons for this low cost was that there was 
no contract for coltl, the manager buying what 
suitp,d him and the boilers in open market, the 
resident engineer duing the rest. If this was 
more general I think the results would be much 
better. 

The President: Before we go I should like 
to make the complaint tlmt so many of the min· 
ing men are not quite playing the game with us, 
seeing that we arranged to m;).ke ~pecial meetings 
for them. I hope the mine manager.; wi,1 come 
along and give us their views. 

Visit to the Roodepoort United Main 
Reef G. M. Co., Ltd. 

By the kind invitation of the i\'fanaging 
Director and', the Management, about 150 
members of the Society visited the Roodepoort 
United Main Reef :Mine on Saturday ltfternoon, 
the 25th March, for the purpose of inspecting the 
new surface equipment of the .property. 

'rhe party wa.s rece ved by Mr. P. Q. Treloar, 
the General MaI)ager, Mr. i\L Torrente, the Con
sulting Metallurgist, Messrs. E. Farrar and J. ~. 
Bulkeley, the Consulting Mechanical and Electri
cal Engineers, and Messrs. Roger Price, T . 
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h ton A E. Davis, and E. Musgrave, of the 
Jo Id

1S 
Ofli"ce' Staff, under whose guidance the 

Ilea bel'S were shown Ql'er the works. 
me;l1e following is. a description of the surface 

. ment of the lllllle :-
eql!lP 

Kimbe'l'ley Shaj~ Pl~n~.-Th~ boilerylant con-
. t of six 250 h. p. Stlrhng bOilers with econo

Sl~ SI'S and stack, and is provided with a Locke 
mise ' , h 
I I e

r regulator. r e feed pump~ are of the (am J • 

weil-known Weir type. . 
The engine hou~e contaills :-
One Ingersoll ~olllp~essor with stea~ cyl~nders 

18 in. and 34. m .. dlameter and .all' cylillders 
181. in. and 32 Ill. diameter, all 42 Ill. stroke. 

Olle Hoerbiger compressor with steam cylinders 
31.} in. and 51. in .. diameter, and lll.ir cylinders 
30.\. in. and ,19 m. diameter, ~ll 474" I?stroke: 

One Worsley Mesnes dll'ect wmder with 
cylinders 20. in. diam~ter x ~2 i~ stroke, and 
drums 8 ft. dlameter.x :, ft. 4 Ill. wide. 

One Robey direct winder with cylinders 30 in. 
diflilleter x 60 in. stroke, and drums 12 ft. 
diameter x 3 ft. 11 in. wide. 

'l'he condenser for the air compressors is pro
vided with a centrifugal circulating pump and a 
three-throw Edwards air pump, both driven by a 
HllIail vertical engine' (Allen) at 500 r.p.m. 

'l'l1e condensing water is passed through a 
Intllml draught cooling tower standing in a n,m 
on the west side of the boiler house. 

~l'he feed water is passed through a vertical 
feed heater, where it absorbs the heat from the 
l'xhaust steam of the winders. 

l!ead,qw1'.- The headgear a:nd bins are of steel, 
lind were made locally in the works of the United 
Engineering Company, and erected in record 
tillle 

Elect1'ical D1'ivin.q.-It may be pointed out 
that from the time the ore .leaves the headgear 
bill, it is handled and, dealt with entirely by 
electrical power until it reaches the sand dump 
and HI i lIle dams. 

Till' total number of motors employed in the 
"hilt is one hundred and fourteen, all supplied 
by I Ill! A.E.G. Electrical Co., the whole of the 
Hwi "'I gear being furnished by the S.A. General· 
EI"'Lric Co. 

",,)'1 ing and B1'C((,ker Station.- This is to the 
w" t <If the headgear hins from which the ore is 
elll'I",1 by conveyor belts. 

.Ii"in Jiine Belt.-The ore from the fine bin 
und·,. tbe grizzly passes to a 20 in. conveyor 
bl'" dril'l'n by a 7& h.p. motor, and running the 
wi, .' length of the sorting houRe' and delivering 
t',lhl' loading bin. bel~ which lefl.dl'i from the 

H,:,J,nx to the loadlllg bill. 
, 1(. main fine belt also· receivE'~ th" fine from 

til h '.\ a, ing trommels and ti,e de-wateririg 

trommel, which 'are taken by two small belts. 
referred to later. 

The coarse ore is delivered. to' a 30 in. belt 
passing under the main ore bin and also under a. 
small ore bin on the east side, which receives ore 
from the shaft of the eastern section of the mine· 
about half a mile away. ' , 

This belt, which is driven by a 25 h.p. motor,. 
conveys the ore to a Y-shaped chute, which, in. 
turn delivers it tv either or both of a pail' of 
w'l.shing trommels 14 ft. long x 4 ft. diameter, 
carried on Lea's patent rollers. Each of these· 
trommels is dri ven by a 7 ~ h. p. motor. 

The trommels-supplied by S. Sykes & Co.
have two sets of perforations; the first, of COlll

paratJ vely large ~ize, are intended to take out any 
fine which lllay have remained with the cmlrse 
ore and to drop it into a hopper beneath, from 
which it falls on a 16 in. conveyor belt, driven 
by a 1 h. p. motor, and is carried to the main, 
fine belt already referred to. 

The water fol' washing the ore is applied over 
the second set of perforations, which are of 
smaller size, and through which the water and the 
small fine washed from the ore passes into a 
secorid hopper and thence to a de-watering tr.olll
mel 30 in. diameter x 6 ft .. long covered with fine 
llIesh screen. The water passes through this 
screen to a receiving tank, from which it is 
pumped up ~o the main launder in the stamp, 
mill. 

The small fine which passes through the trommel 
is received on a 14 in. belt, driven by a 1 h.p. 
motor, and delivered to the main fine belt. 

The .washed ore on passing through the wash
ing trommels is deli vered to two 40 in. sorting 
belts, which convey it to the chutes leading to· 
the breakers. The waste rock sorted out from 
the belts is dropped through openings in the 
floor to a bin beneath, from which it is. carried 
by trucks to the· waste rock elevator (driven by a 
15 h.p. motor), and thence to the dump. 

The breakers-five in number, and each driven. 
by a 25 h.p. motor-are of Grusonwerk manu
facture, swinging jaw type, size No.7, and 
deliver their product to a 30 in. belt leading to 
the loading bin, and driven by a 25 h.p. motor. 

Loading Bin.-For filling the trucks of the 
mechanical hdoulage, a bin has been erected, to 
which the 'IJroduct from the breakers' and the 
fine from the grizzly are conveyed by the load
ing bin belt already referred to. 

The bin has been arranged with a view to· 
further extension, and the head pulley of the belt. 
is carried at a sufficient height to admit of a 
shuttle belt being placed on the top of the bin so 
as to distribute the ore to any desired length of 
bin. 
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~Mechanical Haulape.-For conveying the ore 
to the mill-a distance of 2,900 ft.-a powerful 
mechanical haulage gear has been provided, to 
cMry two-ton saddle-back trucks on a 24 in. 
g>tuge :30 lb. rail track, laid on steel sleepers. 

. The line pas~es under the Main Reef Road to a 
point about 500 ft. west of the end of the mill. 

'Tn this point also runs a steam locomotive haul
. age for transporti~g ore in similar trucks from 
tL:e main incline shaft, a distance °of about one 
mile. 

The I rucks are then transferred to a second 
haulage system, and after passing over an A very 
Automatic Weighing and Recording Machin'e, are 
taken up to the mill bin on an inclined steel 
trestle 400 ft. long, the ore is dropped into the 
bin, and the trucks, ~fter passing over two turn

·tables, 11re returned down the inclined trestle, 
passed over a second A very automatic weigher, 
and returned to thc~ respective shafts for another 
load. It will be observed [,hat by this system an 
exact record is provideci 0f the weight of ore sent 
·to the mill. 

The haulage gears were made and supplied by 
the Austral Iron works, the trucks by Robt'rt 
Hucison & Co., and the rails and sleepers by the 
United States Steel Products Co. 

~o. 1 Laulage is driven by a 75 h.]). motor, 
.and No.2 by a 25 h.p. Illotor, both of which can 
be started and stopped from the weighing 
rpachine station, which is connected by an electric 
bell system to the loading bin and to the mill 
bin platform. 

Stamp Mill.-The mill building and bins are 
of steel throughout, the only wood used being 
for floor platforms, ladders, king posts and cam 

,shaft pulleys. . 
The mill contains 100 .stamps arranged back 

to back. The falling weight of the stamps is 
1,901 lb., the cam. shafts-each for five stamps 
-are of nickel steel, and the mortar boxes of 
cast steel, weighing 14,000 lb. each, the whole 
of the battery pa:·ts being of Grusonwerk manu
facture. 

The pile blocks are of re-inforced concrete, and 
the timber king posts are carried on cast iron 
stools. 

T\vo crawls are provided on each side of the 
mill over the stems and the cam platform, and a 
third crawl runs under the cam platform for 
handling heads, shoes and dies. 

A strong rail track runs in front of the mortar
boxes to facilitate their removal and replacement. 

Each set of ten stamps has a separate line 
shaft, anq is clri ven by a motor of 50 h. p. The 
line shafts are carried on Hyatt roller bearings, 
. a!ld tighteners are provided for the cam shaft 
belts. 

--No. 1 Tailing 1P heel.-The mill pulp . 
carried in launders with a 10% grade to the N~s 
] tailing wheel, which ~s of steel, and built 0 . 

the lines of a bicycle wheel with tension spokfs n 
Thl'l wheel (55 ft. diametpr) is carried on ste~1 

towers, which also support the steel catch box 
launders; these are lined with wood and with 
ba~ata belting to resist the scour of the. coarse 
sand . 

The wheel is driven from the centre shaft with 
two sets of steel spur gear and a belted counter_ 
shaft. A 50 h. p. motor is provided for driving 
the wheel. . 

In addition to the wheel, a 10 in. Morris sti'el_ 
lined sand pump is provided to allow of repairs 
being made to the tailings wheel buckets without 
stopping the mill; the motor provided for this 
pump is 100 h.p. 

A spill elevator of the bucket type is installed 
to lift and return to the wheel any drip from the 
launder; or buckets, and is driven by a 1 h.p. 
motor. 

A Rmall wheel 9 ft. in diameter receives the 
coarse tube-mill pulp returnp.d by the spitz
lutten and delivers it into the main circuit (big 
wheel,). 

A drainage tunnel has been driven from the 
tailings wheel pits so as to prevent their being 
flooded in the event of any stoppage to the 
wheels; and slat doors are provided at the entrances 
to the tunnel to retain' the sand, while allowing 
the water to pass. This tunnel has also been 
carried to the sites of the wheels for the future 
extension of the plrtnt. It is connected to the 
pipe trench under the slime vats, and then runs 
out into the open on' the east side of the 
extractor house. It may be remarked in passing 
that this tunnel has proved of the greatest service 
during the construction work in preventing the 
flooding of the excavations in the rainy season, 
thus obviating the necessity of pumping them 
out and the consequent dela,y in the execution of 
the work. 

The pulp leaving the wheel is deli vered to a 
pulp distributor of a novel type, replacing the 
usual coned spitzlutte. 

The overflow from this separator is led to a 
separator of the usual type, which also takes the 
overflow from the tube mill dewaterer. 

The underflow from the primary separator 
passes to the tube mill dewatering cone, whence 
the coarse sand is 'sent to the tube-mill. 

The tube-mill discharge passes to the secondary 
separator already: referred to, which returns to 
the ·tailings wheel any coarse sand which may 
have passed the mill, and delivers the overflow to 
the launder leading to the shaking tables . 

Tube Mill Plant.-Five tube mills are pro
videcl e3.ch 5 ft. 9 in. diameter x 16 ft. 5 in. long 
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• 17 Grusonwerk \'fills). Each mill forms 
(:"0. f '1. separate unit of the plant and is 
p,rt () d 'to take one-fifth of the total mill 
'(rrange d fl j h . 
'"rodnct passing as ~Inl ~r ow .rdondl t ~ IPnmadry' 

tor Each 1111 IS provi e Wit I a e-
Sl'p>l.r~" g' COlle and at the discharge end with 
W<Ltel lD , fi 'fi' f h . 'Itzlutten where anal classl catIOn 0 t e tWO sp. , . h 
product is effected. Tdhe pro.dudctl?verfldowlllgtthe 

't lutte (finished pro uct) IS e Ivere on to e 
sl'l z I Th d fl ' lao mated copper. pates. e un er ow 
'Ulla,,~ d ). d 
f . the SIJitzlutten (coarse pro uct IS returne 
JlJm ., I d d 'b d to the main pulp CIrcmt as a rea y escn e . 

Each mill is arranged to deli ver to seven 
shaking tables with amalga.'l1ated copper plates, 
thlls providing one tube mIll and seven tables 
for each twenty stamps. 

Plate H07tse.-Thirty·five shaking tables are 
ill:italled ·here 'rhe fnl.lnes are of steel, apd ~ach 
i.dr·iven hy a I h.p. motor placed beneRth It so 
r'rat no conntershafting is required in the 
building, . 

At the lower e:ld of the copper plate is pro
vided a short length of wooden table with 
bhtllkets for retaining any mercury Ol' gold which 
nHly escapE' from the plates. 

At one end of the house a strong room is pro
vided, together with small office, clean·up plant 
Iwd furnace room, so that the amalgam can be 
retorted and the gold smelted without going 
outside the building. 

No. 5'3 1'ail1:ng Whpel.--After passing over the 
tflbles the pulp from each set of seven tables 
Jl,l,sses an amalgam trap and is delivered to No. 
2 wheel, whieh is practically identical in design 
ami arrangement with No. 1 wheel already 
described. 

Sand Plant.-From No.2. wheel the pulp 
passes to spitzkasten, whieh deliver the overflow 
to the slime launders, and the underflow t.o the 
settling vats. . 

The spitzkasten are carried on a steel tower, 
from which project. four cantilever platforms 
cflrrying the sand launders to the centre of the 
settling vats. 

The settling vats ~re four in number, each 
50 ft diameter x 8 ft. deep, and fitted with 
But.ters' distributors mounted on ball-bearings. 

The overflow from the vats, together with the 
overflow from the spitzkasten, is passed to 
another separator, whieh returns any partides of 
Hand to the wheel, a'nd passes the slime on to 
the slime settlers. . 
, The sand is discharged from the settling vats 
Into trucks, which deliver' to a 24 in. conveyor 
belt, dri ven by a 25 h. p. motor. 

This belt delive~s to a Blaisdell distributor 
over the treatment vats, which are six in num
ber, each 50 ft. diameter x 11 ft. deep, 

The sand from the treatment vats is dis
charged into trucks and taken' by a mechanical 
haulflge to the dump. This haulage is driven by 
a 25 h. p. lllotor. 

Shme Plant-The slime settling vats, three 
in number, are 70 ft. diameter x 12 ft. deep, 
with a conical bottom, giving an additional depth 
of 5 ft. 6 in. 

Four similar vats are provided for slime 
treatment. 

The decanted solution from these vats is sent 
to two clarifying vats, each 40 ft. x 5 ft., and is 
pumped from these to a receiving vat 40 ft. x 
10 ft., from which it gravitates to the extractor 
house. 

The decantpd water from the settlers is sent to 
a return w'ater vat 40 ft. x 10 ft., from which 
the return water pumps lift it to the three mill 
supply vats-each 60,000 gallons capacity
standing north of the mill. 

These vats are also supplied from the Saxon 
Dam, about three miles distant, where are in
stalled two 6 in. Rees Roturbo, four-stage 
pumps,· each with a capacity of :30,000 gallons 
per holll', and each driven by a 100 h.p. motor. 
, P.ump Honse.--The pump house is arm.nged 
to take all the pumps required both for sand and 
slime plant, together with the return water pumps. 

The pumps - each dri ven by a separate motor 
--are arranged along the sides of the building, 
and the motors in two lines near the centre, with 
a passage between them: The slim~ pumps are 
in a pit at the end of the house, sunk to the level 
of the pipe trench. 

The motor switchboards are grouped together 
on a platform over the slime pumps and com
municating with the platform on the tnp of the 
slime vats, from which all the valves on the 
vat pipes are operated. 

A fiva·ton,tm.velling crane-supplied by Hubert 
Davies & Co.-covers the whole of the pumps 
and motors. 

'rhe following is a list of the pumps installed: 
Two 12 in. Morris Slime Pumps, with two 

100 h. p. motors. 
Two 8 in. Morris Slime Solution Pumps, with 

two 60 h.p. motors. . 
. TIVO 6 in. Morris Sand Solution Pumps, with 
two 50 h. p. motors 

Two 4 in. Morris Solution Pumps, with two 
10 h. p. motors. . . 

Two 8 in. Rees Rotu'rbo Return Water Pumps, 
with two fiO h.p. motors. 

One 5 in. "Encke" Pressure Pump, with one 
30 h. p. motor. 

One 3 in. x 4 in. triplex Gould Pump gland 
supply, with one 7t hp. motor. 

Extr:actor Honse.-·The extractor house is a 
steel building with concrete floor, and under the 
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same roof is the furnace room, where the zinc 
slime is calcined and the gold smelted j a strong 
room and store is also provided. The bisulphate 
plant is in an annexe on the Routh side of the 
house, and the small vertical boiler provided here 
for heating purposes is the only steam plant on 
the whole of the reduction works. Twenty-two 
steel extractor boxes are provided, each 19 ft. x 
4 ft. Zinc lathe, ball mill, filter press and a small 
centrifugal pump for charging are also provided, 
and a~e driven by a i§· h.p. motor through one 
of the few countershafts to be found on the' 
plant. 

Four solution sumps 60 ft. x 10 ft. are placed 
south of the extractor house. 

Two large darns are provided for re,ceiving the 
treated slime. 

Power Dist1'ibution.-Power is supplied by 
the Victoria Falls and Tritnsvaal Power Co., at 
10,000 volts. It is led into the transformer 
house, equipped with three transformers 10,000/ 
500 volts, and two 10,0()0/3,000 volts, the 
former being for the power supply to the reduc
tion plant, and the latter for the Saxon Darn and 
unddrground pumping plant. The transformer 
house is arranged so that all the primary switch
gear is placed in cells on the transformer side of 
the house, and the secondary gear on the opposite 
side, leaving an operating passage down the centre 
with- no Ii ve parts accessible, Both [Jrimary and 
secondary bus bars are in duplicate, and arranged 
in reinforced concrete bus bar cells on the Hoor 
immediately above the switches, while the light
ning arrestors are above these cells again. The 
secondary distribution switches' are all of oil 
break type, and arranged in two compartments of 
a lean-to on the main house. Here also all bus 
bars are tn duplicate, The circuits have all been 
arranged so that the power supplied to each 
department can be accurately metered. Record
ing instruments are also installed to give a 
graphic record of voltage and total power. 

The contract for the excavations for founda
tions was given out on June 10, 1909, and the 
plant was started on August 15, 1910. 
Engineering ,Department. 

After the tour of the works, the visitors were 
invited to the dining-room of the mine boarding· 
house, where light refreshments were hospitably 
served. Dr. J. Moir (President), seized the 
opportunity to express the appreciation of the 
members of the pleasure and information the 
hospitality of the company had afforded them. 
The plant, he said, showed what the Rand was 
coming to. Two features were pre-eminent, the 
almost complete electrification of 'the plant, and 
its compactness, neatness, and efficiency on the 
metallurgical side. 

MR Tl{ELOAR sait.!. the plant could handle well 
over 1,500 tons a day if necessary, bllt part W.t:! 

at present hung up, as the mine was not yet far 
enough advanced to feed it fully. The present 
'rate' was about 1,000 tons a day, In eight 
months' time they hoped to be doing something. 
like 1,500 tons. Already the reduction C()st3 
had been reduced by nearly one-half as com
pared with ,those of the old Roodepoort United 
Mine, and they hoped to ,lower them still mure. 
as the volume dealt with was increa~ed. They 
knew what it meant to the industry in particular' 
and to the country in general to be able to, 
recover from ~ls. to 21s. 6d. from 5'4 dwt. ore 
and to make a' [Jrofit on it. He hoped, even o~ 
that basis, to raise the [Jrofits of the mine to, 
£10,000 a month. That could only be accom
plished by working on a good scale. T~e feature
of his work at the Roodepoort United, however, 
of which he was most proud was that since he 
took charge four months ag') he had only made 
one change in the staff. That was to say, he 
only brought one man with him. He had every 
confidence in the staff as it, stood. It had done, 
good work, and worked well together, and he 
was confident they would make the mine a. 
success. 

MR. TORRENTI eulogised the work of the Society 
as one of the greatest factors in the advancement, 
of metallurgy and of the gold·mining industry. 
They enjoyed an esprit de cmps which made for 
co-operation, and they did their best, first because 
they were metallurgists with high ideals of their 
profession, and secondly because they had a sense' 
of duty to their employers. 

MR. EDWARD FARRAR invited criticisms of the 
plant, and emphasised the fact that practically 
all the work on the plant had been done depart
mentally. Only some minor and special features 
had been done on contract. ----

MR, E. J. LASCHINGER also spoke, and reminded 
the members of the Society that the old Roode-
poort Mine was one of the first to adopt the 
cyanide process. He thought the Society should 
discuss the merits of the plant at its next meet
ing. Such visits would thereby be enhanced in 
value. 

Mr.. A. F. CROSSE said he had been 22 years on 
these fields, and had never before seen a plant 
which pleased him so much. Everything was so 
compact and neat, and so proportioned to the 
service required of it. The Homans built things 
to last, it was tru~, but they oveniid it. The 
plant they had just seen would last as long as 
the mine, and not too much longer. 

MR. W. R. DOWL'lNG douhted whether the 
saying that a plant WitS out-of-date before it was 
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r.tnrch J91l _----------------,--;---------------------'-----ltd was correct in the case of the plan t" 
comp: ~ just visited. The high stamp duty at
th~y d a nd the use of electrical power 'were all 
tame ;hly modern. Even the' shaking tables in 
th~r~~nalgamating house had impressed him ISO 
th h that he felt he shoulcl have seen them 

'!JIlIU
f
c 

e reading his paper on the respective merits 
e or . I t 
f haking and statIOnary p a es. 

o ~he proceedings closed with cordial expressions 
of thanks to the hosts and pilots of the afternoon. 

Obituary. 

The news has just been received by cable of 
the death of Mr. JOHN HENRY JOHNSON, a former 
associate of the Society. The deceased gentle
man, who was the father of our Past. President, 
~lr. Edward H. Johnson, and Mr. J. Hayward 
Johnson, paid a lengthy visit to his sons on the 
Hand some years ago, and attended many d the 
meetings of the Society, in the work of which he 
waS greatly interested. The sympathy of the 
JIlelll bers of the Society is extended to Messrs. 
E. H. and J. H. Johnson in their bereavement. 

Notices and Abstracts of Articles and 
Papers. 

CHEMISTRY. 
DUST, SOOT AND SMOKE.-The increasing atten

tion now being giyen to the allied questions of smoke-
1!l'CI-ention and the improyement of the purity of the 
atmosphere in aU large towns renders the introduc
Lion of correct an<,l scientific methods of l'ecording 
the nmonnt of dust and soot suspended in the air 
llnd the hlackness or density of the smoke emitted 
from fltctory chimneys of the highest importance. 

III the pfL~t there has heen no attempt made to 
o'!L'Lin comparative and permanent records of this 
lund on the pnrt of the health or sltnitnry authorities 
of 'my town! and' smoke prosecutions' at the present 
'l,~te '~I:e st~ll too often based npon incorrect or nn
H,·wlltl.he. eVIdence. The fil'st step in any reform of 
Lh" eXI~tllll? .~ystem is to show that more satisfactory 
1m" sClentlfic methods of observation have been 
'l(,I'el~,ped and are now al'ailable for general use., In 
t I,,· hl'sL portion of this article seyeral methods of 
",limatin" the amount of soot and dust held in sus
»('IlHion inc the atmosphere will he descrihed, while in 
Lh" Hecona section of the artiele the newer methods 
"t ,!bserving and recordinO' the density of the smoke 
'i~'nt.tp,d from individual chimllcys ",iii be dealt with. 

I,LIi the health or sanitary authorities of all larae 
~own~ and cities trJ~e up tlie study of slLloke-einissign 
::; Lll\~.lllanner their .statement~ regal'ding the degree 

Jlllllty or otherWIse of theIr towns' atmosphere 
"'V~L he accepted with some reserve, for there is no i" ',lcet of COlIlmon observation upon which indepen
~t.'L observer~ are more disposed to differ than upon 
L1"" COlUparatlve density of .the smoke emitted from 

'(>n' OWn and their neighbours' chimneys; or the 

relative purity of their own town's atmosphere as 
compared with that of their nearest rival. The. 
personal factor must, in fact" be removed before. 
accuracy can be hoped for or arrived at. 

I.-Scientific Methods of Estimating the Amount 
of Soot and Dust in the' Atmosphm'e of Towns and 
Gities.-A'-Riibnm·'s Method.-The Riioner method 
of soot and 'dust determination is based upon the 
aspiration of a large volume of the air which is to be 
tested (200 to 300 cub. ft.) through a filter raper 
placed in a special holder. Upon the surface 0 this, 
paper the soot and dust are collected. (Fig. Ia.) 

The aspiration is effected by a, water-jet pump, and 
the volume of air is measured by an ordinary dry 
meter. The determination of the amount of soot and 
dust collected on the paper in twelve or twenty-four 
hours is carried out by comparison with a standar~ 
'scale, since the amount is too small, even with the' 
large volume of air used, to be determined by direct 
weighing. Rellk has employed for the comparison a 
mixture of a known amount of soot and oil which, 
when used in a glass vessel of wedge-shaped design, 
[ives a colour scale of gradually in9reasing density. 
This method of estimating the soot and dust in the 
I\,tmosphere is now being employed hy the officials of 
the Hygienic Institute in the city of Hamburg, the 
results being carefully recorded. It is stated that a 
series of these tests will shortly be published. 

FIG. I.-The Riihner and Hahn Apparatus. 

B.-Bahn's Method.-The apparatus deyised by 
Hahn consists of a double-cylinder pump, worked 
by an electric motor with current from aCCUlllll
lators. The volnme of air in this case is as
certained by llluitiplying the cubical capacity of 
the two cylinders of the pUlllP by the number 
of revolutions of the crankshaft, as recorded by 
a' counter attached to the same. The soot and 
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;<lust are retained by drawing the air through. a tube 
. containing collodion wool. (Fig. lb.) The estima· 
tion of the soot and dust is made by dissolving this 

. collodion wool with its· deposit of soot and dust in a 
'mixture of two'parts of ether and one part of alcohol. 
'The final step is to compare the tlfrbid fluid thus 
·obtained with various standard. solutions containing 
collodion and known amounts of soot ahd dust. The 
.apparatus for carrying out this method is more costly 
.than that of Riibner, and the use of ether adds con
siderably to the expense of. the final comparison. 

C. - Liefmann's lIfethod. -'Liefmann's . method 
·difters e~sentill.lly in principle frQm the two methods 
,already described, since it is based upon deposition 
'or 'sedimentation' ot..the soot and dust particles 
·upon prepared plates and.not upon filtration, ' 

The method is 'described in considerable detail 
in the Habilationsschrift' (Degree Thesis), pub
.Jished by Liefmann at Halle University, in 1907 . 
. .considerabl\l space is devoted in his pamphlet 
. to the theory of 'sedimentation' as a means of 
measuring the soot and dust particles suspended 
in .the air 'and to ·the reasons why two surfaces 
·are necessary (a vertical one and a horizontal one) 
in order to obtain correct results. The practical 
operation of the method only can be described in this 
.article. The apparatus required is simpler tha!l i.n 
the Ca.<le of the Riibner and Hahu methods, and It IS 
therefore, more easily moved from place to place or 
·erected at any desired point of observation. A firm, 
three-footed base of cast iron is provided with a 
vertical centre rod or spindle. This carries a hori
zontal plate on the edges of which are fixed four thin 
uprights carrying a light roof or cover. Under this 
cover is fixed the vertical disc of glass·covered with a 
thin film of oil ,for catching and retaiuing the par
ticles of soot and dust blown by the wind in a hori
.zontal or inclined direction. These particles would 
not be caught by the horizontal disc fixed on top of 
the apfaratus, since only the particles faIling i!l a 
vertica direction impinge on this disc. The vertlCal 
plate must, of course, be kept facing the wind or air 
·current, and for the pnrpose of causing it to turn 
with any change in the direction of the win'd a large 
vane is fastened to the back of the spindle which 
,carries it. (Fig. II.) The glass discs used by 
Liefmann in his trials of the method were the usual 

Co 

:FIG. II.-Liefmann's Apparatus. 

. chemical clock glasses 100 sq. cm. in superficial ar 
and the oil film was obtained by painting their c~~, 
cave surfaces with a perfectly white-bleached oil b -
means of a small brush. Y 
. After twelve or twenty-four hours', or Ion e 

exposure to the atmosphere the two glass discs gil. r, 
removed· from the apparatusand newly:prepared on~~ 
are inserted, i~ the o~servat~on.s are to be continneet 
The exposed dlSCS,'Wlth theu films of soot and elust' 
covered oil, 'are then held over a small glass 'lllorta~
and the film. i$ removed by aid of ether, which dis' 
solves the oil and, holds the soot and dust in suspen: 

·sion. 
This ether solu.ti~m i~ ~hen evaporated by plaCing 

the mortar contammg It III a warm place. It is most 
important to note that no light must, be near thi~ 
place, and that, as ether· vapour is heavier than air 
it flows downwards. The residue is then rubbed u' 
with 5 cub. cm. of the originally used oil, in order t~ 
yield a mixture for comparison with. tJ1e standards . 
These standards are prepared by takmg a wei"heel 
q nantity of dry soot prepared from naphthalene" anel 

.by mixing this carefully with 5 cub. cm. of white 
bleached oil in a glass mortar. These mixtures are 
then placed in a series of glass·stoppered tubes 
having flat feet, the quantities of 'soot used giving a 
scale reading from 1/10 mg. up to 5/10 mg. While 
the first tube of the scale is only slightly tinged a 
dark colonr, the last tube will be perfectly black 
and the diflerence in tint between successive tube~ 
of the series is clear and distinct. The oil·and·soot 
mixture obtained from each of the exposed discs is 
now placed in a similar glass-stoppered tube and is 
compared with the standard tubes, in order to deter· 
mine the amount of soot in suspension. The results 
must be calculated upon 5 cub. cm. of oil and mulLi· 
plied by 100, in order to give the quantity of SOOL 
falling upon an area of I sq. metre (10'75 sq. fL.) 
during the time of exposure. 

According to Liefmann, a test by this method can 
be completed in ten· minntes, exclusive of the time 
taken for the evaporation of the ether; the accuracy 

. is within 0'05 mg. 
The following are sOllie of the figures obtained in 

Hamburg in the winter of 190a·4 by this method:
Results calcu-

Date 
1903. 

Dec. 18 
Dec. 18 
Dec. 19 
Dec. 19 

1D04. 

Weather. 
Bad 
Bad 
Bad 
Bad 

Jan. 15 Windy 

lated upon one, 
square metre 
alld 24 hours 

mg', 
23'59 
18·85 
18'94 
16'14 

Remarks. 
On horizontal disc. 
On horizontal disc. 
On horizontal disc. 
On horizontal disc. 

188'45 On vertical disc, willil 
blowing from harbour. 

Jan. 22·23 Good 35'29 On horizontal disc. 
Jan. 23-27 Moderate 298'70 On horizontal disc. 
Jan. 24-25 Moderate i6'40 On vertical disc. 
Jan. 24-25 Moderate 19'11 On horizontal disc. 
J an. ~7 -28 Moderate 69 '60 On vertical disc. 
Jan. 2i-28 Moderate 13'90 On horizontal disc. 

The above tests show tlmt, as a rule, more depos~L 
is collected on the "ertical surface than on the hOrI' 
zontal one, which is in accordance with the theory of 
the sedimen tation process, since on most days there 
is sufficient motion of the air to cause a drift of the 
dust and soot patticles in a horizontal direction. On 
perfectly calm days the horizontally. placed surface 
will collect the larger portion of soot and dust. 
, II.-New JJ-Jetlwds of Obse1"vin.q and Reeo1"d'ing tl!~ 
Density of Chimney S?lwke. - The need fC?r ]1lor~ 
scientific and accurate methods of observlIlg an' 
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911 .. No(~cefj and~:Abstracts: Chemistry. 44~, 
~Iarch~I~ ____ ------------------~.-~--~~------~~~~----~~~-~~~~--------~ -'din" the de,nsity· of the smoke enlitted 'from 
recol ~n(1 ,,·orks chimneys was well' brought out in 
factoradress delivered by Mr. James Swinburne, 
t!le S before the Association of • Engineers in 
F.l:~~ ~, in October of last year. In the.courseof 
elM gconnnents upon the evidence given in • black-
some '. .1 tl . t' t M oke ' . prosecu hons unuer. Ie 9XIS lllg .ac s,. r. 
Sn. burne made the following pertinent remarks:

';:Smoke j'ecords are, natnrally, chillfly of use in 
. 'n" evidence about smoke, as, without them, ·the 

gIV:'I·~trate has to decide whether t)lere lias been 
nla" , I t' t . . . • black smoke, or smo {e amoun lllg .0 a nu~sance, 
f m the evidence of a number of witnesses called 

1'0 each side. This is rather apt· to be unfair to the 
:rfendant because the prosecution can !:iring evidence 
·.tl~ltt, at s~ch a, time, on such a day, a witness saw 
, hlack "moke. 

"The defendants had not their attention called to 
the smoke at that moment, a:nd all they.can do is ~o 
ive evidence that at other t1lnes they did not emit 

fbhck smoke,' or that their furnaces are so. good that 
the~ do not believe they e,'er emitted 'black smoke.' 

,: The "re,tt difficulty is that, up to now, there has 
heen no ,~ay of making any sor~ of estimate as to t.he 
blackness of the s\l1o~e. One witness may say, qmte 
fairly, that he ?onslderef) the sm.oke de!1se black, 
while another Witness, rpnte as fall', looking at the 
~al\le smoke, may say it is only grey or, at the most, 
dark grey sinoke. There mnst always be the diffi
culty th':t the witness for the prose~ution sees the 
smoke of which there is complaint without the 

.defenrlant being able to produce any e"idence about 
~" . 

Within recent years several instrnments have been 
.devised for over-coming this difficulty and for elimi
nating the unsatisfactory personal fac,tor from the 
obsermtion of the smoke emitted from the chimneys 
of factory or works. These will now be described 
seriatim. 

(rt)-The Sw£nlilwne Plwto.qraphic Smoke-Recording 
A1Jparat.ls -A fnll and detailed description of this 
method and of the apparatns required for carrying it 

·ont was given by thc inventor in the issne of The 
Times (Engineerillg Supplement), of March 20. 1907. 
The following description is dra\vn from that article, 
the 'smoke·scale' referred to being that issued by 
the committee of the Institution of Civil Engineers in 
their 'Report on Steall' Engine aud. Boiler Trials,' 
Jlublished by Messrs. Clowes & Co. The prillciple of 
the methor\ is tlmt of jlhotographing the smoke-scale 
and the smoke npon the one plate, so that a.ny varia
tion in the depth of tone of the negative, due to the 
method or time of exposure, or to the methods and 

·chemicals userl in de"elopin" will affect both the 
eh'l,lt and the smoke eqnally,";tnd a bir comparison 
w,ll be obtained between the two. As Mr. Swin
bUrl1e say~ :-

"To photograph the slllokp in the ordinary way 
would be qnite. useless as a record, because the 
appeltrance of the smoke in the resulting print 
Y"9ui(1 depend on the kind of pl<tte used; whether it 

.IS slow or fast; whether it is i~ochromatic, and used 
with or withont a screen; how far it is developed, 
lln.d whether the negative is intensified. Then the 
Pllnt may be on a print-ont paper giving great con
tragt, or on It platinum one, or a hromide paper may 
he used, properly expo,ed and fnlly developed, or 
Q,·er·exposed and incompletely developed. Most of 
these Sourccs of error can be completelyaYoided by 
photographing the .~moke-scale with the smoke. 
They then both receive the same treatment, and the 
. smoke on one print is comparerl, not with the smoke 
on another print, bnt with its own smoke scale. 

,T)lis. smoke opone 'print may be very light. The 
~cale: is then v~ry light, too, so that the smoke 
corresponds with the scale .at, say, 0'< which means 
t):1at the· smoke stops four-tenths, or 40%. of the 
.light. On another print taken by someone else at. the 
same t~me the ,smoke may look very dark; but the 
.scale will look very dark, too, so that the smoke will 
still qorrespond with the part of, the scale marked 
.0'4 . 
_ "The scale i~ made by putting a process plate in a 
.printing frame with a.paper screen in front of it. 
This screen has a rectangular hole to cClrrespond with 
the smoke scale. The hole is covered with a paper 
,shutter, ·which is withdrawn in steps. A division 
into eight steps is probably as many as will ever b, 
wanted. For a process plate a candle, about 2 ft. 
off, will do. The exposures for eight grades will then 
be sufficient if the tirst tint is eXlJosed 64 seconds, the 
second and first a2, .and so on.. This gives exposures 
of 1, 2-128 seconds In geometncal progression. There 
is no .spec.ial re:;son for exposing in geometrical pro
greSSIOn hke tillS, but photographers al ways do it. The 
tinished plate is then clear glass, except that there is 
a scale aloug one side, so as to he in the sky in a 
photograph. The scale plate is monnted in the 
camera so as to be in ft'ont of the sensitive plate. It 
may be loose, so that when the camera is held lens 
upwards it falls right on to the sensitive plate. On 
turning the camera with the lens down, it falls back 
on tu stops in the camera frame. A film camera 
would most likely be more easily titted. 0 

"A cheap pocket quarter-plate camera does quite 
as well. Unfortunately, the shntters have generally 
only oue speed, chosen for heginners' home por
traiture, and this may, he far too fast for practical 
sn~oke and sky work in this climate. Tn taking the. 
clnmney the camera is held so that the smoke comes 
close to the scale. To get good resnILs, the smoke 
should be taken against a backgronnd of uni(orm 
sky. Fortunately, it is easy to get a nniform dull 
grey sky in this conn try. " 

(b) Lowdon's Sm.oke Tintometer.-This instrument 
is comparatively simple in consLrnction alld use, and 
will he found of value in making the preliminary 
observations of the hlackness of lhe smoke issuing 
from a chimney before attempting to obtain a photo
g~aphic record of the same by the Swinhurne method 
and apparatus. . 

For it may be noted here that the emission of 
dense hlltck smoke from most factory and works 
chimneys is periodic ill clwra.cte>', and that if a 
chimney is ohserved closely it will be found that the 
periods (of longer or shorter dllration) when dense 
smoke is· emitted agree ,'ery closely with the periods 
during which fresh fnel is being thrown upon the 
fires. If black smoke is then observed issuing from 
a chimney at 11 o'clock a.m., say, for a period of one, 
two or three minutes, it is probahle that smoke of 
the same density will again he emitted at 11.15 or 
1l.ao, according to the interval hetween the times of a 
tiring. The smoke inspector or o['server having once 
decided that the chim'ney is an offen"in~ one under 
the local acts, hy observation with snch an instru
ment as the Lowden tintometer, C>tll then proceed to 
obtain a photographic record of the smoke hy the 
Swinburne method and apparatus. 

Lowden's apparatus consists of a metal tube having 
at one ewl an eye-pieee and at Lhe other end two 
apertures. One of these is fitted with It revolving 
diaphragm, by means of which it is possihle to bring 
different pieces of tinted glass in frollt of the aperture . 
The diaphragm has six holes, corresponding ill size 
to the object aperture, and live of these are provided 
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'with tinted gbsscs of varying density, marked No. 0 
,to No.5, according to the scale uf the well-known 
Ringelmann smoke chart. 

'In estima'tin" the density of smoke with this 
instruillellt the observer approaches as close to the 
chimney as will enable hilll to see through the 
observing aperture of the instrument a circular disc 
of smoke withuut any of the surrounding sky. The 
instrument is held so that the other aperture is to the 
windward side of the smoke column, and by revo1\-
ing the diaphmgm the observer can match the vary
ing densities of the smoke as it issues from the cRim
ney top.' 

(e)-Bo'nlw.m and fVeber's lJfethod: ---' The two 
methorls of observing and reading the density of the 
smoke described above are not continuous in 
character, and are further handicapped by the fact 
that an obse1'vf1' is requirerl to operate them. 

Messrs. Bonham and Weber have devised a con
tinuous and automatic method of recording the 
density of smoke issuing from a chimney which is 
well worth installation in every large works, since 
the records obtained with it can be of great assistance 
and value in the general over-sight of the firing of all 
boilers and fnrnaces. ' 

A perforated ring pipe is inserted in the main flue 
or breeching at the base of the chimney, and from 
this poin t a slllall proportion of the gases passing up 
the chimney are abstracted by an ele,;trically-operated 
fan or pump, ami arc forced under pressure to the 
poiut where the record ing apparatus is installed. This 
should be near to the chimney, to prevent deposition 
of soot in the pipe, and the flow of gas should be 
'rapid. 

, The apparatus consists of two large drums revol ved 
by clockwork and of a long piece of white tape, 
chemically tref1ted to retain the soot and dust. The 
tape is wound upon one dl'llm and the free end is 
attached to the second drum in such a manner that 
the chemically-prepared surface of the tape stretched 
between the two drums is upwards and is exposed to 
the chinllley gases as they issue, ~tndC1' P1'CSS1I1'e, 
from a narrow opening in the mouth of the pipe 
which lefLds them to the apparatns. 

The clockwork and the electric pump are then set 
in motion, and the apparatus is left working for a 
period of t\veh'e or twenty-four rlOurs, when the tape 
wound upon the second drum is cu t off and is removed 
and examined for its record of soot and dust. It is 
obvious that this apparatns must be enclosed in a 
dust-proof.cupboard and be kept nnder lock and key, 
in order to obtain accurate records. A, still simpler 
modificl1tion of this method consists in the use of the 
tape withon t any chemical treatment, the 1eC01'([ 
being obtai lied by rlmwing the tape tighth/ st1'etched 
over the orifice in the smoke pipe and by employing 
snfficient pressnre in pumping the gases to force 
tht'1ll th1'ough the tape. 

, (d)-lrlethods f01' Guidance of tlw Pi1-ernen and 
Bo§ler En,qinceJ'.I'.-A difficulty which handiears many 
firemen ill the discharge of their duties is that, the 
chimney top i~ 'Iuite out of sight from the firing 
plate of the Loilers, nnd thai they have,no means of 
knowing, Ultiess they lcave their hoilers and go ont
side the boiler honse, whether black smoke is being 
emitted or not.· The simplest method of oYercollling 
this difficulty ill those works where it exists is to cut 
openings in the boiler shed and to fix silnred glass 
illirrors at one or two points on walls, so that the 
fireman CMl see the chimney top, either directly or 
by. reflection, '/I~ithollt leaving the .firil1,q plate of th.; 
bOlle?- house. The . "Ti tel' first saw this arrangement 
ill Gallagher's tobacco factory, in Belfast, in 1902, 

and it has now, on his snggestion, been adopted ill! 
many works in the United Kingdom and in America 
When this plan is impracticable, owing to the laro~. 
size of the works and to the number and height of the: 
intervening buildings, that proposed by Messrs. 
Bonhani and 'Veber should be adopted. The mecha_ 
nism already described in sub-section C is utilised 
not only to supply a sample of the smoke-laden gases 
to the recording apparatus, but a portion of the oas: 
is forced through II. small chimney stack erected i~ a. 
convenient spot on the floor of the boiler or furnace 
house, and the top of this miniature chimney is pro .. 
vided with a white background, so that the colour of 
the smoke and issuing gases can be instan tly seen. 

It is necessary, however, when this method is, 
adopted to arrange that the volume of exit gase~_ 
travelling to the smaller smokestack shall be propor_ 
tioned to its smaller diameter in relation to the. 
larger one; otherwise, the indications will be "'rono-. 
With this device, both the firemen and thc engine~r
in charge of the boiler or furnace house will have 
cons tan tly under their eyes an indication of the 
density of the smoke emitted from the ehimney of 
the works. Allowance will, of course, have to be 
made for the difference in the diameter of the two 
chimneys. A col unm of smoke which appears brown 
when seen throngh a depth of 6 in. will seem to be, 
much darker, and may even appear quite black when 
viewed through a depth of 6 ft. or more, and the 
firemen will have to regard the slightest sign of 
smoke at the top of the chimney stack as indicative 
of a much worse effect at the top of the works chim
ney. However, there is not the slightest doubt, in 
the writer's mind that, if every boiler house possessed 
this simple addition to its equipment, there woulrl be 
a great diminution in the amount qf black smoke 
emitted from the chimneys of works and factories on 
both sides of the Atlantic, to the material benefit of 
the surroundings.-JoHN B. C. KERSHAw.-Cassier's 
Magazinc, J annary, 1911, p. 251. (R. A.) 

METALLURGY. 
THE DEVELOP",IENT OF GOLD EXTRACTION 

METHODS ON THE 'WITWATERSRAND.-" It mHY 
be assumed that members of this Association are 
familiar with the main ontlines of the methods em
ployed in extracting the precious metals from the 
\Yilwatersrand banket reefs. 

A reference to the last paper on this subject will 
make clear to anyone the underlying principles of 
the practice then adopted, and these have undergone 
no considerable change. I refer to the paper read in 
April, 1903, before this Association by Dr. Caldecot.t, 
who, U,s is wen I_nown, has taken a large share 1lI 

the develoPlllents of the last seven years, with which 
this paper cbietly deals. It will perhaps· be useful 
to take this statement of the facts of 190311S a base 
on which to develop the principal features of present
day practice, and to folluw the same order of treat· 
ment of the varions processes to be considered. 

As it is nsnally. necess,Lry in mining to stope out 
some qnantity of inter-bedded, but v,Llneless, rock, 
the first operation to be performed is to remove, as 
far as praeticahl<:l, all such 'waste' from the 
valuahle ore, The lise of sorting tl1bles and belts 
for this operation is still maintained, and in 1909 the 
avemge amollnt of material so discarded was 14'4570 
of the total lllined, against 14'24% in 1903. Tins 
left nelirly twenty-one million tons of ore to be 
further dealt with. Somewhat more than half of 
this passed over the screening arrangements to be 
'broken down into l~-in. cubes in the rock breakers. 
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There d for sortin" and breakmg; and Improve
.emplo,ye detail and tl~e nse of larger units have been 
Jn~!It III es onsible for the saving effected in cost of 
.c\lletly. I' p In the transport of the crushed ore from 
operatlO~'inO' plant to the mill bins, belts have been 
the bd'ea ed ~ here the distance was short, and. full
iI,ltro ~~iIway trucks and engines are employed 
J'!lzed the miIls are further away, and may be seen 
~here ation at the Simmer and Jack or the Simmer 
In opel' 

Di~~' proposed to use electric haulage on a similar 
ISscale for the new mill being erected at the 

la.~ge Deep, and this is in. k~~pin~ with the develop
el Yt of electric power utIlIsatIOn, consequent on 
men I . h I tl formation of arge power cO.mpames w ose so e 
b~~in ~ss is the production and distribution of 
electric energy.. . 

The considerable savmg. effected by genera~mg 
I cL"icity in large quantIty, by huge macillnes 

e entr-ed in suitable localities, will ensure that this 
ce ., I d't I e!l.ns of reducmg capIta expen 1 ure atH economy 
i~ cost of operation wiII be rapidly extended in the 
near future.' . 

ilfn,ny mills ar~ no\~ .driven 'by electric motors, 
either in large nmts dnvmg 100 or more stamps, as 
at the Angelo, or by means of smaller motors for 
each lO-stamp battery. 

It is noW becoming usual to arrange 10 stamps to 
be driven frolll one .c:l:m-s~laft, b?-t the mortar-box 
for each 5-stalllp umt IS stIli retamed. Breakage of 
these cl1m·shafts is stiII a constant source of expense 
and of stoppage, though this has been considerably 
reduced as a result of careful investigation of the 
qunlity o~ the steel use? .by !llean~ of a microscopic 
examiuatlOll and the ntlhsatIOn of the latest know
ledCTe in production and heat treatment of this metal. 
It is proposed at the City Deep mill to put an inch 
hole ri"ht through the cam-shaft centre, and to 
supply ~xtra bearings between the cams, in accord
ance with Mr. Laschinger's designs, in order to 
{)bviate breakage as far as possible. . 

The greatest changes that have taken pla,ce in the 
Ol1ttery are in the weight of the stamp and in the 
size of the screen used. The average weight of the 
stamps running in 1903 was 1,100 lb., and no stamp 
heavier than 1,500 lb. was in operation. The duty, 
4'91 tons crushed per stamp per 24 hours, was thus 
slllall compared .with the average for 1909, which 
amounted to 6'79 tons. This increase of duty is not 
only due to the heavier weight of the stamp em
ployed or to the fact that the weight is rendered 
more effective by concentration near the crushing 
point by increasing the weight of the head and 
using shorter stems; it is also due to the fact that 
since the introduction of tnbe mills it is possible to. 
use a much coarser screen in the mortar· box. The 
average weight of the stamps now poundin& rock 
within 20 miles of Johannesburg is probably not 
more than 1,350 lb., but stamps up to 1,800 lb. 3,re 
now at work, and in the near future a weight of 
2,000 lb. will be employed at the City Deep mill, 
wit,h a duty as high as 20 tons a day, or possibly 
more, the limit being set by the coarseness of the 
Screen em p I oyed. -

In 1903 a screen mesh of 600 to 1,000 holes to the 
square inch was usual, and anything coan'er than 
.500 mesh was rare. To-da7 screens with nine holes 
t~ the S<] uare inch are actually in use, and the 
!u!Jhest efficiency has been determined by the Mines 
Tnals Committee to be. correlated with this aper
tUre. 'rhe Rame stamps which give' a duty of 5'88 
tons with a screen having an aperture of 0'015 in. 

show the high figure of 20'03 tons with the 9-mesh 
screen, 'having an aperture of 0'27 in. Even this 
result may be improved by separating from the ore 
fed to the battcry that portion already. fine enough 
to pass the screen employed (about 30%), so that in 
future it is possible that a duty of 30 tons per stamp 
per diem may be fairly common. 
·It may be pointed out that the present economic 

limit of nine holes to the square inch is to some 
extent governed by the diameter of the tube mills 
employed. The standard size at present is 5 ft. 6 in. 
in diameter and 22 ft. lOlig, but it is possible that in , 
the future tubes of a gre><ter diameter may be suc
cessfullyemployed. Thi, will tend to increase the' 
'size of unit,' which is a favourable means of de
creasing both capital required and working cost. and 
may render economic the nse of even coarser screens. 
Proceeding' on these lines, a time lllay come when 
the stamp mill will be improved entirely out of 
existence, and the heavy rock-breakers employed 
will be set to crush finely enough to pass directly to 
the larger tube mills, or rolls might be used for the 
slight reduction still required. 

No signs of such a progress are yet visible, though 
it appears merely a logical deduction from the suc
ce~s which has attended the efforts of our metal
lurgists in the direction of improvement in the 
operation of the tube mill plant, which is growing to 
be a more significant part of every new mill erected. 

Coincident with the increase. of coarseness of the' 
pulp lea\·ing. the mortar-box is the difficulty of 
directly amalgamating the product without further 
crushing, and it is becoming clear that the advan
tage of removing the apron plates entirely away 
from the boxes will emphasize its necessity in the 
near future. This removing of the amalgamating 
tables from proximity to the mortar-boxes and'the 
relegation of their duty to shaking plates, placed 
after the tube mills, is contemplated in many 
mines, though I believe it was first carried into 
effect at the \Vest Rand Central mill, where it lias 
proved entirely snccessfuL The only possible draw
back to this arrangement-that the lighter portion 
of the crushed ore, called slime, largely evades the 
tube mill shaking plates-can be obviated by special 
arrangement, as proposed for the 600-stamp mill 
being erected at Randfontein. At the City Deep 
new plant the shaking plates are placed under the 
same roof as the extractor-boxes. of the cyanide 
plant, an arrangement which enables all gold re
covered to be superintended and handled, till it is in 
smelted bars for the banks, in one bnilding. 

The tube mill is of course the principal noyelty in 
the history of the reduction plant since Dr. Calde
cott's paper was read in 1903, though he fore
shadowed it when he wrote advocating the finer 
crushing ofthe coarse and pyritic portions of the mill 
pulp. 

Mr:Denny first advocated the use of the tube mill 
for this purpose in this country, awl referred to its 
successfnl use in Australia by Dr. Diehl. 

At first introduced cantiously, after careful ob
servation of its performance and of the improvement . 
in extraction shown after the finer cl'lIshing obtained 
hy its means, it is now used almost universally, not 
only on account of this increased extmction of the. 
gold, but also because it has been proved here to be, 
in conjunction with the heavier stamps and coarser 
screens', a much cheaper method of reducing ore to 
the fineness demanded by economic considerations. 

An endeayour has been made, on purely theoretic 
grounds, to show that the crushing efficiency of the 
tube mill is only one-fourth of that of the stamp 
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battery, but it,' 'is certainly, true that its exteuded 
use is always accompanied by lower cost for redllc- , 
ing t\le ore to the utmost fineness now': considered: 
economically 'sound: Thus one or t".~o tube mills 
were at first' employed for ,every ,100 stamps run
ning, but at the end of 1909 158 tubes were in use, 
against 9,545 stamps erected, and it mlist be ob-_ 
served that there are many miues, whose' lil'es' are 
now too short for the repayment of the necessary 
capital expenditure, where no tube mills are yet put, 
up, and that the 'present tendency is in_ the directIon 
of one tube to every 15 or 20 stamps; it is pos
sible that the fu ture will see even this proportion of 
tube mills increased. ' . 

A chauge of some importance has been made in' 
the method employed for elevating the pulp leaving 
the mill for classification and subsequent treatment. 
Formerly tailing-wheels were almost universally 
employed, thongh even seven years ago plunger 
pumps were suecessfully used in one or two cases. 
The great disadvantage of the tailing·wheel, beside 
its high capital cost, 'was total lack of elasticity 
when the introduction of improved appliances' 
demanded an increase in the total elevation neces
sary. 

After considerable experimenting, a type of cen
trifugal pump, with cheap and easily-renewable' 
wearing parts, was found suitable for elevating t9 
any required height the coarsest material yet pro
duced, and many ani noll' in operation. Though 
the weariug parts may only last 20 or 30 days, the 
total cost, including capital redemption, of eleyating 
pulp is less than by any other method, and any increase 
in elevation subsequently required is easily arrauged 
by adding a length of pipe to. the delivery Clolumn 
and suitably increasing the speed of the motor. Due 
disad vantage which can, however, be overcome 
without very great difficulty is -the lack of regular 
flow from the pump if the amount of the pilip to be 
lifted is varied by hanging up stamps or from other 
causes. This lack of regularity interferes consider
ably with the effectiveness of any anangement for 
classifying the pulp and separating the coarser and 
heavier portions as is required for their different 
treatments. 

The use of compressed air in the' Pohle lift' is 
quite effective for elevatinl-( pnlp, as at the East 
Hand Mines, and, thouooh the efficiency is low, a 
similar method is largely used w here the aerating 
eflect is also of value in the solution of gold, as in 
'Brown' agitators or siniilar apparatus. 

The method of separation by means of cones has 
in the last seven years largely displaced' the use of 
spitzlutte and spitzkasten, formerly chietiy em
ployed for this purpose, and the introduction by Dr. 
Caldecottof a diaphragm partition near the ,bottom 
of the cone enables a much steadier and more uni
form produce t~ be returned to the tube-mill plant 
for re-grinding, and increases the efficiency of the 
apparatus for other separations required. The, 
underflow may be thus arranged to retain even less 
water than. is suitable for the best tube-mill work, 
so that a second set of cones for removing the excess 
water may now be dispensed with, and any required 
adjustment may be accurately made by adding the, 
amount of water experiment has shown to be
requisite. A further advantage is found in the in
creased size of dischargiug nozzle that,may be used 
when -diaphragms are suitably employed. This, 
avoids'the frequent choking, up by small pebbles of 
the smaller'nozzles necessarily employed with less 
efficient arrangements. -". 

The. increased effic~en~y ,of the cone used in place 
of 'an Inverted pyramId 18' largely connected with th 
fact that it is always aITanged to overtiow all roun~ , 

, the circumference, thus ensuring greater tranquility 
,for settlement -and a smaller height of overticiw' 
The spitzkasten has been invari>tbJy used with a~ 
overflqw -over. on~ edge only, thou/l'h ,of Course· it 

,would be) qUIte SImple to arrange It to' be used' 
, simili!-rly-' to, the' .cone, -with ,central inflow and' 
baffie, -and overflow over 'all four ,sides, where onl ' 

: wood is available for, construction material, and i~ 
some other 'cases such an arrangement would pre

: sent considerable advantages. 
It has always been understood that successful 

treatment of crushed ore by cyanide solutions de-, 
pended not 'only upon the ultimate fineness attained 

, but also upon the completeness of the separation of 
the leachable sand from the finer slime which tends, 
to clog up: the material to be percolated and to. 
render the access of the air required lIIore difficult. 

By ~he old~r methods, still largely in nse, it is 
found llupractICable to separate f,and containing less
than 3% ·to ,5% of slime, and even this efficiency is, 
rarely attai.ned. . This difficulty is incidentally 
largely obVIated In the method of collection by 
means'of the Caldecott table. This appliance con--' 
sists of a slowly-moving, table with·a peripheral 
band from 1.ft: to 3 ft. wide, upon which the thick 
pulp, contaInIng less than 30% of moisture as 
separated at the underflow of a deep cone provided 
with a diaphragm, is allowed to fall. This band is 
provided', with a filter-bottom, nnder which a 
vacuum is maintained by suitable air and water
pumps. By these means the excess moisture is 
sucked out, and the dried material, with about 12% 
or less ,,:,ater, is continuo?sly removed by a plough~ , 
scraper Just before the pom t w h 9re the new material 
is being deposited. A few inches of sand are
allowed to remain to assist the, filtering medium 
and this has to be removed at intervals when clean'
ing is necessary. The overtiow of the separating' 
cone employed carries away ,the greater portion of
the slime, but in some cases a secon d cone is em
ployed in 'which the underflow of the first is washed'_ 
in clean water, and by this means less than 1% of 
slime is allowed to remain with the sand. The dean 
sand removed Jrom the table is washed by means of 
a stream of weak cyanide solution to a centrifugal 
pump, -and thus delivered to the collecting vats 
through Butters distributors, a large portion of the 
gold getting dissolved in transit. -The treatment. 
of the c.harge. may be completed in this' collecting 
I'at, as IS done at the ,East Rand, Mines, but some 
little. advantage is found in transferring it to ODe of 
a serIes of second treatment vats, as at the Simmer' 
IJ.nd Jack and elsewhere. 

The advantages gained in the cleanness of the
sand, and the fact that it is in contact with cyanide 
solution a few minutes after beino' crushed enable a 
considerable saving in capital ~xpenditure to be 
made in the vat, capacity required. Incidentally 
also an increase in the tonnage of slime separated 
this way, which may amount w-8% to 12%, permits, 
a saving i!1 working cost due to the fact that slime' 
can be more cheaply treated than shnd. ' 

It is'probable, as the greater part of the advan
,tages,of this method of collection are really due to' 
'the increased efficienqy of separation, that its 
P!inciples .will bembre largely .wailed of in the future, 
eIther by lllcroosed- use of the whole apparatus or by 

:other means ,of dealing- with the same problem. 
A radically different method of solving this pro

'blem of-most economic treatment of ·the crushed ore 
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. , tried at the East Rand Mines under' 

is that beWlthe Arbuckle Process. This involves the 
the J1alll\Oof the pulp as a whole· without separation 
tre3~JIleJlf om sand, and thus solves··the difficulty by 
of shilll d of evasion. The pulp, mixed with about 
the me~ lOes it~ weight of weak. cyanide solution, is 
th:ee tljby means of compressed air in deep vats with 
!1IP~atl( bottoms circulation being maintained by' 
COI]\CIL f the .'Pohle' air lift princil,lle .. About -20 
meails. ~e uired for a sufficient solutlOn of the·gold, 
hours ~l e ~hole pulp and solution are transfer!'ed to 
wh~J1 ~ioUH separating apparatus, the solid portion 
III! lJIg: little as 25% moisture is sent to a further· 
with a tus in order to wash out·all the dissolyed gold, 
npPlafta, e clean solutions are sent to the precipitation 
an' I . 

1
)IILnt, . , 

'l'l possible drawbacks are extra' cost for power 
I,e compression; and for the mechanical arrange

for at involved, and the inherent defect that the 
~~?'~t "sliUle, which really n,eeds only. about one 
:1" "s treatment, must remalfl, undergoing needless 
I?Ullation for the full time re~ired by the most moo " • . 

f .. ccory portIOns of the ore. 1 e general decrease 
~e 1~~rkin(Y costs, owing to larger units, greater skill 
!n ; 'lIIdlin"'g material, and· other important reasons, 
I~ del' it probable that in future this method, per
fCIII)S modified in the direction of greater simplicity 
.HL the mechanical details, which promises lower 
:,~:pital cost for plant, which \8 ve.ry suitable f?r the 
filler "rinding, gradually coming Into the regiOn of 
i'l'llcti~al economy, and which evades the difficulty of 
Huc('essful percolation with extremely fine sand, will 
in this country beeOl!le of as great importance as 
"cry similar methods In other. parts of the world. 
It IH possible that, as in Australia and elsewhero, 
Home method of mechanical filtration may be found 
Hllitable for extracting the dissolved gold from the 
lllllLerial treated, and already on these fields the 
vaCIlUIII filter is undergoing sllccessful trial at the 
Crown Mincs, where, however, it is in use for 
IlIlndling slime only. It is yet too early to form an 
opiniOlI as to whether the more compact apparatus 
will affect the abolition from future plants of the 
""onnous vats now used for the slime decantation 

IJrocess, It is certainly generally felt among metal
urgists that the large and expensive plants used 

for treatment of slime by the standard process olrer 
tempting opportunities iii the matter of reduction of 
"'Ll'ital cost, bnt so far it is the general experience 
tllIlt It more than conntervailing increase of workinO' 
"OHt is involved. When it is considered that a' shiC 
liug' will cO'-er all cost by the standard methods on 
th" large scale now usual, with an extraction of 85% 
to SD% of the total gold, it is clear that the field for' 
eco,nOllly, either by increasing extraction, where 
re"Hlnes are now worth Is. per ton or less, or in 
de".rcILsmg working cost, is not a wide one. The 
f,wi Illllst also be borne ill lIlind that in all feasible 
lIlethods s? far 'luggested the large vats employed 
fOl' collectIOn of the slime are still necessary, and 
eve", those for solution of the gold are either still' 
requIred or a more' expensive treatment 'in smaller 
v!>-'Hels JOIlSt be substituted, 
fr IVitl refere'.lce to t!le pr~cipitation of the gold 

0111 the working solutlOns, It may at once be re
lllll~'kec' that little change has been made during the 
f~~ sren years. As, however, this work is per
lIall~:e at a c~st of less thall one penny. per ton, and 

,Ie value IS brought so low as 0'01 dwt, here 
lI~a"l the fi Id f' .', I.'x' e 0 future economy, IS restrIcted. 

'1 pel'lJllents have been' made with zine dust in P lice of . ., fllr J' Z,lnC shavings, and the results obtained so 
Ilonllse economy of spaee, less gold locked 

up; a:nd' gr,eate~' se?urity 'of the ·bullion produced. 
Cert!tlll' dlffic~ltl~s· m. the clean-~p !I~ay Possibly 'be 
evaded, and It IS tins weak pomt In our present· 
methods that· leads to the pious hope that in the 
near future the plan of using zinc dust and' filter' 
presses lllay have a brighter prospect. 
. A glance at the whole series of improvements' 

effected in the past· few years will render eviden t: 
the fact tl!at prog~ess. I!as been almost' enti~ely in' 
the domam of mechanIcs,. and' that nearly all pro-·" 
posals for the future emphasise the' reduction in" 
capital cost, and ·in some cases this is pressed so far 
as to partly ignore the fact that. the increased-work
ing cost involved is more than counterbalancing.' 
The origin of this state of. things can no doubt be, 
refelre,d to the fact of the de!llonstrated,economyin; 
provl~lI!g a much greater ratlO of reductIon capacity; 
to mme area, and. to the fact that milch lal'ger" 
areas a,re now worked under ,one company. These:· 
facts combine to render necessary· very huge capital 
sums, and, all ,possible means of. reducing' the 
amonnts necessary are so much the more welcome. 

The most interesting question at the present time· 
refers to the disposal of the residue after extraction 
of the gold ha~ been pushed to its economic limits. 
Up to the present time nothing has been proposed,' 
or done with the slime but store it in dams, where 
it is useless, unbeautiful, and a source of expense. 
The coarser portion of the pulp, that is the sand, is· 
now being sent back direct to the mine at the· 
Simmer and Jack, which pioneered this improve
ment, and at several mines in the Central Rand 
sand is being removed froll! the old dumps and 
sluiced into the worked·out, stopes below. This 
metho~ of sand-filling was inaugurated this year at·· 
the VIllage Deep, and· the success obtained is· 
causing the adoption of similar methods on many·of 
our leading mines. The disadvantages of using' old 
residue for this purpose are· the dou ble handling of
material involved and the expense of supplying lime 
to neutralise the large amount of acid and acid salts 
generated after long exposure to the atmosphere. 
On the other hand, when using sand directly from the 
treatment vats, the cyanide present must be effectu
ally destroyed in order to avoid genelation of 
prussic acid gas in the underground workings. It is· 
fortunate that several methods of performing this 
work are now available, Dr. Moil' and Mr. Gray 
have suggested the use of sulphate of iron and an· 
alkali, and if this method is found sufficiently safe in 
practice it will cost an insignificant amount for the: 
chemicals necessary, At the Simmer and Jack per~' 
manganate of potash has been found to completely 
destroy the cyanide, so far as even delicate indicae' 
tors can determine, at a cost of about one-'half
penny per ton, and experiments with an alkaline 
solution of bleaching powder, which 'promises even 
lower cost" are now being made. 

It is certain that by ~ome of the llleans suggested -' 
above it is perfectly feasible to solve the question of 
direct return of sand to the mine, but at the present. 
moment there is little hope of rendering the slime 
available for underground support, and though the 
future may see the disR,ppearance of the dismal, 
dusty sand dump" the permanent presence of the 
unsightly slime· dam seeUls an assured feature of the 
landscape of the 'Vitwatersrand. 

Since so little progress, except in details, has been 
made in the chemical side of our work, it is much 
to be deplored that we have no University in .the 
State where the research work, so necessary for im
parting life to the dull routine of teaching, and so· 
urgent for a correct understanding and development. 
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carried on; and it is to be hoped that this defect 
may in a short time be remedied. , 

In ,conclusion, the interesting observation may be 
made that in no period of its hiRtory in the past has 
so long a vista been 'possible as now of the future life 
,of these, the most important goldfields yet dis· 
covered."-HENRY ARTHUR "\YHITE.-Thc :South 
African Journal 0f$cience, (S.A. Association for the 
Advancement of Science), January, 1911, Vol. viL, 
p. 96. (W. R. ,D.) 

LEA:Q ACETATE IN THE,CYANIDATION'OF SILVER 
'ORES.-" I should like to sugge~t for the considera
tion of fellow· workers in the cyanide lield that the 
advantages of the addition of lead acetate to cyanide 
solutions for the treatment of silver ores is consider· 
.ably over-rated. It seems to be taken as an axiom 
at some plants that the use of a lead salt is almost 
as essential as the use of cyanide, and it is accord· 
ingly added as a matter of course; in some instances 
without any trial to ascertain its exact 'usefulness. 
Again, if on starting 'a new plant, working experi
ments are made with lead acetate and the ad van
tage of its'use demonstrated, the question is usually 

·considered permanently settled, and is not subse· 
quently, reopened. In the cour.'le of a wide experi
ence in the cyanidinO' of silver ores, I have found 
many cases where lead acetate appeared to have no 

,effect whatever on, the solution of the silver and 
sometimes even a deleterious effect on the extraction 
o.f the gold. In some instances the slight ~ain.in 
'sllver extracted would be counterbalanced by the 
gold loss, leaving a net loss on the treatment 
amounting to the cost of the acetate used. I need 
hardly state that the above conclusions were arrived 
at by averaging the results of many parallel tests. 
Another phenomenon I have had occasion to notice 
is this: that sometimes on starting a new plant and 
making careful experiments with parallel charges 
the advantage of lead acetate seems abundantly 
proved, and yet if six or eight months later the 

.acetate be discontinued for several weeks to give 
time for the elimination of lead salts from the stock 
solutions, and then the foregoing tests be repeated 
no advantage will be indicated, I remember that 
two or three years ago a certain cyanide super. 

, intendent who had jnst'started a new plant wrote 
me enthusiastically a.bout the splendid prolit he was 
making by using lea(l acetate; but when eight or 
nine months later I found the OppOI tnuity to pu t the' 
,question' Are you absolutely sure you are gaining 
anything by the nse of acetate?' his reply was 
"No, I am not sure, but I am trying to lind out." 
Lascer-tained a few months later that he had dis
continued it. 

The use of lead acetate is based on an assumed 
presence of soluble sulphid.e in the solution due to 
·the reaction, Ag2 S+4KCy=~ S+2KAg CY2 

This reaction is no doubt correct as far as it, goes, 
but is probably little more than momentary, and 
represents merely a stage in the process. The K2S 
present, as it is in such extreme, dilution, is very 
sensitive to oxidation, and except in the case of ores 
havinl,( a marked reducing action there will probably 
be ,sufficient dissolved oxygen in the solution 'to 
oxidize it all at once. When making' some experi
ments on a large scale with Crosse's regenera· 
tion method" part of which consists in adding Na.S 
to a sump solution to precipitate the zinc as 
sulphide, 1 noticed that solution which after treat
me,nt would yield an unmistakable brown coloration, 
,o,n addition of a lead salt, was, by the mere pro0e~s 

of decanting into another vat, entirely purified f 
~n~ su?h visible reactio~. I ~ave nev!)r yet ~ucce:OIlJ. 
In findmg soluble sulphide In any solution used ~ed 
cyaniding a silver ore, though KCNS is almost .or 
variably presen~ • .In vie,:, of these facts, therefoln
I am led to think that with silver ores of ave re, 
cyaniding value which have not a reducinO' a:t~ge 
on the solution other than that due to A"~S thlon 

will usua,lly be sufficient oxygen presenL t~ sati:re 
all requirements for the solution of the sil Y 
without excessive aeration or ,addition of for :,er 
chemical salts. elgn 

In ,the: ease of ores that terid to i~poverish th 
solutIOn In regard to oxygen" the addItion of lead 
acetate may be more or less beneficial. I sa 
'more or less' because, as stated above I ha Y 
found it 'more: beneficial in laboratory tests' a;d 
and when starting a new plant, and 'less' bel 
ficial, or not at all so, when the same plant has be~e
running for a number of months, The explanation 
of the fact, I bel ievil, lies in the presence or absenc~ 
in tl~e, tre~tment. solution of zinc a?sorbed durin 
pr~Clpl~tl.twn wInch would react wIth soluble suf 
plndes In the same manner as lead acetate. Thus 
when the solutions are fre~hly made up' the aceta~ 
added will perform the function ascribed to it but 
after they have been in use long enough to acc~mu_ 
late a considerable amount of zinc, the lattel' 

,acts as a protective, and the effect of the lead 
salt cea~es to be aPl?arent. I. waR led to this 
explanatIOn by a cunous experIence related to 
m~ .by James S. CO.lbath, man>tger of EI Rltyo 
Mmm~ ahd DevelopIng Co, 'When working a 
eertain stope in the mine he noticed a serious 
falling off in his extraction, coupled with a disor. 
ganization of his zinc precipitation. At the same 
time the zinc in the solutions gradually diminished 
to, the vanishing point, as evidenced by the cyanide 
titrations. The readings for 'free' and' total' 
coming closer and closer till they coincided. He at 
once suspected soluble sulphides can sed by a peculiar 
susceptibility of the sulphides in the ore to rapid 
decomposition, and of course applied the stock 
renledy, lead acetate. The improvement, however, 
was very slight, and his gold extraction suffered 
somewhat from its u~e, so he began to argue from 
the unwonted absence of zinc in solution that it 
wonld probably be beneficial to add the latter ,from 
outside sources, which he did in the form of zinc 
cyanide manufactured on the spot from zinc snl· 
phate. The effect was immediate and remal'kltble. 
As SOOI1 as zinc was present in excess'the extraction 
and precipitation became normal and no further 
trouble ,was experienced. The outcome of these 
observations "eems to be that lead acetate is not n 
panacea for .all the ills of silver cyanidaLion. In 
the majority of instanees where I have made careful 
comparative tests I have not been able to find that 
it was of the slightest aid in the extraction of the 
silver. I do not deny that there are cased where its 
use is 'indicated, but I maintain that such advantage 
cannot be taken for granted and mnst be verified 
from time to time. I am not prepared to offer any 
explanation of the harmful action of lead acetnte o.n 
the' extraction of the gold, but I have noticed ,I" 

sufficiently oft!3!l to accept it as a fact, at least Ul 

so'me cases. As stated above, Mr. Colbath also 
noticed the sallie thing, so it is a poin t worth look· 
ing into." -E. ::NI. HAMILToN.-l'he Pacific J}jUlCI', 

Sept., 1910, p. 340. (A. R.) 

CYANIDE EXPERIENCES IN NORTHERN MEXICO. 
_" \Ve have experimented with various types of 
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. Idill" mills, and are com:inc~d til.at, tor nsu!!-I 
~rIl " the best comblllatlOn I.S slllgle-umt 
eondiiionC'i1ian mills, and sllHlIl-dHlme~er -tube 
,"llnps, , I1

I
'r Lei"h lIliIl~ have low capacIty when 

·IItill~.. I· n. e The"'resnlt..;:m one instaIlation showed 
J,!rillrlIllg dl:>:~ed per ton per dny, whereas the stall
:!.I. h.p· rel[lllcrnent lIIen tioll ell above will prodnce 
J~rd arr"ng ;ntltR with I ~ h. \1_ per day. Gdnding 
the "llIle ~·elilasnprohit.itive cOllsnmption of iron in 
wd, the nIlI 

we'lring pllr~:~1 observation of the 8-ft. conical mill 
After car~II" conditions, we have been aole to 

IIIIder WOrI~1 '" 
t "of the pebbles to produce the claimed 

"
1 lid nO SOl' Ill" I ler-tad:hallllUer' effect, Dame y, an 

• "lellgeh"lIln of the lar"e pebbles at the lar"e end 
arr,tngementeo at the df~charge end. For pro'aucin",'" 
I'lld RIIIILII Oil ~ 
• I ',' hont the same efficiency as the tube "lillie it HIS • 
IIlill. A test conducted on the sallie lines as those 
rlp",eriiJed by V. B. Sherrod in the 'i'mns. del 
,,,,titnto lI!exieano de Mines !I iWetalurgia gav~ 
Lhe followIll" results on a hard siliciOlis ore_ The 
feed eontain~1 :~O% moistnre in each ca~e an,l the 
discharge 55%, 200 mesh; 

Allis-Chall)lel's-

I{p;s. PCl' min. througoh 
200-llIesh pel' h. p. 

-30 4.'; X .16-ft. Tube MiIl 
lIarrl[n;.:e Conical 

Mill 8 ft. diameter ... -306 
As a competitor of the tube mill we bp.lieve that 

there is no ad",wtll"e in the ('onical miIl, bnt it is 
proba?le that witl~ coarse ore, say with 4-mesh, 
there IS R profitahle field for the conical miIls. This 
i, RR it should be, hecRn~e the forces of impact and 
Hliding increase with the increased diameter of the 
lIlill, lind for efficieney shonld expend themselves 
ill hreaking .Iarger particles of ore. 

My experIence is that in nearly all cyanide mills 
Lhll best opportunity for increasjng the effi~iency of 
tile work will be fount! ill the concentrating depart
Iliellt. Usually little care is tRken to effect II clean 
Hl·pllntion. still there is no orp. which yields the 
mlueH IInrler the sallie conditions for poneill1trates as 
fOl' ('oncentrate·free ore. I cannot find that many 
""IIlI"llIies are systematicllily deterIllining the por
tion of the v'Llne in the tRiling which i~ still locked 
III' ill the snlphides after treatment. The results 
are usually surprising, and justify the making' of a 
d'Lily assllY of concentrates ill the tailing. 

The lise of weak snlphuric wash for removing 
"Ylluicide" from concentrates before treRtment, as 
workcd out by Hutchinson at the Goldfield Consoli
It.lterlmill, ought to increase the field for cyaniding 
r~OIl"entmtes in l\f exico, where in some cases the 
proeeHs is prohibit.ed by a cyalli.Je consnmption of 
611 ponnds per ton_ 

F.)r filter-pressing slimes ,the Butters allli the 
'lome Rre the only mllchines doing good work 011 

hil-(II-gl'llde ore in the northern part of the Republic, 
hut the Oliver continuolls rotary Jilter has II nsefnl 
lielrl on ores up to 15 pesos per ton in value. It is 
Iimiierl to this figure, because with this machine it 
i. IIIll'd to get a satisfactory wllshing of the cake to 
l'elllOve the dissoh'erl valnes. This is especially 
tnw when the filter is u"ed in connection with 
11IteUllilltic agitation, as rapid deposition of lime 
takeR plttce, which rapidly rlecreaseH the efficiellcy of 
the IVIIHhing. Acid treating must be conducted with 
BILI'I! in order to secnre good results, ami the tailing 
IIIUHt be w'Ished each day to determinc the amonnt 
of rliRHolved vRlne contained. Daily washing of the 
tlLiling to determine the work of all classes of 
"It~l1'H is eSBential for consistent work, and this is a 
~O!nt thllt is ~Ie!llectecl III n'!!illy plants_ 

At.one- plant where the Oliver ,filters are installed 
we found it necessary to maintain the protective 
alkali "at 0'1% CaO to prevent zinc cyanide trom 
accumulnting in the solntion_ The pulp is agitated 
in Pachuca tanks, and under these conditions it is 
necessary to acid-treat the filter canvas 'e,-ery third 
day in order to keep the dissoh-ed valnes in .the 
tailing below 3 oz. silver per ton. . 

Acid treating usually takes abont two' hours' 
time. It is first necessarv to scrub the canvas to 
remove all the ·slime adhering, and then apply the 
acid through the waoh-pipes, scrubbing the canvas 
cOllstilntly in order ,to hring the acids in contact with 
>tIl partg. It u.nally pays to sllve the spent acid as 
it is (lisclmrgeri from the pump. When all effer
vescence censes we wash the cauvas with water. 

Difficnlty has been experienced ill keeping the 
Rnlp in Rgitation beneath the revolving drum_ 
Hmall air jets have been· used, but have the 'bad 
fe>ttnre of introducing a large quantity of .carbon 
dioxi,le, which continuously deposits calt'ium car
bonate in the b,wd aronnd the drum of. the jet. 
Agitators of the Trent deoign are now being used, 
and give good resnlts. \Ye are at present experi
mcntin'g with a pulp box of concrete with small 
eiearances between the sides and the drum, and the 
feed of pulp will be at the bottom, so that the cur
rent will serve to keep the sand in agitntion. It is 
neeessary to have the sides steep, so that the sand 
will not accnlllulate at any point and stop the drum_ 

Using either zinc du~t or shavings for precipita
tion, there is a great economy that is not apprecillted 
in mo,t cyanide plants. It is nsual to hear cyanide 
men speak with pride of their zinc-box work in 
getting tailings that contaiu only a trace of gold lInd 
silver. But I claim that this imp.\ies an unneces
sary.consumption of zinc, because it is relllly only 
necessary to have a small portion of the totl1.l solu
tion barren, namely, that portion which i.s nece.s~ary 
to wRsh the filter-press cake. This should never 
exceed one ton per·ton of ore treated. Still some of 
the large3t plants in Mexico are precipitating 
sevel'lll tons of sol u tion for each ton of ore, to traceR_ 
The following t'l,ble wiIl show compal'lltive results on 
a month's run nJ:l.d~ at the Dolore,; mill ;-

Class of solution. TOllS. 

Value in pesos 
per ton. 

Before After 
ppt. ppt. 

Lb. 
zillc. 

Lb. zinc 
pel' ton 
solutIon 

--------- ------------ ----
Stron" a"itated 

solntion" ... 3,757 28'00 
Mill solution 
(1) Press barren 

solution .. ;;,359 8'00 
(2) Battery ... 5,174 8'00 

Tons of ore treated, 3,174. 
Total zinc per ton, 1-28_ 

1 :50 1,368 0-37 

1,81:~ 1)'51 
1-50 880 0'17 

! 

Zinc dust is particularly efficient when used in 
this way, so as to lea\'e abont au ounce of silver in 
the solntion. It is then possible to cnt the zinc so 
closely that ouly 5 per cent. of the metal will be left 
with the precipitate of gold and silver. The pro
duct is then easily melted, and affords II high-grade 
bnllion. 

\Ye have a method for using the short zinc that is 
prodnced in_ the zinc boxes 'yhich lllay ?e of int~r(3st. 
The short ZlllC as produced IS washed III a trollJ mel 
and stored under solution. It is then ,fed .. in SlIlall 
portions. to a 4-ft_ agita.tor, into which a ,small 
stream of '2% free cyamd'3 SQlntlOn eI1ter~ at .th~ 
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----bottom and overflows at the top of the tank. This 
solution contains about 10 oz. of .silver and gold per' 
ton, which is partly precipitated by the short zinc, 
and then flows to the zinc boxes to be completely 
precipitated. It is thus posBible to do useful work 
with the short zinc rather than by usin/! acid to dis
solve it or even the roa~ling and melting process 
which is so well carried out at the Dos Estrellas 
mill, but which requires a large amount of fluxes. 

. For ordinary melting of precipitates we find that'a 
flux calculated as half of Na.,O, ZnO, Si02 and half 
Na.,O, ZnO, B.06 is the least expensive. Here ZnO 
repres.ents all the impurities The average portion 
of fluxes to form the slag are 6~% borax glass and 
4% dehydrated sodium carbonate. The silica costs 
nothing, and is usually about the same amount· a~ 
the borax glass. Percentages here are based on the 
wet weight of the precipitate. .At times the slag 
contains 50 oz. of silver, but all of the slag is milled 
and any shot metal recovered. 

A by-product of matte from the bulhon smelting 
is being treated at the Dolores mill by an interesting 
procel's. It pays to give a rough treatment, because 
.the matte assays 150 oz. gold and 6,000 oz. silver per 
ton, and in the quicker realization of money value is 
a considerable ad\·antage. The treatment consists 
of meltin<T the separate portions of matte tpgether 
in a graphite crucible and oxidizing the sulphur by 
a stream of compressed air introduced into the 
charge in the crucible in a graphite tube. This 
requires about two hours' time, although all of the 
matte is nut oxidized, and the remaining part assays 
about 1'5 oz. gold and 1,000 oz. silver per ton. TI.is 
is granulated. in water and shipped to the smelter. 
The bullion separates by gravity and is easily de
tached from the low-grade mDtte."-L. M. KNIFFIN. 
-The Pacific M'ineJ', Sept., 1910, p. 313. (A. R.) 

MINING. 
COAl. MINING IN NOVA SCOTIA.-" A new era 

in tlui history of coal mining is rapidly developing 
in Nova Scotia, and the hand-pick, wherever the 
conditions are favourable, is being supplanted by 
machines for under-cutting coal. \Vhere coal-cntting 
war·hines cannot be used, improved methods of 
minillg have been adopted which tend to greater 
economy and better resul ts. 

The larger coal companies, such as the .pominion 
and toe Nova.f:lcotia'Steel & Coal Companies, hav· 
ing coal-fields lying at easy angles and, therefore, 
favourable to machine mining, have equipped their 
collieries with the most modern amI. improved coal
cutting machilles, and in common with many of the 
smaller coal companies, have adopted the latest 
methods of handling, cleaning and assorting coal Oil 
the surface in preparation for the market. 

The princil'al I paR(,nS for the installation of 
mining machinery are-to reuuce the CORt of produc
tion, to increase the output, and to obtain the largest 
percentage of IUllll' coai. 

The introduction of machinery into the coal 
mine 'has not reduced the number of men employed, 
but a~ in othel trades, the stimulu-s of labour-saving 
devices has greatly helped the industry, and a 
scarcity of miners rather than a surplus now exists. 

If we make a comparison of, say, olle machine 
colliery with a hand-pick, or a number of hand-pick 
collieries, the advantage~ of coal-cutting machines 
will be fully demonstrated. Dominion No. I colliery, 
Cape Breton, during the year 1909, employed under
glound 463 men. The output for' the ;y.ear- ,was 
.p~4/49~ t?PS, l'pe pilLIl-fic~ ~?lli\lIies of ~llmb\!r-

land combined, only produced 508,202 tons in th 
year 1908, yet they employed underground 1,80~ 
men. 

'Whilc mining machines are of great value . 
coal getting, they are a most important factor in tlln 
rapid development of the collieries. Ie 

The introdnction and extendeD. u~e of coal 
cutting machines in thin' seams.' or heds have llIad -
the working of these p,ofitable, and placed many 1 
them OIl a competitive basis with the thicker seaJlJ~ 
The British Royal Commission on Coal Supplies i . 
their report stated t.hat in the year 1900about 17'~ 
per cent. of the total ontput of the United KingdOm 
of Great Britain was obtainerl from the seams of less 
than three feet thickness. If seams less than three 
feet can be worked snccessfully iu any other country 
~here is no ~eason :v~y theJ: should not be worked 
In No\'a ScotIa, conchtlOns beIng equal. 

Coal mining bEing the chief industry of Nova 
Scotia, the province'S greatest asset is her mines and 
minerals. These should therefore be protected, as 
they are the heritage of the people. Along the 
ea~ternseahoard of the'County of Cape Breton there 
are valuahle coal-fields. Some of these fields con
tain Jive or six workahle seams o\'erlying each other 
with a variable thickness of stl'ata ilJtervening. 
The qnestion arises,' which of these'seams should be 
first attacked? In my opinion, if the market aflords 
it and other conditions permit, the desc(Tlding order 
of working is the most practical. Workillg the top 
seam first is beneficial to the seallls below, formin" a 
cnshion over them, especially over the thick sea~s. 
By thus relieving the pressure above, the proportion 
of shwk in the underlying seams is reduced. The 
liability of a crush is averted, and the risk of men's 
li\'es is lessened by the lessening of the vertical 
pressure of the strata. Fatal' a('cidents have often 
resulted in times of 'creeps' or 'crushes' in coal 
mines when sudden.pressure has been exerted, and 
large lumps of coal suduenly forced out upon the 
miner without any warning whatever. 

By working the lower seams first, all the strata 
right up to the surface is distnrbed and broken; and 
while this settling process is taking place. the upper 
sealllS are damRged and sOllJetimes wholly destroyed. 

The possibility, therefore, of danger to other 
seams JlJust he carefully considered in opening np a 
coal-.field containing seams o\·erlying each other, and 
the method least calculated to >eriollsly affect the 
commercial valne of the coal-field should be adopted. 
The tendency of past years seems to have been to 
work the most profitable seams first, but it has lmd 
very haneful efl'e('ts, and has not always been the 
most profitable system of mining. Of course, I alll 
well aware that competition plays a large part in 
determining what seams must be opened up first. 
But if keen competition forces the opening up of the 
thicker seams at the beginning, might it not be well 
to consider the workings of thin seams at the sallie 
time? This would be a decided improvement on the 
methods of mining coal, and wherever tried in the 
province has met with good results. 

The method of mining is generally determined 
after a careful study of the thickness of the seams, 
the nature of the strata above and below, the angle 
of the seam and the texture of the coal. 

The method of mining coal in Nova Scotia i~ 
generally either bord-and-pillar, or long-wall. 

The conditions favourable to long-wall working 
are· thin seams which freely part from the roof? an.d 
tender strata overhead. A band of' dirt' whll'h IS 
:.ea~ily sepalated from the coal, makes material for 

st\Jw3/le with" hieh. tu till up tl.e pUllf "~Il!l qltt~¥~ 
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, extracted, so that the roadways, which 
has !J~cn s ~\Ust be natnrally very long, can be, ~up· 
~oJl1etllne Particular pains are, howl'ver, taken to 
portel\ tl e roadways and packs, or pack-walls are 
"U~por e~ch side of the road way from the floor to 
/llItl t ~ These are usually of stone blasted f,om 
the 1'0 f'or the pR,"ement, In the long. wall llIethou, 
the ~,°t'on is ~imple, as the full cunent swepps 
,'cntll~IIe workin".face without the aid of brattice" 
ILio;lr 1 from obstructions met with in the bord·and· 
'I!" ,r~~e stem. In ,-ery deep workings the vertical 
I'JlIIL' 'r is ouch that long-wall is the only system 
1"'eHHU I' ' t I I tcan be adop e(. 
t "Vhen conditions are not f,avonrable to long-wall 
the most practical sy~tem I.S the pa?el system. 
When passages are bemg dnven to wm ,the coal, 
tl e should be continued hack to the bonndarie~. 
,\':~he sallie time hea(!ways or halanc.es·shou,Id also 
LC driven from the mam levels to the rIse, a dIstance 
f fonr or five hundred feet, and rooms turned off to 

() ,it the cleavage of the coal. As soon as the rooms 
rlllLve been driven through to the adjoiuing balances, 
iIlars should be drawn at once and all the coal 

~J(tracted. This would save the expense of ribbin/!" 
would relie,'e the ~re~sure and preven t a 'crush' or 
'creep' in that dIstrIct, and, as usual, where work 
is concentrated, the cost woul~ be rednced to a 
minimum and larger profits obt med. 

The size of pillars varies in different collieries and 
is determined by the natnre of the c,?al, the thiclmess 
of the seam and of the cover over 1 t. Small pillars 
often induceed ' crush' and' creep' and brought 
grelLt loss to the owners; but this lesson has beell ~o 
well learned in Nova Scotia that the present 
tendency is now all the other way. Especially mnst 
hlrt'e pillars be left where the roof and floor are very 
"trgng and the nature of the. coal is soft and tender. 
Where these conditions are the opposite, a smaller 
pillar may be left; but at no time shonld any risk be 
taken, and the margin of strength in the pillar be 
leMs than that stated by leading mining authorities. 

As passage-ways are driven to win the coal, and 
clistricts opened up, all coal should he extracted, 
except where it is necessary to leave pillars for the 
"u)!port of surface plants, residences, main roads and 
I'lLllways. Under sea working (and we have at the 
present very muC'h of it in the fslandof Cape Breton) 
requires special attention and has to he dealt with 
ILccord-ing to the nature and thickness of the cover. 
The fact that much of the coal that is now being 
extracted ~s taken from collieries opened up tifty 
years ago, IS proof that present methods are ~uperior 
to those of our predecessors, and it is only natural 
that they shonld be."-NEIL A. NICHOLSON, Mining 
Socuty oj Nova Scotia, October 15, 1910, p. 627. 
(A.R.) , 

MODERN AMERICAN COLLIERY EQUipMENl'.-ff A 
typical example of the most modern and efficient 
Am~rican collielY equipment is furnished by the 
~larIanna mines, owned by the Pittsburg-Buffalo 
Company, Pennsylvania. They are situated within 
the bonndaries of a coalfield, which it is estimated 
has an area of some 800 square miles, and wl1lch is 
bxpected to provide the fnture fuel snpply of Pitts-

urg, the great iron and steel centre. For economical 
°ler~tion ,:ith a large area slIch as tbat available aL 
1'; aru~nna, It was necessary to install the most modern 
machinery, as l!d. per ton sa,'ed in operation more 
~han cov.ers the entire cost of this equipment. The 
In~tallatlOn of absolutely fireproof bnildings for 
bailer, engine and power houseR, and other buildings, 
pre,:en~s the PQSSj.!iH!ty, of d.~!ays py fire Ilopg is all 

, l - ; 

insnrance against. stoppage of work from such cause. 
In equipping the plan" at Marianna the above factors 
have been takeu into consitiemtion, and notwithstand
ing'that the most modern machinery and fireproof 
buildings have been provided, the cost in proportion 
to the amiual output has been less than the average 
mine in the district, or in the United States, heing 
under ltd, per ton of coal production. 'l'he force of the 
above statement will be better appreciated when it 
is considered that many mines having an annual 
capacity of only 50,000 tons to 100,009 tonR per 
annum, and having a field of only 100 Heres of coal, 
have equipment costing £20,000, or from 5d .. to nd., 
per ton of coal produced. When it is realised that the 
production of the Marianna pits will be I,50n,000 
tons per annum, or 5,01l0 tons per day, as against an 
average production of all mines in the United States 
of less than 300 tone per day of 280 working days 
per year, the magnitude of the operations will be 
apparent. Eighteen Lons have been wound in one 
minute, or at the rate of 1,000 tons per hour, or more 
in one hour than the average American mine pro
d uees in three days. 

Shafts, etc.-For the development of the seams 
two main rectangular winding shafts, each 22 ft. x 
33 ft. outRide the lagging and about 450 ft. deep, 
were sunk 4,800 ft. apart. These shafts are so 
situated that the coal from tbe entire field can be 
delivered ,to them with the gradients almost entirely 
in favour of the loads. The shafts have cage ways 
7 ft. x 20 ft., 80 that two trams call be raised on 
each cage in tandem; they are also provided with an 
airway II ft. x 20 ft., and with stairways from the 
surface to tbe bottom of the coal. A small shaft' 
12~ ft. x 24 ft. was sunk far the purpose of taking 
men in and out of the mine, as well as for band ling 
slate and supplies; so tLat the larger shafts could be 
given over entirely to the winding of coal; while at 
the .~ame time all supplies could he lowered in day· 
light, A circular brick-lined shaft, 16 ft. in dia
meter, ventilates the entire mine. avoiding all parti
tiOllR and brattices in the shH ft, . the air leakage 
inevita'lle with Auch partitions, and at ~he same time 
making the air cU.rrent indepeudent of the motion of 
the O'd,ges~ The tIppie, washery and coke oV!~ns have 
been located with regard to the duty of each III rela
tion to the others .. 

The principal factors which determined the design 
of the surface plant were-that it should load a large 
tonnage of coal with minimum breakage in handling; 
that all impurities should be removed from the coal, 
and that there should be the least possible delay on 
account of breakdowns. The cages carry two loaded 
trams, each with a capacity of three tons of thl'Ough
and-throngh coal, so that a large tonnage can be 
delivered with the least amount of handling. The 
coal is dumped over four cross-over dumps of heavy. 
patt3rn, on to Ii in. bar screens. The lump coal, 
after going over the Ii in. screens is dumped on to 
the picking tables, where all impnrities are removed
aud the coal delivered into railway wagons. The 
impurities which are taken out are thrown ~m to a 
lateral ('onveyor which delivers them to a crushing. 
plant, where th.ey !lre made serviceab!e fo: use in the 
boilers. The plCkmg tables are 6 ft, III Width, about 
80 ft. long, and are run at a speed of 40 ft. per. 
minute. The small coal falls through the Ii in. bar 
screen on to con veyors, whence it is elevated to 
ie,'olvina screens. These separate the nuts from the 
slack. From the revolving screens the nuts and, 
slack are distributed by separate conveyors, to. the, 
loading bins, the washer, or to the s.mall b~ns .over 
.ClIch picldD~ t!Lbl~. '!'he ~nrfp.c;e eq,Ulplllll!lt qlcl\ld,e.~ 
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a Luhrig coal wa~her, with a capa~ity of 100 tons 
per hour. It has 16 primary jigs, and fou.r secon~~ry 
Jigs which rewash ·the refuse trom the ]Jl'Imary J)gs, 
tlllls recovering ·the " llOne" coal. , , 

Amllse'ment Helll and Bltlk HUll~e, etc.·- 1 he 
houses in the town of Marianna are Imilt almost 
entirely of brick and vary in size !rolll f~ur to fonr· 
teen ruoms. Each honse is pronde,1 wIth hot amI 
cold water and bath. The hOllses are also e(~nipped 
with electric light, and, if the tenants desire, with 
natural gas. 

The amusement hall is a brick huilding of three 
st'oreys, 106 'ft .. 8 in .. long by'6~ ft, 8 in. wi(~e. The 
basement contallls elght bowhng alle}s, wIth lava· 
tories, a barhPr's, shop and restauran t. The f1o.or 
above contains a ·hilliard room and theatre, whIle 
the greater portion of tht:: third floor is given ~ver to 
a roller skating rink and dancillg hall. On Llns fio?r 
there is also a reading room, and a lectnre room III 

Which 'it is proposed to gi ve instruction ill IIIinillg, 
The bath 'house is modelled after the most ad· 

vanced ·German shower or rain baths. It is a brick 
building 42 ft. x 125 ft. in size, amI of folll' storeys. 
>It·is so arranO'ed that men coniing ont of the mIlle 
are landed o~, a covered concrete bridge leading to 
the fourth floor of the building, which constitutes 
the assembl); room, in .the centre of the assembly 
room is the rack containing the safety lamps. The 
men O'oinO' into the mine here receive lamps which 
a~e ,p~epa~ed for them by the. atten~an~s, and th.e 
men working coal-cutters receIve theIr bIts alld 011 
for operating the machines. The men coming out of 
the mines deposit their lamps, empty oil calis aml 
worn machine bits with the attendants, who clean 
and fill the lamps and exchange worn bits. and 
empty oil cans for sharp hits and fnll cans of OIl for 
the following day. The men coming out are checked 
by the time-keeper and pass down stairs to the bath 
rooms, where they bathe and leave the building with 
clean, dry clothing, leayin~ ~heir soiled ~nine clo~h. 
inO' suspended from the celhng and drylllg ·ont tor 
us~ the next day. The building contnins 99 shower 
baths for the .men and two separate IHLth roollls for 
hoys employed as slate pickers, etc., on the surface. 
There are also baths for the ,officials and visitors in 
separate roo Ill.. An emergency hospital on tbe 
ground floor is a valuable adjunct. 

The machine shop is reaJly a collection of shops alI 
under one roof, as the building contains a machine 
shop, carpenters' shop, blacksllliths' shop, tram re
pair shop, hrass foundry and four large store rOOIllS. 
The building is equipped with one 25-ton electric 
travelling crane, three small travelling cranes and a 
jib craue. The blacksmiths' shop and forge equip
·ment 'is large enongh to make all kinds of forg
ings for railway wagons, mille trams, and mining 
machinery. 

Unde7'g7'o'ltnd Wodcings.-The underground work
ine<s are on the same scale as the surface efL uipmenL. 
TI~e main shaft bottom has a capacity of 250 loaded, 
and as'many empty mine trams, and is arched for 
1,100'ft. on the rise and 600 ft, on the dip ~ide of the 
shaft. Th{l gradient is ideal for liandling coal, being 
1'1 per cent. in favour of the loads for the' entire 
length; so that no grading was re'l'lire,1. The·loaded 
trams are fed on to the cages by a chain hanlage and 
the empties will be returned by a rope haulage which 
is \JOW being installed. All the coal is gathered by 
means of 6·ton compound gathering locomotives. 
Steel track idaid into all workings, amI there is not 
a mule in the mine, The main line hauling is done 
by compound compressed-air locomotives 15 tons and 
Wtons ~n ,,,ei¥ht, These'lllachines deliver· the coal 

to the shaft bottom."-hon·ane(Coal T7'adesRevie 
Nov. 2.5,1910, p. 860. (A. R.) . IV, 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

THE }tUllY. -" Mineralogically the ruhy belong 
to the (,ornndllms, of \\'h.idl the sapphire, topazS 

Oriental emerald, amI, Onenta! :t!lIcthyd are al~~ 
melll Jer~. Comnd 11m IS a se~qUIoxlde ot ahullinillll) 
and the variolls tin ts are due to the presence of 
different c?louring matters, In tl!e ruby o.xide of 
chrominm 1Il greater or less degree IS responSIble for 
the mudy colour so sOllgh~ aft.er: 

A ruby .of perfect .colour IS a vet'y rare. and. beautiful 
gem, and its value IS. com~lensura~e WIth It~ rarity. 
Indeed, 11 flawless' plgcon s.~lood ruby weIghing 5 
caraLs wonl,1 he worth ten tunes as mnch as a fir~t. 
water dif1mond of the same weight, while perfel'\' 
rubies of 6, 'l, or n~ore carats ~tre of .sllch unUsual 
ocenrrence as to bnng very hIgh pnces. By the 
term ' pigeo'lI'~ blood' when applie.d to. the c?lour of 
the ruby is .Illeant that shlv'e wInch ·IS by Interna. 
tiunal tasle accorded the post O! hono!lr, .though 
many of fhe gellls ha"e a darker tlllt wInch IS quite 
as beautiful. 

Burma, in India, is conced ~u to he the principal 
source of the true pigeon's-bloorl niby. There the 
mininO' is in the hands of the Enrma Ruby Mines 
Ltd., ~n English corporation which secured the right 
of workinO' the district ~oon after 'Burma became 
cedcd to Great Britam in 1886. Previous to that 
date the location of the famous mines was unknown, 
and all attempts to learn about them resulted in 
failure for the rulers exercised a IllOSt strict sur. 
veilla,n~e o,'er foreigners, amI saw to ,it that any such 
were kept in ignorance of the exact location, etc, 
It is known, however, that the lIIethods IIsed were 
very crude and tedious; the natives merely dug ont 
the' 'byon,' or rnhy-beari~lg' earth,. hoisted 'it by 
crude derricks to the 'top of the/It (these 'pits' 
were from 50 ft. to 60ft. deep), an there left It to 
dry in the sun bp,fore searching for gems. To·~ay 
essentially the same methods are us~d bJ: the native 
miners in whose hands such labour IS stIll left, >Lnu 
who w~rk under terms mnch more ·advantageous to 
themselves than were permitted under the old 
ree<ime. in defence of the antiquated methods IIserl 
it ~uay be sai(l ~hat they bring r~sults, and do away 
with the nccesslty of co: tly machmery: . . 

Besides the trne gems, 'large quantItIes of splllel 
and balas rubies ate found, These spinels, though 
often (and quite excnsably) misLake~1 for.the gen!li.ne 
stone, are really minerals of v.e~·y mfer~or q~Iahtl~s 
and entirely different composltIOD, hemg In ~hls 
Ia.tter respect alulllinate of magnesium. The spIllel 
is much less rare than the ruby and notso hard, 
Besides red, they exhibit a great vari~ty O! COIOUTS, 
some 'being bright cherry; a rale vanety IS a d~el' 
violet others have a cinnamon shade; and a wlnte 
spinel' comes from -!3raz~1 lIli~ed. with diamon?A" 
Many of the large hlstonc rubles m royal regal~a~ 
(including that :in the Maltese cro~s of the EnglIsh 
crown) have b~en prononnced spmels?y modern 
mineralogists, and are consequently of ·httle va~ue, 
The balas ruby is merely a spinel of proper quahty, 
havin" a rose or: deep pink nolour. Thc best balll~ 
are fo~nd principally in Ceylon, though both the) 
and spinels are generally found wherC\'er the ruby 

occur&.. f . h rose 
:From Ceylon also comes a tl'lle ruby 0 a rIc I 

colour but Dot many of the desired pigeon's.bloo, 
shade ~re found, though in all other respec~s the~ 
a,re bfil<J.utif\l]· and .. attractive, stones, sllffermg, 0 
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Notices and Abstracts.' MisccUanc01is. 

. --
-- ,the Haws which occur in all rubies. The 

I'our"e fl °tne. oftcn belie the name, for in. col.our 
Ccylon s fO m very licrht red almost to a plllklsh, 
they rll n r'~vise very brilliant. 
beil!g ?~helto the Ceylon stone in many re.sp~cts is 

Slln~I'Lrof Siam. This country, though p!,1ll9lpally 
the ru){ I' its beautiful sapphires, often produces 
lIot~(1 ~hat rival the best Burma stones, though 
rllb~cs . lour is more frequently a deep rerl (often 
their ~o , blood '). It is belie,-e<l that any really f'all:rl to°~S which lllay be discovered in Siam are 
~O() s rland to Burma and sold as Burma rubies. 
.ell~1 oveUn' ited States has brought forth rn bies as 

'I: Ie TI' . I \. . t . 1\ sapphires. Ie prlllCipa r Istnc s are III 

we tl~Caro\ina and Montana, In the former State 
Nor f 3 and! carats were found, free from incln
KelliS 0 nd of (YoOlI colour; indeed, tbe quality of 
_;OllS ~ones often equals the pigeon's-blood rubips of 
l ICAe ~ thou"h their occurrence is rare. 
Burnll-, " f t' fi . I b'" h d 1'1 detection 0 al' I Cia ru les, as t ey are ma e 

I Ie is an exceedingly difficnlt task, for the 
1,0-( nY

n that the best artificial ruby is made of pre-
I'CILRO . I fl' I h' I b I'.i.cly the same mlLtena sow nc I. t e natllra r? y 
. composed-pure alum and OXide of chromlUlll 
~~. manganese, which latter form the colouring 

III1Ltter. . 'k' h <' • 
The furnace used. III ma 'lllg t es~ s~nthetlC 

rubicR' is illustra:ted III th~ a~eompanylllg: (h~gran]. 
II, iH .L very ingemous app!ICat~on of the.prlllcipies of 
the oxyhydrogc~ blow-pipe!,' and by Its !,l~ans a 
tCllIpemtnre as lugh as 2,000 C. (oyer 3,000 F.) may 
hc obtained. The process of mannfacture is as 
(ollows:-

A certnin amount of powdered alum is placed 
within the box C, nlong wiLh a proportionate 
IIWILHllre of oxidc of chromium to produee the 'red 
",,10111' of the ruby, By means of a slllall hammer 
ol'cl'"t,e<i by .tn electromagnet, the tapper B is 
touchcd at various times. This causes the box to 
vihl'lLtc, and the powdered mixture iti thus sifted 
throu"h n (ine gau~e sieYe D. Thence it passes 
down to the orifice 0 within the firebox}!'. At that 

Furnace fOl' makiug' Ru bies. 

point the combining of the oxygen gas (admitted 
through the pipe A) with the hydroO'en, whi'ch 
enters at E, 011 ignition cnuses' a heat "'so intense 
t.hat the powdered nlum and oxide of chromium are 
instnntIy melted nnd fused- into crystal globules, 
which fall into the plntillum cruCible (). In this 
manlier a pear-shaped gem H (called a 'brut') is 
built IlP, the size depending .:tPOll the amount of 
material used. Some of these sYllthetic rubies are 
SU carats in weight 

After this 'brut' has been allowed to cool (if 
touched whell warm it would Hy to pieces owing to 
the great strain of its molecules), it is sent to the 
jeweller's, by whom it is cut into oue or more gems 
which in colour, refraction, hardness, duni.bility, 
aud general beauty are ideutical with the uatural' 
ruby. Ililleed, so absolute is this identity that the 
pawnbrokers of Paris nOll, other great citiee refuse 
to take ruhies Oil I"twu. for they cannot distinguish 
Lhe artificial from the genuine. . 

Ruhies can be nmde in this way' at an expense of 
about 40 cellt~ a carat. In the little laboratory Qf 
M, Pas'l"ier in Paris (who introduced this method) 
100 carats a day may be produced, and 8 to 10 
carats an hoilr is a fair average in all such fact-ories. 

Such a discovery as this will have a serious and 
lasting efi'ect upon the legitimate mining oC stOlle. 
According to Mr. R. K. Dunean, in his • Chemistry 
of Commerce': 'The rubY'mines on their presen't 
basi~ of profitable working are absolutely doomed.' 
We call only hope that those who control this pro
cess will exercise good judgment in regulating the 
manufacture of their beautiful· product, so that the 
market may not become unstaple or overstocked, 

Already the use of these synthetic gems is very 
widespread, and the natural ruby bids fair to become 
the exception rather th,m the rule. This fact, how
ever, is not to be greatly deplored, for the artificial 
product is not an imitation; it is an equal of the 
genuine, even excelling it at times in beauty 'of 
colour and crystallization, and in freedom from 
Haws, If this were not so, the synthetic ruby could 
never have become the success which it is to-day."
MORRIS R. ,\V ARD.-Mines and Minerals, Dec. 1910, 
p, :319. (A. R.) 

POTASSIUM CYANIDE FROM BEETS.-" The only 
factories whel:e potassium cyanide is made from a 
by-product of sugar beets are two in Germany and 
one at Kolin, 40 miles east of Prague,' Bohemia, 
according to It report made by Consul Joseph I. 
Brittain of Prague. The molasses .by-product is 
sold to factories manufacturing alcohol, which by 
fermentation and distillation produce a first quality 
97'7% pure alcohol for medicinal and chemiclLI 
purposes, and a second qmLlity denatured for fuel and 
light. The refined wholesales a\,' $12.27 and the 
denatl1red at SjiO.13 to $9.54 for 26 '41 gallons. The 
former pays an internal revenue tax of SjilS.27 per 
26.41 gallons. After making the alcohol there 
remains n still thieker and darker coloured' molasses, 
resembling pine tar in appearance, This residue is 
sent from the various alcohol factories in tank cars 
and barrels to Kolin where, after su bjected to steam 
heat, it Hows into long metal troughs and to retorts 
where it i~ burned for several hours, until the 'gas 
escapes into pipes. The material then passes'through 
an extenderl system of pipes, undergoing various 
processes until it reaches 'the place where it is mixed 
with lye, when the potassium, cyanide is formed, 
after which the moisture is IJxtracted hy centrifugal 
force. The powder is then conveyed to another room, 
where it is hydraiIlicallypressed into cakesand pac~e~, 
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-----------into ~oxes for shipment. The output of the Kolto 
factory is about 240,000 lb. a month, and is sold in 
gold and silver· mining companies in South Africa." 
-Mining Science, Sept. 25, 1910. (K. L. G.) 

Reviews and New Books. 

(We shall'be pleased to review a'-ny Scientific or Tech
nieal W Q1'k sent to u.s 101' that p·urpose. ) 

ONE THOUSAND Two HUNDRED MINING EXAMl-
. NATION 'QUESTIONS, VENTILA-l-roN PLANS AND 

HlNTS TO CANDIDATES FOR CERTU'ICATES. 
By G. L. KERR, M.E. (London: Crosby, Lock
wood & Son, 7, Stationers' Hall Court, E.C.) 

" The question~ in this book have been compiled 
with the view uf assisting those who are studyin" 
mining with the intenlion of preparin" for ~ 
manager's '01' under-manager's certificate, ;'Id have 
been selected principally frum the papers set at the 
examinations held in the different districts of Great 
Britain. They are divided into various sections, 
dealing respec~ively with tl~e following subjects :
The Coal Mllles RegulatIOn Acts; arithmetic; 
geology and search for coal; bla~ting and explosi\'e~; 
generation and trnnsmissi{)n of power; sinkin" 'and 
iitting shafts; modes of working; supporting and 
timbering undergruund workmgs; winding; haulage; 
pumps and pnmping; mine gasses alld ventilation; 
surface arrangements; snrveying and levelling; and 
miscellaneous. Prior tu the questions, the qualifica
tions of candidates who propose to present them
selves for examination for first or second-cl>i~s certi
ficates are ennmerated, and then follow useful hints 
to candidates. The compilation is certainly a help
ful one for students whose aim is the mana"er's 
certificate."-b-on and Coal Trades Review, Feb~ 10, 
1911. (A R.) . 

_ Beadle, Clayton, and Stevens, H. P. Rubber 
Production and Utilisation of the Raw Product. Cr 
8vo, pp. 142. I. Pitman's. Net Is. 6d . 
.. Beadle, .. ClayGon, and Stevens, H. P. Rubber 
Production and Utilisat.ion of the Raw Product. 
(Pitman's Common Commodities of Commerce). 
Illust. Cr 8vo, pp. x.-132. I. Pitman. Net Is. 6d. 
: Bowles, O. Tables for the Determination of 
Common Rocks. 18mo, limp. Spon. Net 28. 

Deerk, N. Cane Sugar: A Text-Book of the 
Agriculture' uf the Sugar Cane, the Manufacture of 
Cane Sugar, and the Analysis of Sugar House Pro
ducts. Together with a (jhapter on the Fermenta
tion of Molasses. Cr 8vo, pp. 592. N: Rodge1'. 
Net 20s. 

Donington, G. C. A Class Book of Chemistry. 
Cr 8vo, pp. xi.-399. Ma.cmillan. 3s. 6d. . 

DonkiD, Bryan. A Text-Book on Gas, Oil, and 
Air Engines. 5th Editiun. Revised and, Enlarged. 
8vo, pp. 664. C. G1'ijfin. Net 25s. 

,Evans,. John Castell. PhYSico-Chemical TableH. 
Vol. II., Physical and Analytical Chemistry. Roy 
8vo, pp. 702. C. Grijfin, Half-Morocco. Net 36s. 

Harden, A. Alcoholic Fermentation. Hoy 8vo. 
Longmans. Net 4s. 

Henthorn, .J. T., and Thurber, C. D. The Corliss 
EngiDe and its Management. 6th Thousand. 12mo, 
limp. Spon. Net Is. 6d. 

Hornby, John. A Text-Book of Gas Manufacture 
forStudents. 6th Edition. Revised and Enlarged. 
8vo, pp. 436. Bell. Net 7s. 6d. 

Isler,. q. Well-~oring for Water, Brine, and . 
2nd EditIOn. ReVlsed and Enlarged. 8vo, pp 2°811. 
Span. Net lOs. 6d. . 2. 

Journal of the In~titute of Metals. Vol LV-
1910: Edited by G. Shaw Scott. Cr 8vo, ,pp'. 34" 
Instttu.te oJ Metal.~: O. 

Kemp, H. R. 'l'he Engineers' Year Book of E 
gineering Formulae, Rules, Tables Data n· 
Memoranda, 1911. Cr 8vo, leather. C. Lockwandd 
lOs. 6d_ 00 • 

K~~sIHl:w, G. B. M,?dern Me~hods of Sewa, 
PUrificatIOn. 8vo, pp. 310. C. Gri.fJin. Net 21s. ge 

Macfarlane, Walter. A Practical Guide to I 
and Steel Works Analyses. Cr 8vo, pp. 196. Lo~~~ 
mans. 4s. 

Marshall, ,Y- J., and Sankey, H. R. Gas E 
gines (Westminster Series). 8vo, pp. 294. C n-
stable. Net 6s. on-
) Mitzakis, John. Th,) Russoal .oil Fields and 

1 etrolenm Indnstry. must. 8vo, pp. 106. Pall 
Mall P1'ess. Net 3s. 6d, 

Wager, H. : Un the Effect of Gravity upon the 
Movements and Aggregation of Euglena Viridis 
Ehrb, and Other Micro-Organisms. IIlust, 4to sd' 
D·ulau. Net 4s. 6d. ' , 

'V:arr, J, W. The Electrical Ignition of . Petrol 
Engmes. 12mo, pp. 76. Alabaster. Net 2s. 
. Watson~ Hugh S: ~ewerage Systelm, their De

sign and ConstructIOn: A Practical Treatise. Roy 
8vo, pp. 330. 'Lockwood. Net lOs, 6d. 

Watson, M. The Prevention of Malaria in 
the Federal Malay States. Wi~h a' Prefa'le by 
Ronald Koss. 4to, pp. 130. Lwe17Jooi School of 
Tropical Medicine. Net 7s. 6d. 

Wil,son, F. R. F., a:nd Hedley, q. W, Elementary 
Chemistry: Progressive Lessons m Experiment and 
Theory. Part II. 3rd Edition. 8vo. (H. Frowde). 
Clarendon P,'ess. 5s. 

'Vood, T. B. A Course of Practical Work in 
Agricultural Chemistry for Senior Students. 8vo 
pp, 56. Cambridge University Press. Net 2s. 6d. ' 

Selected Transvaal, Patent Applications. 

RELATING TO CHEMISTRY, METALLURGY AND 
MINING. 

Compiled by C. H. M. KISCH, F.M.Chart.Inst.P.A. 
(London), Johannesburg (Member). 

( N.B.-In this list (P) means provisional specifica· 
tion, and (C) complete specification. The number 
given is that of the specification, the name that oj the 
applicant, and the date that oj filing.) 

(P.) 18/11. James Forrester Brown. Sliding 
jump set. 13.1.11. 

(C.) 20/11. Harry Salmon (1), The Expanded 
Metal Co., Ltc!.' (2). Improvements in the manufac
ture of expanded metal and apparatus therefor. 
13.1.11. 

(C.) 21/11. . Charles Haeseler (1), McKiernan
Terry Drill Co. (2). Improvements in power operated 
percussion tools.. 13.1.11. 

(C.) 22/11. William Watts Bonson. PrOCess for 
dry ore separation. 13.1.11. 

(C.) 23/11. William Watts Bonson. Improve· 
ments in dry ore separators. 13.1.11. 

(P.) 25/11. Cecil Clarence Sparrow (1) Walter 
. Charles Sparrow (2). Improvements in st~mp mill 
cams. 17.1.Il. 
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~/ll Alexander Purser. . A new and 

(P.) 2h e~thin" filter. 17.1.11. 
illlproved I{, J. s."'Hancoc~ & Co. (1), John ~ta~ley 

(P.) 2:/(2) Combined lunge and seal for air-tight 
Htl.ncoi o\:ers 18.1.11. 
Jlla~ho e2~/1l. 'Alfred Rodda. Imp:o,:,ement in ~ust n·) tt cllment for rock dnlhng machilles. 
laying a a 
IIl.~U. 30/11. Richard Edwards. S.tove attach· 

( .) f I eating water. 18 1.11. 
lIIeet) °:11/11. Eduardo Jose Maria Madero. Novel 
(. n"ine. 19.1.11. . 

rOLa,ryeH8/Il Gatthilf Ansganus Betnlander. Im
(C.) . -ts in or relating to antomatic telephone 

prorenl~~ls for double wire telephone systems. 19.1.11. 
tlx'J'L)nb33/11. Ernst Hjalm~LI' .Lagerstr.om. Improve

( . . pneumatic rock dnlhng macinnes, hammers 
I,,!lnts III 1 

I the like 20.1.1. 
tl.II' , 34/i1. Ernst Hjalmal' Lagerstrom. IIll-

(C.) ents in rock drilling machines. 20.1.11. 

"

rllvelll J W'II H d'k I C) ;~5/11. J acobns an I e!l1 en rt - I er 
'I' (. A process for the extractlOn of gold from 

001'11. 
,.IIIY 21.1.11. . (I;) ·~6/11. Charles Legwanl. Improvements in 
treating' cl'llshed ore with cyanide or other treatment 
li'lni,l 21. J.ll. 

(C.)' 37/11. Henry 'Yhite ~ee (1), Ge?rge ,He~ry 
We,~dll"Lll (2). Improvements III or relatmg to mille' 
alarm instl'llment. 23.1.11. 

(1'.) ;~8/ll. 'fonI L~wes. A new. white flour 
IIIILnnf'LeLnred from Kalir corn (matHle) or dari. 
24.1.11. 

(1'.) 39/1~. Harol,l M.aitland Missing. Safety 
clutch for ,"me cages and hfts. 24.1.11. 

(1'.) 41/11. Alfred Richard Ellis (I), Frederick 
ilorhert. Everitt (2). Brieze blocks and columns. 
:.J5. I. I I. 

(1'.) 42/11. Alec H~wi~t. A _new or improved 
~Pl'lLyillg 'LppfLratus for hqlllds. 2;>.1.11. 

(1'.) 43/11. Benjamin 'Yaites. Improvements in 
IIlUl1nH for reducing cla~sifying, and concentrating 
oreH, minemls and the like. 27.1.11. 

(1'.) 44/11. George Herbert Cox. Improvements 
In moans for fixing tappets to the stems of stamps. 
27.1.11. 

(l'.) 45/11. George Gilbert Carter (1). Improve
mont.H in means for deflecting bore holes in any 
rO'lnire<l direction. 27.1.11. 

(C.) 46/11. George Harlow (1), Karl Martin 
~:ayo.llansen (2). Improvements relating to protec
tlVU IIl'pamtns for alternating cnrreut distribntion 
"YHtem". 27.1.11. 

(1'.) 47!11. John Law Aymard (1), Arthnr Paine 
(:.!)', A ne~v an<lJmpr~ved respimtor. 27.1.11. 

(C.) 48JII. Eredenck Pin "rose. Improvements 
In alltl,mlLtic lubricators. 27.tll. 

(P.) .49/11. Herbert Henry Tarver. Improve
nlentH III the manufactnre of articles from wasLe 
rllLbel, eLonite, vulcanite, or the like. 27.1.11. 

(1'.) 50/l!. Frederick Kolb. Improvements 
rel~ll g ~o mine trnc~s'and similar :e?icles. 28.1.11. 

( .) .01/11. James Howard VIVian. Improve
dllelltH Ill. valve devices for rock drillinn and other 

re,:t Ilet.In" fluid motors 28 I 11 '" (l''' ... . 
'PIII'I') 5:l/11. Lancelot US8her. Candle saving 

alice. 30.1.11. . 

~!~t) . 1;:1/11. Hersi'hel Merle Comur. Improve· 
U ~ In vapour generators and burners. 31.1.11. 

lf~n~\~~a~~) ~arl Bosch (I), Alwin Mittasch (~), 
t.he manl f " eorge Stern (4). Improvements III 
&lid prod IL~~llre of anmonia and in the manufacture 

uc IOn of catalytic agents use therein. 

(C.) 55/11. Carl Bosch (1), Alwin 'Mittasch (2), 
Hans Wolf (3), George Stern (4). Improvements .. iIi 
the manufacture of 'ammonia and catalytic agents 
therein. 31. I.ll. 

56/ll. John Donald Fraser. 
power propelled vehicle for use on 
like. 31.1.11. 

A new po~tabIe 
rail ways and the 

. (C.) 57/11. 'Yilliam Ed wards. Im'provements in 
safety brakes for mine 'cages and the . like. 1. 2.11. 

(C.) 58/11. Thomas Ignatius Yonrelle (1), John 
Billingham (2), Peter Hayes (3). Improvements in 
and relating to ferro· concrete construction buildings. 
2.2.11. 

(P.) 59/11. Nathan Kallenbach. Improvements 
in means or devices for removing im pnrities from the 
water in steam boilers and the like. 2~2.11. .' 

(P.) 61/11. Walter Benjamin Pickles. A, new 
or improved method for preventing the formation 
of, and removing scab or incrnstation from steam 
boilers and the like. 2.2.11. 

(P.) 62/11. Osborne Ernest ·Wilson. Improve-' 
ments 'in bending stirnIp~ and tie-bore for uile in 
reinforced concrete constructions. 2.2.11. 

(P.) 63/11. Panl Meude. Improvements in the: 
mannfactnre. of c1:Lrbonic acid gas and ill the means 
or preparation thereof. 2.2.11. \ 

(C.) 64/11. John Pratt. Improvements in rachet 
braces. 3.2.11. 

(C.) 65/11. Embury M.cLean. Method and 
apparatus for the regnlation of steam boilers and 
other fnrnaces. 3 '2:11. 

( ].) 66/1l. Lewis Condict Bayles. Improve
ments in combined throttle valves and oilers. 3.2.11. 

(C.) 67/11. Peter Angnstns Ranson. Improve
ments in pulleys, flywheels and tlie like. 3.2.11. 

(C.) 6.,/11. William Appleton Lawrence. Process 
and apparatus for extracting rnbber or rnhber like 
substances from the vegetable sonrces. 3.2.11. . 

(C.) 69/11 Albert Edward Montagn' Call. A 
process for cleaning mine workings of dnst and gases 
after blasting. 4.2.11. . . 

(C.) 70/11. Arthnr Reginald Angus. Improve-
ments in or relating to railway' safe running devices 
"A." 4.2.11. 

(C.) 71/11. Arthur Reginald Angns. Improve
ments in or relating to railway safe running devices 
"B." 4.2.11. 

(C.) 72/11. Arthnr Reginald Angus. Improve
ments in or relating to railway safe running devices 
"C." 4.2.11. 

(P.) 73/11. Nicholas Chard Thomas JUniper 
Automatic transportation system. 6.2.11. 

(C.) 74/11. Gordon Ashcroft. Improvements in 
themanufactnre of nitrogen containing compounds 
(amides, cyanides and cyanide of alkali metals, and 
also of alkali metals. 6.2.11. . 

(P.) 75/11. Allan Campbell. Projection draught
ing instrnment. 7.2.11. 

(P.) 76/11.· Francis Ernest Drunnett. Improved 
process for extracting the gold from black sands. 
7.2.11. 

(P.) 77/11. George Anderson Robertson. Im
provements in driving means of antomatic feeders 
for feeding ore and the like to crnshing and grinding 
machines. 7.2.11. 

(P.) 78/11.' John Robert Wilson (1), Frooerick 
Robert Thackrah(2). Improvements in drills or 
bits applicable for machine or hand rock drilling. 
8.2.11. 

(P.) 79.11. James 
in means for cleaning 
and the like. 8.2.11. 

MacGregor. Improvemerits 
the track rails of tmmwa>:s 
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(P.) 80(11. l<:reder,ick Ashby. ,Improvements, in 
means for filtering oil. 8.2.11. 

(P.) 81/11. Johp Penh,ale. Improvements in 
purifying mine air.' 8.2.11. 

(P,) 82/11. ~{obert Rohertson. ~m.provements 
in the constructIOn of, th~ walls of bUIldmgs, tanks, 
and the like. 9.2.11. 

(P.) 83/11. l'ete~ Norn)an ,Nissen. Irilproye~ 
ments in stalnp nlilh~. n.2 l~. ..' \. i 

(P.) 84jll. Willialll H. ~aftorrl. A new or 
imj)l'O\ied pahlt. . f). 2. \ I. " , 

(C.) 85/11. Arthur i\lfrerl~ll,Lnk. Improvements 
relating to tires. 10.2.11.' ' 

(C.) 86/11. Gilbert North. IIlIIHo"en)ents in 
alternating current eler;tric met.ers. 10.2.11. 

(C.) 87/11. James Drage. Improvements in 
fittinO' machines. 10.2,11. . 

(C.) 88/11. Robert Davy (I); Frederick DaW (2), 
John Da"id McKenzie. (:~)', 'Clement Stanhope 
Bertram (4). An illlj)rov( d process for extracting 
"old from refractory ores., ll,2.11. 
b ·(C.) 89(1!. Stephe'u Williain 81~1!th (I),' John 
Duff Innes (2). I1111iroven,Ients, applIcable. to the 
actuating fluid suppJ{'c.onnections fo~' rock drilling 
machines. pump connectIOns and,ihehke. 11.2,11. 

(C:) 90/11. ~aul Mi~lington :Jer~ard. ~lIlI)]'ove~ 
ments in explosIOn engIne' actuated maclunes ana 
cars and the like, and apparatus' therefor. 13.2.11. 

(C.) 91/11. Paul Millington Jernird:, 'Inipr.ove: 
ments in and apllertaining to I thwsmittirig power 
and/ or motion and apPll:ra:tlls therefor: 13, S: ll: . 

(C.) 92/11. Pa~i1 MIlhngt~~ .Jerrard. ,Il1Ipr?ve. 
ments in and relatmg to electncally operatu!g WInd· 
ing engine hoists, lifts and conveyance~ and appara· 
tus therefor. 13.:!.11. 

(P.) 93/11. Alexander Purser; A new and 
improved valve. 14.2.11. 

(P.) 94/11. "Tilliam Joss (I), Charles Edward 
Horne '(2)., Improvem!Jnts appertainiilg ,to the I)leans 
for connectin" rock. drilling 'machines to their operat. 
irii;.flilid ·supp'Iypipes. 14. 2.11~ , , ' , 
,(I'.) 95(q. David. ~i~an. Grasn~ , (I), ,TI:lOnl3.s 

Henry Morfan (2). 'An unproved deVIce for the pre, 
ventioD :of' wear to wheels and axles anrl thEiJike, 
14.2.11. , ,., , ' " , , " 
.' 'W:) 26/11: Sidney Sherrard Osborn. Improve· 
ine~ts'in: press'uh! filters.' '14.2.11.' , ',' .. 

(P,) , 97/11. John. Batel)1an., Improvenients ,reI at· 
inO",to ho'rizontal presse'sfor the treatment of paraffin 
~c~le' or 'wax~ fat, fatty acids; and like substances. 
14.2.11.. ' ' _. , 
" (r:),- 98/1L :~ollll Ba.teman. 'Improv~ments·rela~. 

ing ~o the ~rocess of filhng. lll~lted ~ll!-ter:lals,. s!lc,l~ as 
"-ax, 'paraffin, and fatty aClds Into ,tms fo! sohdlf:)'mlS' 
and apparatus for-use 'm 'such process, 14.2.11.' . 
. (C. r '99/11: Leonard'Vowl~s. Itnproved feed, for 

horses, mules, cattle and' the l~ke. 16.2.11. 

---~ 
(P.) 106!1l: ,John Galilee, Barclay (I.), Archibal 

N~w~on Bar~lay (2). ,M,:ans for preventing the'o\' d 
wmdmg of. Pit cages. 1/.2.11. ' er 

------------------------------~---------

Change~ of Acidress. 

JJI e1,;be;·s. mid '.A.ssociat~s m'e requested to 1IOtify th 
Secreta?'Y yrr!m,ed,tate~y of "any change in addresse 
otherwt8e tt tS trllpo~st~le, to g]lam1ltee the delive1'Y 0' 

Journals or N,otices. The Sem'etm'Y Sh01tld be notiiie~ 
of non-receipt of J01l1'nals and Noticesat07lCP. 

ADA~IS, A. R., l/o Roo(lepoort; P. O. Box 58, Lang. 
lal].gte. 

BARRATT, ,R. L., l/o Bush Tick Mine; Eilee• 
Alannah ~~ine, Gatooma, Rhodesia." .1 

BARTLET1', S, G., l/o Krngersrlorp; 38, ConnaU"ht 
Square, J.ondOlI, ."". , '" 

BEAT~r~, G .. H:, ,Ndhces to Reltzbllig', near Vrede. 
fort; O.F.I:l,;:Jvurnals to c/o Park and JUlUper 
I:ltreets, Belgnwia, .Jol,anuesbnrg. 

BIRD, F. A., l/o Uniterl Ivy :Mine; North Star Mine 
.p. O.Box.179, Barberton. , ' 

BL1!ME, KE. A" l/Q Johanu€sburg; 180, Glollcester 
Terrace, Hyde Park, London, \V. 

BRISTOL, F. A., I/o Johannesburg-; 355, Lawton 
Av~nne, Oakland" California, U.S.A. ' 

BUTTERS, CHAS., to [21" ,Fifty·N.inth Street, Oak. 
" 'lam], Californi~L, U.S,A. 
QARBlS, F, C., l/o;Benon\; ,Post Office, Rerlruth. 
COATON, A. A., l/o FordslJUrg; Langlaagte We,t 

G. 1\1;. Co., 'Ltd., P. 0: Box 36U, Krngersdorp, 
COMRIE, A., l/o Gwanrla, l{hodesia; Kesington, 

B,ellvne. Crescent, Ayr, Scotland. " 
C~I,CHT.oN, C., I/o Klerksrlorp ; P. O. ~ox 2, Benoni. 
DONALD, H. S. H., to P. O. Box 184, Germiston. 
EVANS, ·'Y. B., l/o Daylesford, Australia; r'/" 

National Bank of New Zealand, Ltd., 17, Moor, 
. gate Street, London,. Ke. ' 

FR~;Y, F. n., l/o Germiston ; c/o Messrs. EnlmlLnll &. 
, Sielcken, Batavia, Ja,~a. 

GILBERT, T. 'V:, l/o Naboomsprnit; New Heriot 
G. M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 10, ,Cleveland. 

JAMESON: J. I.; l/o Rooiberg '; Mining and Metlll. 
_ Inrffical CI,ub, St. Ennyns, 'Yestminster, London, 

S "T. ' , , 
JOHNSON, J'-H., l/o Roodepoo~t; 'May C?nsoli~llIter1 

G, 1\L Co., ,Ltd" P. O. Box 50, GenmEton. 
JOLLY H. R., to P. O. BoX; 1392, .Tohannesburg. 
LITT'L~,' CL H.; lloRhodesia; 1': O. Box 1,lifi, 

" 'Johannesour". ' , , 
POWTER, H. B." t/ol,{nights; R~ndfonteio Ellst. 
RAND E. T. l/o East Hand; 'Post Office, BokslJllrg. 
SANE~, C.' 13" t/o ,:rohannesimrg,; Royal ColOllird 

Institute,' NorthllmberllLnd AveniIe, London, 
K~ I 

SIMlIioNS, ,1'. W., "l/o LanglaaO'te; 'Meyer alH 
Charlton G. M. Co.', Ltd., P. O. Box 27, Jeppe8' 

- W:j 'lOO/li: . Oswalil R R. Hampsol! '(I), Hen'l':)' 
Algernon, HamI)son (2). Improvements III means fol' 
actuating shaking. chute conveyors. 16.2.11. ,I Spg~~~~,n·A.: G. B.,. i/o Germisfon ; Nourse Mine~, 

(C.)' 101/11." A'ndrew:FI"e.derick. Cr.6sse. Il1ip, ro, v,e' , B 32 D .. 
d f I Ltd.,. 1'.0: ox', .. eo\'er. I 

'ments in apparatus for the fine grill mg, 0 Qres am TENN ANT, A., l/o Boksbill'g; Roouepoort Centra 
other 111aterialiJ: . 1'6:2:1'1."" , ',Dilep, Ltd.,P. O. Box 114;Ro04epoor~.. 8 

' '(P.) , l02/lT. C ;WiIliaril Cochran, Boyd. Improve· THOMAS, C. F\{]<;l)., l/v Johannesb.urg; Z. aalplllllt 
l1Ients' in' i'ollers' fOr'incline shafts and' th~ ':like:' 'T!n IVIines , Potgietersr,ust, Statl~n, PleterRburg 
17.2.11. ,,' ' Lllle. ," l' ~ 
: '(C: r' lOs/n.' Ai·thnr Young (I), 'I.'hon1as Rowlands : TWIN,ING, D. H., 1/,0 11arberton ;. The Village l\ Ine • 

(2)'. ','lIhproyements, r.ela"ting to,'the-ljll,Lnnfact~I,re of; "~enha)ong~L, Rho()~8h., ~ ,NpW 
hoW",' tolled inetal rods, hars and the lIke. 1/.2.11. ,W;~;Bll, H., H., l/o. London; il, Broad"ay, 

(C.) 10:1/1,1. Ed,gar ,Arthur Ashcro~t. 1~p'ro~e~' " ' 'York', U.S:A ... : I' .. ,' 

mebts'iit 'the' nuinu'factnre of metallIc sodmmof, WOOLF, 'M: P:, lrv "TiI nn'a, SV.A. ;' Nararoa G,~I,. 
, .. ' "11" '- , ' , , ' . Norseman, W: ~uspral~a. 'I 'potasslU·m. 17.:.0. . 
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